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1. INTRODUCTTON

The weak magaetic ffelds'associated with bioelectric aetivity have
beeu studied for over twenty years. This area of research has become
krown as biomagnetiem and has.contributed to the development of sophis-
ticated magnetic field detectors with extremely high sensitivity. However,
magnetic measurements have not been widely applied in normal clinical
medicine.

The level of the magnetic fields generated by the eellular sources is
several orders of magnitude lower in comparison to the magnetic noise in a
typical laboratory or clinical euvironment, which complicates the measure-
ment technique and demands efiective noise rejection methods and sigaal
processing procedures. There exist in biomagnetism some commonly used
measurement methods such as mapping and the different lead systems for
magnetocardiography (MCG). However, not one of them so far has been
standardized and commonly accepted as a clinical research method as

has for example the normal l2-lead system in electrocardiography (ECC).
This renders difrcult to compare the results obtained by different research
groups. The theory of the interpretation of the detected field distribution
and the modelling of the source has been developed by many researchers,
but there has not been made so far any extensive aud complete investiga-
tion of the öagnostic performance of the magnetic measurement method
for example in magnetocardiography.

Interest in studyiug the magnetic fi.eld of the heart is stimulated by
the potential clinical applications and the possibility that magnetocardiog-
raphy might provide uew information on the electrophysiological features
of the heart. The origin of the MCG are the ionic currents associated with
the activation of the conduction system and muscle fibers of the heart.
These ionic currents are sources to both MCG and ECG and thus the
great question of MCG is, what is its relationship to ECG?

Currently growing interest in biomagnetism has increased the need
for sensitive multichannel magnetometers. When a multichannel detector
system is used in MCG, the three magnetic heart vector components can
be measured simultaneously. This means that the vector is recorded in
real time and the variation in its parameters can be monitored during
each heart beat. The use of multichannel magnetometers also shortens
the time needed for the measuremeat, which is an important factor in
screening studies. In magnetoencephalographic studies, where the spatial
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distribution of the mngnetic field is important, a m.agnetometer with
Eeverål gfusnnels will give additional information on the function of the
brain.

ln the present thesis there has been studied a biomagnetie instrumen-
tation desigled especially for magnetocardiographic studies with the
u-nipositional lead system, together with the properties of this instrumen-
tation in the detecting of normal vector magnetocardiograms. Thie over-
view surveys the studies presented in this thesis and briefly discusses the
studies made by the other investigators in this research area.

Chapter 2 summarizes the basic theory of the generation of bioelectric
and biomagnetic ffelds and the effect of the volume conductor. The
difference between the sources of ECG and MCG and the concept of
secondary Bources is discussed. Chapter 3 reviews difierent Bource models
and presents the electric and magnetic heart vector models. The lead
field theory and different vectormagnetocardiographic lead systems are
reviewed. The eorrected unipositional lead system is presented and ite
properties are discuased. Chapter 4 treats of the spectra of the biomagnetic
fields and the magnetic noise in a laboratory environ-ment. Aleo included is
a brief discussion of the nature of the noise soruces and the way different
interferences are generated. Chapter 5 describes different ways of detect
ing very low-level magnetic fields. Two types of magnetometere, a[ induc-
tion coil device and a SQUID magnetometer (Superconducting QUanturn
Interference Device) are preeented and their propertiee and limitations dis-
cussed. Instruments used by other researchers are reviewed. The rediza-
tion of a vector magnetometer and its noise properties are presented and
the optimization of the structure of a vector gradiometer is discunced.
Chapter 6 deals with the maguetic shielding methods. The ferromagnetic
and eddy current shields and their theory are reviewed. The active ehield-
ing for static and alternating fields is discussed. The constructed shielding
system is described and its properties summarized. Chapter 7 gives a short
survey of the diagnostic performance of the MCG and presents some oL
seryations and results concerning the normal vector magnetocardiogram
in conparison with the vector electrocardiogram.



2. TIIEORY OF BIOELECTRIC AND BIO-
MAGNETIC FIELDS

2.1. Current source

The electric activity of a liviag cell can be seen as a current deasity
which appears throughout the intracellular and extracellular medium. This
is caused by the transport of ions through the membrane, which also forms
the transmembrane potential gradient.

The bioelectric activity of a cell membrane can be represented by the
concept impreased eurrent denaity 7'(r). This is the primary cause of the
current flow in a volume conductor and will be zero elsewhere except in
the cell membrane [Plo 69]. As a passive response to the gradients of the
electric potential set up by the impressed current density, a current called
lhe uolume cunent appears in the surrounding tissue. It is described by
lhe uolume current d,eneitg 7'(r) which depends on the electric conduc-
tivity distribution o(f) of the volume conductor and the impressed current
density. The total current densif,y 7(f) af the point F can be written as

fPlo osl

7(r): -o(r)vv(r)+7'(r):7'(-)+7'(r), (1)

where the negative gradient of the potential lr(r) is the electric field. The
electric and magnetic fields are generated by the total cunent density 7(f).
Although the impressed currents are time dependent, the frequency range
nornally used in measurements allows us to use the so called quaaidtatic
assumption, or the bioelectric and biomagnetic fields can be examined at
each instant of time as a static ohenomenon [Plo 69].



2.2. Source ftelds

2.2.L. I-uflnite homogeneous volume eondustor

ln an inffnite homogeneous volume conductor that, in addition, is

linear and isotropic, the electric scalar potential I/(l) which is detectable
in the surrounding medium of an impressed current source can be written
as the solution of Eq. (1). The current is conserved in the quasistatic limit
or V'7(r) : 0 and thus

r',r\ I f v'-d'-'r(t'):-+""1,ffi0',, (2)

where F is the vector to the field point. The magnetic induction F(/)
produced by the current density 7(r) cau be written at / according to the
law of Biot and Savart as

B1r1:#l,ryfl=,.c,
For the physicelly reasonable situation where 7(r) vanishes af inffnif,y, f,[g
above equation can be rewritten as

F1r'; : l'- [ ',f r!l) o', . (4)-\ / 4tJ" l/-il

It can be shown that the above equation of lr(y') contains 7d(r) and is
valid ouly in an unbounded conductor, whereas equations of F(r') contain
7(r) and are not restricted to inffnite conductors.

If the case of F(r') is limited to unbouaded homogeneous conductors
and we are using Eq. (1) and noting that the curl of gradient is zero, Eq.

(4) reduces to
--,r\ p" IY X7'r=rB(t'): ffi l,.t#td', (s)

In Eqs. (2) and (5) the integral needs to be computed only over the
volume u containing the sources. I:r the infinite homogeneous conductor
the source of the eleetric potential is the diuergence of the impressed
current density, whereas the magnetic field originates from the curl of the
impressed current density. In this situation the impressed current density
completely determines the arising field.

(3)
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2.2.2. Finite inhomogeneous volume conduetor

Geselowitz [Ges 67] has introduced a more realistic mathemati-
cal model in which the volume conductor is considered as piecewise
homogeneous. The conductivity is uniform and isotropic within each
region. The electric potential I/(r') can be analyzed by using Green's
theorem and it satisfi.es the equation [Ges 67]

. r If v.j;F).,V(t'): -- | I ',_r" Y,f d',4tio lJ " lr, - ,lf _.._( r \ I (6)

Ttst \lr'-rl./ "J

Here the fi.rst term on the right is caused by the impressed current clensity
7d and the second term describes the eflect of the boundaries of the regions
when the volume current passes them. The two regions with conductivities
at and ott are separated by the surface Sy. The number of the regions
determines the accuracy of the body modelling.

The magnetic field generated by impressed currents in an in-
homogeneous bounded conductor can be obtained from Eq. (3) by using-
the volume form oi stoke's theorem to convert the integrals over each
volume to a surface integral bounding that region [Ges 70]

B{r-1: #lf.rc1r; x r(irh)",
* 

T .f",r' - 
ot')v(r)v(F5) 

" 
r4]

The first term on the right again describes the effect of the impressed
current density. T'he magnetic induction which is caused by the current
in the inhomogeneous volume conductor is expressed by the ratter part.
In order to caiculate the magnetic field around an inhourogeneous torso
one must hnolv the clectric potential distribution in it.

2.3. The rela,tionship between ECG and MCG

According to Eqs. (6) and (7) there exist two sources in a bounded
piecewise homogeneous conductor for the electric and magnetic field.
The primory aource is the impressed current density inside the source

t/,
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region. The concept of the recond,ory sourcel represent the efiect of the
inhomogeneities on the volume current. This is understood to mean that
the effect of the inhomogeneities can be modelled in the homogeneous
situation by adding in the volume couductor sources so that their resultiug
effect is the sme as the latter part of Eqs. (0) and (7).

If the impressed current density 7'(r) is assumed to be an arbitrary
bounded vector field with three degrees of freedom, it can be represented
by the sum of two vector fields, one tlat is solenoidal and one thal is

irrotational [Plo 61]. The solenoidal component with zero curl is celled the

fl,ow aource'7'r(r), and the irrotational component with zero divergence is

known as the vortez BottrceJ'"(r). According to Eq. (5), only the vortex
source contributes to the magnetic field in the special situation where
the medium is infinite and homogetreous. The electric potential associated

with the volume current depends only on the flow source, Thus the ECG
and MCG can be expressed as fWik 751

v(t']: J- { -Y 17"!t) +-R'u(r)l nr, ,4ro J" lr'-rl

where F 1r;: fi(r) +K\,(r)

If the two vector fields 7|(r) and i'"(r) are mathematically indepen-
dent, then, in the quasistatic limit, the electric and magnetic fields in
an unbounded homogeneous conductor contain independent information.
In a bounded inhomogeneous conductor the magnetic field also contains
information which is present in the electric field because of the secon-

dary sources, which are the same for both fields and determined by Y(r')
produced by 7i'.

ECG and MCG recordings each eontail one iqdependent variable.
The MCG contaius infornation from both 7j" and 7ir, whereas the ECG

contains information only from 7i. B"""ore 7|, contributes to the MCG
only through the secondary sources, this complicates the interpretation of
the MCG.

In MCG and ECG recordings the occurence of these secondary sources

can be ignored when,the lead field is known in the source area because

it contains information on the inhomogeneities. Thus without knowing
the lead field it is impossible to determine the primary source from the
measured data. Another method is to try to find a rneasurement method
where the effect of the secondary sources is at a minimum. Hosaka et ol.

(8)

(s)
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fHos 7S] have shown that the cemponent of the magnetic field which is

normal to the boundary in a conducting half space model mainly originates

from 7{r(r) and that the efiect of the Fdlr; it sigdficantly smaller.



3. DETERMINATION OF THE MAGNETIC
HEÄ,RT VECTOR

3.1. Equivalent generator

The caleulation of the magnetic field for a given source current dis-
tribution is known as the forward problem fBau 65b, Bau 701. This problem
always has a unique solution if the source and the volume conductor
are known. In practice the calculation is extremely difrcult because a
knowledge of electrical inhomogeneities of the torso is required [Hor 73j.
A very fu:ndamental question is whether the source distribution can be
determined through a knowledge of the magnetic field patterns outside
the torso. Solving the source from the measured field data is termed the
inlerse problem [Ges 73] There does not exist any unique solution for the
inverse problem, even with the added knowledge of the electrical potential
everywhere on the surface of the torso fWik 751.

To avoid the difrculties involved in the non-uniqueness of the in-
verse problem, the current sources can be presented with an equiuolent
generator that produces the same external fleld. In electrocardiography
(ECG) several simplifled models for the soluce have been used. A fixed

[Ein 12, Fra 50] and moving electric dipole model [Art 71", Hor 72], several
moving current dipoles [Gab 54], multiple electric dipole model [Fis 63,
Sel 07, Hol 69a, FIol 69b, Ges 731 and multipole model fYeh 58, Ges 60,
PIo 69, kt 721are presented in the literature. A fixed current dipole is
the equivalent generator for both the standard lZ-lead ECG system and
Frank's vector ECG system which at the moment are in clinical use. The
l2-lead system is based on the infinite homogeneous volume conduetor,
whereas Franl<'s VJICG system takes into account the shape of the body.
Thus both assumptions are relatively simple. For nagnetocardiography a
magnetic dipole with a fixed location [Bau 70, Mal 76, Bar 77], a moving
magnetic dipole model [Wih 77], a magnetic multiple dipole model [Mil
74] and a magnetic multipole model [Kar B0] have been used.

The nodel clescribing the source should be complex enough to
reproduce all details of the observed field distribution. However, from a
diagnostic aspect the source model should have some kind of physically
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ocplainable equivalent in the real heart. Both a fixed cunent dipole model
in ECG and a fixed magnetic dipole model in MCG describes acceptably
the field pattern around the heart at least during most of the QRS complex
and the T wave. Particularly, neat to the anterior chest the higher order
components of the fleld are small [Kar 80]. Also the physical interpreta-
tion of the current dipole approach can be explained well with the cup-like
depolarization wave front and solid-angle theory fwil 33, Ges 73, Wik 7Sl.

The overall current dipole is determined by the opening or openings in
the double-layer. A better fitting of the model field to the measured freld
pattern during the whole cycle is obtained if a moving dipole, rrith its
components and location as unknowns, is used. In all probability there
also exists a better correspondence between the source model and the ex-

citation wave front. With a moving dipole, however, there are three addi-
tional variables to be deternined compared to the fixed dipole, and thus
more meåsurements must be made. Also the multiple dipole model needs

at least as many'measurements as there are unknown variables, although
diagnostically it is very interesting because different areas ofthe heart can
be modelled separately. A transfer natrix which takes into account the
inhomogerreities of the volume eonductor must be determined for the solu-
tion. This concerns also several rnoving dipoles. The multipole expansion
of the source distribution gives a method for adjusting the model field to
agree in detail with the measured fleld. The strengths of the components
of the magnetic poles can uniquely be calculated from the measured field
data. The method requires, however, several measurements and the physi-

cal correspondence to the real heart of the components of higher order
than the dipole is difrcult to imagine.

S.2. trleetrie a,nd rna,gnetic hea,rt vectors

The fixed equivalent dipole generator for ECG is a current dipole
located in the center of the heart. The dipole is the veetor sum of all
elementary impressed current dipoles which describe the electric activity
at cellular level. [n an inflnite homogeneous volume conductor the dipole
moment p of this current dipole can be expressed by the equation:

(10)

where 7! is the current density of the flow source and the volume u

eontains all sources. This dipole is known as the electric heart uector

(EHV).

F: f,T'p(r)azr ,
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If the eonduetor is bounded and pieeewise hom.ogeneous, the secon-
dary sources can be added to account for the internal inhomogeneities and
then [Wilc 75]

f -,' -.'F:J,li'F(r)+K',(r)ld3r, (11)

where Fdlr; do"r not include the contribution from the surface of the
body. Eq.(i,l) describes the result which is obtained from surface poten-
tial measurements. The second term on the right is the efrect of the in-
homogeneities of the torso and thus greatly complicates the determination
of th.e true Etr{V.

The magnetic dipole used as the equivalent generator is termed the
magnetie [:.eart uector (MF[D. It is similar to the EHV and also assumed to
be loeetcd in the geometric center of the heart. The equivalent magnetic
generator can be expressed as

(12)

or it is the vector sum of all vortex sources weighted by the distance from
the origin inside the source volume.

The equivalent magnetic generator in a bounded piecewise

homogeneous volume conductor,can be expressed as fwik 75j

(13)

From Eqs. (11) and (13) it ean be seen that there is a coupling between p

ancl m througir the secondary term If' produced by 7i'. In Eq. (13) F'
includes also the body surface while in Eq. (11) it does not. Wlen doing
magnetic field mapping r.sith a large grid [Saa 78, Kar 80], one is just
measuring the effect of the secondary term of Eq. (13).

3.S. n eacl f;reld theory

The sensitivity of magnetic or eleetric measurement to the location
and orientation of a current source density 7'{r) in the heart region can
be analyzed using fea.d fi.eli theory.It is based on the reciprocity theorem
firs'u presented by l-Ielmiroltz in 1853 [FIel 853]. This theorem was applied
to electrocardiography by Lepeschkin [Lep 51] and McFee and Johnston

[Mc]t 54] end to magnet,ocarcliography by Baule and McFee [Bau 70]. The

ffi: li f ,o *I'y(r)dsr ,

m: * [,- * V'v"-i, +K;1ry1asr
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electrtc kod, field zrrd mugnetic leod fi,eld zre electric current distributions
produced by the reciprocal energization of either the ECG or MCG lead,
respectively.

In ECG the lead field density is the same as the current distribution
which is formed in the volume conductor when a unity current is fed
through the electrodes of the lead. The reciprocity theorem can be used for
time-varying conditions which appear in magnetocardiography, as shown
by Plonsey [Plo 72]. In MCG the leacl field density is similar to that current
flow which is induced in the conductor when the detection coil is energized
with an alternating current. The induced current depends on the rate
of change of the magnetic flux of the coil. The reciprocally energizing
current is normalized so that the quantity .ft.r is unity for all values of tr.
A-n, example of the form of the magnetic lead field current flow lines in a
cylindrically symmetric volume,conductor is shown in Fig. 2 in [PB]. The
figure shows the lead field of the x- and y-lead.

Aceording to the reciprocity theorem, the voltage of an electric or
magnetic lead due to an impressed current density 7'(r) is given by [Mal
761

(14)

where o(f): the conductivity of the mediun,
Ia : the amplitude of the reciprocal current,
7 7.(r) : the lead fi.eld current density.

Thus the lead fleld needs to be known only in the source region where 7d(r)
is non-zero. The voltage of the lead is proportional to the projection of the
impressecl current density on the lead field current flow line multiplied by
the lead field current density. Eq. (1a) can be used for both homogeneous
and inhomogeneous volume conductors. The effects of boundaries and
inhomogeneities are talcen into account by the form of the lead fields.
Calculation of 72, is extremely laborious because of the inhomogeneities.
The lead field theory, however, gives an efiective tool for understanding
the sensitivity clistribution and overall properties of a given lead.

3.3.1. Ideol lead fields

If the volume conductor is homogeneous, linear, and isotropic, the
output voltage of an eleetrocardiographic lead can be written according
to Eqs. (i0) and (14) as [Flo 63, Mal 76]

v:*{.ffim*,,

vE : ! f,t rr(o) . l'r(r)dr r, ( 15)
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where T yB is the electric lead field eurrent density. In order to uniquely
determine the equivalent current dipole source, three independent lead
fields must be generated in the heart region. The lead field current dis-
tribution must be homogeneous for the sensitivities at different points to
be equal.

?he ideal lead field current distribution for ECG is that where the
lead field current density is constant over the whole source volume. In this
case Eq. (15) can be rewritten as

(16)

The electric lead voltage is inversely proportional to the conductivity of
the volume conductor.

Similarly, the voltage of a magnetic lead is given by fPlo 72, Mzl7Bl

vE: !7", . !3;g1o',: *ir.e.F

vpr -- ! f3 "*t 1.T'nlryatr, (17)

where J r,u is the magnetic lead ffeld current density. According to Eq.
(12) the magnetic heart veetor is an integral of F X i'"(r) over the source
volume. The ideal lead field current distribution is that obtained by
producing a reciprocally uniform magaetic field F; through a cylindrically
symmetric homogeneous volume conductor, along its symmetry axis (Fig.
2a in [P0]). The induced lead fi.eld current density is then [Wik 79]

o
JLM:-;7XBt , (18)

where i is the radial distanee from the symmetry axis. Then Eq.(17)
becomes

I-n the ideal homogeneous case, when only the primary sources contribute
to the magnetic field, the magnetic lead voltage is independent of the
conductivity of the volume conductor. The ideal lead field for MHV thus
eonsists according to Eq. (19) of three independent magnetic fields which
are homogeneous inside the souree volume and which produce three ideal
Iead fielcl eurrent distributions. However, this is true only in the case where
the volume source is a homogeneous sphere. One component of the ideal
lead fi.eld current distribution consi.sts of concentric circular flow lines with
eurrent density proportional to the radial distance from the symmetry
axis, Ilig. 1 in [F8]. trn the centcr of the circular flow lines the sensitivity of

1f
vM : -Bt ' 

ä J,, x7'v(r)dsr : -Bt'ffi (19)
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the lead to the primary current''density is zero. The track formed by the
eerters of the Tzu eweles is called the zero'aewitivity lrze [P6]. In the
ideal case the geometric center of the heart is located on this line fWik
79]. The zero-sensitivity line is formed because the cross product in Eq.

(19) depends on the point (7) where it is calculated.

According to Dq. (17), the voltage of a magnetic lead is proportional
to the sum of the projections of the source current elements on the lead

field current line. The magnetic lead field current flow lines are ideally
tangential and MCG is sensitive to the tangential current Eources only if
the source volume is modelled by a sphere. In theory ECG is equally sen-

sitive to both radial and tangential sources [Mal 76]. In practice, however,

the trCG lead is more sensitive to radial sources because the more conduc-

tive blood inside the heart tends to turn fhe lead field flow lines radially
(Brody-effect) [Bro 56].

3.3.2. Mg\r lead systemu

There exist three basie lead systems for determining the nagnetic
heart vector: the XYZ-lead frrst presented by Baule and McFee [Bau 70]

and the ABC-lead znd unipotitional lead introduced by Malnivuo [Mal
761. There exists also an improved version of the unipositional lead, called
tbe corrected, unipoadtional lead lPBl.

In the XYZ-lead system the human MITV can be recorded with a

magnetometer by positioning a coil alternately on each coordinate axis.

A reciprocally energized magnetometer produces a lead field whose inten-
sity decreases as å function of the distance. This procdm?y efiect can be

eompensated by malcing two measuremönts on both sides of the heart and

averaging these signals, Fig. la. Malmivuo has examined this lead fi.eld

using a two-dimensional inhomogeneous torso model [Mal 76]. This sys-

tem has two disadvantages: first, the measurements must be performed
quite far from the heart where the signal level is low and second, the
longitudinal recording is difficult to malce.

In the ABC-lead system three orthogonal componelts of MIIV are

measured so that the coil axes are on the edges of a cube whose tip is

in the center of the heart and,the diagonal of the cube coincides with
the x-axis, Fig. fb. If the measurements are made on both posterior and

anterior sides of the thorax, it is the so-called symmetric ABC system. In
the asymmetric system the coils on the posterior side are not used. The
xyz-components of the I\4I{V are obtained from the ABC-components by
lincar transformation. This method has been used at Stanford University,
where a single ch.annel grailiometer with tilted coils was employed [Lei 81,
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B* 771.

In the unipositiond lead system the detector is positioned at a fixed
point above the heart's center where all three MIIV components ean be
recorded without changing the detector's position. One method for orien-
tating the coils is presented in Fig. lc. With this system it is theoreti-
eally possible to create three mutually perpendicular magnetic fields in
the center of tire heart by reeiprocally energizing the magnetometer coils.
If the coil is small when compared to the distance to the heart, its field
can be modelled by the field of a magnetic dipole. Thus the coil current
generates a magaetic fleld in such a way that on the a:ris of the loop
there exists only the radial component, whereas on,the plane of the loop
the field consists only of the tangential component: Thus if the heart is
located in the origin of a rectangular righthanded xyz-coordinate system
and the magnetometer coil is on the positive x axis, the coil parallel to
lhe yz plane (x-coil) will generate in the center of the heart a magnetic
fleld whose intensity is tr,vice that of the coil on the xy- or xz-plane (y- and
z-coil). trn addiiion, the y- and z-leads have an opposite direction when
compared to the dipole moment of the coil.

The magnetic heart vector (m) cornponents ean be obtained from
the components of the magnetie field vector F, which is the magnetic
flux density vector at the measurement point, by the following matrix
operation:

{x}:T(s + lkl) (20)

Malmiruo [Mal 76] has measured the lead field of this unipositional system
using a two-dimensional torso model. He has verified that in such case the
intensif,y of the lead field in the y- and z-directions is half that in the
y,-direction. In the frontal plane (x-lead) the lead field is almost ideal, but
in the sagittal and transverse planes the zero-sensitivity point is moved in
the anterior direetion about 4-10 mm from the center of the heart. The
sensitivity in the anterior heart tissue is also higher.

Geselowitz has examined the unipositional lead fields using a com-
puter nodel for magnetocardiography in an inhomogeneous case [Ges 80].
He has found that vrhen calculating the MHV from the field measurement
the diagonal components of the m.atrix in Eq. (20) should have the values
1, -1.20 and -0.93 instead of L, -2 and -2 for x-, y- and z-components,
respeetively.
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3j3.3. Correeted untpoaitional lead system

In the study [P6] an inhomogeneous torso model was used;for various
vectormagnetocardiographic lead field studies. It was fou-nd that the cor-
rected unipositional lead systen fulfills best the requirements of a standard
clinical VMCG lead system. This lead field has a simple geometry where
the recording is made at a flxed single point, not above the geometric

center of the heart as in the normal unipositional lead system, but over

the beginning of the fourth intercostal space. This anatomically fixed point
corresponds to point V2 of standard ECG. The nornalization factors cal-
culated from the measured lead field data for the corrected unipositional
lead system are 1, -0.86 and -1.19 for the x-, y- and z-lead, respectively.

The accuracy of the corrected unipositional lead system for the deter-
mination of the magnetic heart vector was concluded to be sufrcient. It
was used together with combined unipositional and YECG-conpensated
lead systems to estimate the magnetie heart vector on the normal naterial
which was ensured as normal according to the values of VECG. The stan-
dard deviations of the maximum amplitude and the direction at the rnaxi-
mum of the QRS- and T-veetors'were compared for different lead systems.

It was found that the corrected u-nipositional lead system showe most of
the smallest standard:deviations. Only the ideality of the lead seems to be

worse than that of the others. The main unideality of the lead is that it is

much more sensitive to the anterior than to the posterior electrical soruces

of the heart [P0]. The sensitivity to the detector location was fouad to be

small because of the self-centering effect [P6, P8].

The obtained results agree quite well with the results of the computer
simulation made by Geselowitz. It seems that in a real measurement situa-
tion the diagonal components of the multiplication matrix åre yery near
to unity, i.e. the relative sensitivity of all components is equal. However,
it should be noted that the spatial sensitivity of a lead is not equal and
uniform in the heart region but decreases in the posterior direction. At
the moment rpe do not know what is the efrect of the individual variations
of the inhomogeneities on the components of the multiplication matrix.
Thus it is not expedient to use'yery accurate values of the normalization
factors. However, according to these two studies it seems that the factors
are closer to 1 than to 2 in the y- and z'direction

Accordiag to the results presbnted, a multiplication matrix with eom-
ponents of l,-tr and -1 rqere used for calculating the MHV in unipositional
measurements. The recordings were made with a three-axis differential
magnetometer, i.e. gradiometer, which meåsures'the field difference in-
stearl of field. In thi$ cnse the maanetic heart vector comDonents are ob-
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tained from the fteld diferenee vector AB according to the following equa-

tion:

{{:):rc#F'F(å + i)(iä) , (21)

where r : the distanee of the pick-up coil from the center of the
heart,

ö : the baseline of the gradiometer (the distance between the
two coils).

Flom. the instrumental point of view this result is good because the
vector gradiometer is easier to design with equal relative sensitivitiee to
produee a similar S/N-ratio on eaeh channel.

Figrrre tr. Basic lead geortretries for vector magaetoeardiog-
raphy. (a) XYZ-lead system, (b) ÄBC-lead system and (c)
unipositional lead system [Mal 7S].
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4. MAGNETIC FIELD SPECTRA

4"1. Bioma,gnetic fields

Älthough the remanent field of the contaminated magnetic particles

[Coh 73, Ait 81] and the paramagnetic and diamagnetic efects of the body

[Kat S2] are normally included in the biomaguetic fields, the discussion
here deals only with the biomagnetic fields arising from the ionic currents.
The typical frequency spectra of some of these fields are shown in Fig. 1

in [Pe].

The strongest bionagaetic freld, the magnetocordiogram (MCG), is

associated with the electrical activity of the heart. A typical amplitude of
the ffeld during the QRS complex when measured near the anterior chest
is 50 pT. However, the intensity varies normally in the rauge l0 pT to
150 pT. The bandwidth of the neasurement equipment should contain
the significant frequency range of the signal. The inportant frequency
range depends on the nature of the research. For monitoring only a nar-
row bandwidth is needed, whereas for an accurate analysis a bandwidth
from DC to one kilohertz is adequate. For the ECG-recorders the recom-
mended miaimum bandwidth is from 0.05 Hz to 75 Hz (IEC, lnternational
Electrotechnical Commission).

The magnetonyogran (MMG) produced by the flexure of the skeletal
muscle and the magneto-oculogrdm (MOG), which represents the steady
freld changes ofthe eyes when they are moved, are both of the order of 10

pT in amplitude lKat 81a, Kat Slb]. The letal mdgnetocordiogram(FMCc)
is a recording of the magnetic field of the heart of a fetus. The freld
arnplitude is 1-4 pT and depends on the duration of gestation [Kar 78, P4].
The Mognetoencephologronr (MEG) is produced by the electric activity of
the brain. The amplitude of the field near the head is approximately 1 pT

[Car S3]. Still weaker are the f.elds associated with the activity evoked in
the brain by application of a visual, somatic or auditory stimulus [Wil 81,

Oka 83a, Okå B3b, Har 80j.
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4-2. Ambient m^aguetic noise

The earth's sbeady mag:retic field is the strongest magnetic ffeld
component which is present in a biomagnetic measurement situation. In
Fialand the total magnitude of the field is about 52 pT and 80 96 of the
field can be modelled with an appropriate magnetic dipole in the earth's
center [Nev 79]. The field is relatively homogeneous at the earth's sur-
faee, the gradient being only 10 - 20 pT/m. However, nuch higher spatial
graöents are caused by the large ferromagaetic objects which distort the
field homogeneity. The static field as such does not affect the measure-
ments, but a spurious signal is generated when the deteetor ia noving or
vibrating in the fleld. Tipping the axis of the field detector from vertical
by an angle of l0-8 rad will produce a field change of the order of 500
fT, whereas the movement of the detector along its a,:cis by one millimeter
reould induce a field change of only 10 ft [Rom 82].

The earth's field is not strictly speaking static, but rather fluctuates
on very low frequencies. The geonagnetic activity in the frequency range
10-{ - 100 Hz observed on the earth's surface coneists of two components,
a background component produced prima,rily by interplanetary magnetic
field fluctuations which follow: approximately the 1/f-dependeuce, and
a superimposed component consisting of öfferent forms of geomagnetic
activity that originate in the earth's magnetosphere and ionosphere [Bla
741. The naguitude of the fluctuations depends on the locgtion and the
tine of seeson and day. Fig. 1 in [P9] shows a speetrun of a mean
geomagnetic activity measured at Stanford in USA [fra 75]. Howeyer,
these low-frequen.cy fluctuations åre not a real problem because their ffeld
gradient is only of the order of L00 fTm-LVz-rlz [Car S3] or possibly
below that nalue (Fig. 2 in [P0]).

The main conponents of the man-made noise field are the line fre-
quency and its harmonic interferences. The amplitude variee from a few
nanoteglas to hundreds of nanoteslas and has a minimum at night. The fust
and second order gradients vary in the range of 0.5 - 5 nT/m and 10 - 500
pT /m2 , respectively. Outside urban areas the amplitude of the 50 Hz mag-
netic feld is typically l0 pT and the vertical component dominates. The
line frequency components are easily filtered out using a frequency-locked
notch filter [Hei 8a]. Much nore difrcult is to filter out the laboratory or
environrnental background magnetic noise which normally exists, Fig. 1 in

[P9]. It covers completely the bandwidth and amplitude range of the sigaal
which interest us and can be even tlvo orders of magnitude higher than
for example MCC. It is caused by moving ferromagnetic objects, electric
machiaes and vibration of the structures.
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The radiofrequency noise can be very fatal for an RF-SQUID sye-

tem. The natural RF-frequeney noise at 100 kHz is of the order of 100

f T lH zL /2 [Max 63]. In urban areas the field intensity on higher frequencies
is much higher because of active radio operation and can occasionally
be increased because of the radio communication of the ambient traff.c.
Because of the high frequency, the RF-interferences can be attenuated by
electrostatic shielding.

The ultimate limit for biomagnetic measurement is the magnetic nolse
produeed by the thermal noise current in the conducting objects in the
vicinity of the sensor. Varpula has described a method for calculating
the thermal magletic noise field around a conducting body fVar 841. The
thermal noise field in the center of our eddy current shield with a diameter
of 2mX2mX2m and a wall-thickness of 45 mm can be estimated to be

of the order of 30 fTr*"Ez-Ll2 below the corner frequency of 5 . 10-2
Hz and decreases above that frequency by approximately 20 dB/decade.
The corresponding gradient ffeld is 4 lTr*'Ez-rle below 2.10-1 Hz and
changes above that as inversely proportional to the frequency. As can be
seen iu Figs. 1 and 2 in fP9], the noiee is well below the equivalent noise

field of a SQUID magnetometer. Accordi:rg to this noise model the human
body generates in its vicinity a thermal magnetic noise field of the order
of O.LIT.*"Ez-Llz, which is about two decades below the sensitivity of
the best magnetometers available nowadays fvar 8al.
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5. MAGNETOMETER,S

There exist only a few magnetometers capable of detecting mag-
netic fields at the level of biomagnetic signals. An induction coil mag-
netometer has been used by many research groups; but a SQUID mag-
uetometer (Superconducting QUautum Interference Device) has become
a yery popular instrunent because of its low noise and wide bandwidth,
which includes also the DC field. There exist, however, Bome candidates
for alternatives to the SQUID magnetometer [T]o 831.

The sensitivity of a commercial fluxgate magnetometer is of the order
of 3O pTr^rf Eztlz and it has been successfully used in lung contamination
regearch [Ait 81]. Although the pquivaleut input noise level obtained by a
special ring-core fluxgate magndtometer developed for space research hae
decreased from 3 pT,,o,/Ezrl' [A"o 74l1,o3;}}fT,*rlEzrlz [Rom 82], its
use in real time biomagnetic measuremente ie not poesible.

Livanov et ol. have used an optically pumped caesium-vaporu
gradiometer which is based on the measurement of the reconsnce of the
atoms' angular momentum, to measure biomagnetic fields [Liv S1]. The
sensitivity of their instrument has been reported to be I pTlEzLl2 in the
bandwidth from DC to 0.05 Hz.

5.1. Induction coil ma,gnetometers

This first type of magnetometer used. in bionagnetism basically eon-
sists of a coil that is connected to a lo\rs-noise ampliffer. Because the in-
duction voltage is a function of the flux time derivative, an integrative
amplifi.er must be used so that a complicated waveform such as the mag-
netocardiogram is not distorted.

The sensitivrty of an induction coil magnetometer is ultimately
limited by the thermal noise. The equivalent magnetic flux density noise
(B|lt/" per unit bandwidth of a loop of wire induced by the thermal
voltage fluctuations along the wire is

(B\lt/, : (4kBta)rlzerfg\-t ,

where kn :Boltzmann's constant, 1.3805.10-23 JK-r,
? : absolute temperature,

(22)
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-R : the resistsnce of the loop of wire,

/: frequency,
A. : the effective area of the loop.

When calculating the equivalent noise of a coil, its geometrical factor must
be taken into account: Also the capacitive coupling between the coil turns
reduces the net voltage at higher frequencies.

There exist three methods for improving the field sensitivity of an
induction coil magnetometer:

- enlarging the area of the coil,
- using a eore of high permeability material and
- cooling the coil.

The enlarging of the coil's efiectiye area increases its sensitiyity for a
uniform magnetic field, but for a dipolar field the effect can be even the
opposite, especially in the case where the source of the field is near to the
coil. The greater coil area always impairs the spatial resolution.

The magnetic flux density B; inside a core of a permeable material in
a homogeueous external field 8., is [Pri 79]

Bi: p,B.r[l+ D(p, - f)] , (23)

where &r : the relative permeability of the core,
D : the denagnetising factor.

The demaguetising factor D depends on the ehape of the core [Boz 42]. For
a sphere with high p,, B; is three times higher than 8"". The use of a rod
shape increases the magnetisiag.factor but it also m.akes interpretation of
the measurement result more difrcult [Kat 81b].

When cooling the coil the thermal noise of the wire decreases. It is
caused bythe lower temperature and on the other hand by the decreasing
resistance of the coil (Eq. 22). ff the coil is made of copper wire, the increase
of the signal-to-noise ratio caused by the cooling with liquid nitrogen
(77.4K) or liquid helium (4.2K) is about 15 dB and 40 dB, respectively.
However, this decreasing of the detector's noise does not improve the total
S/N-ratio as much if a room temperature amplifier is used. The cooling
of a sufficiently large eoil also requires a cryostat with thick walls and this
lowers the signal which for a dipolar source is inversely proportional to
the third power of the measurement distance.

5.1.1. Single ehannel deviees

The fust biomagnetic measurement in viuo was made by Baule and
McFee in 1963 when they recorded the human magnetocardiogram (MCC)
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using an induction eoil rnagnetometer [Bau 63]. Their detector consisted of
two long coils of several million turns on a shaped ferrite core. The coils
lmere placed near to the anterior chest side by side in the gradiometer
mode to caneel the magnetic background noise. The frequency response
of the system was linearized by using a negative feedback through small
coils. The lead field of the detector was directed along the frontal plane in
the heart area. The detected signal was ayeraged by using ECG as trigger
and still the noise of the measurement 'was so high that the P wave of
MCG could not be found. A similar teehnique to that of Baule and McFee
was used by Safonov et oL who measured MCG in a magnetically shielded
chamber made of steel [Saf 07]. For cancellation of the gradient of the
baekground noise field Baule and McFee have presented also a fust-order
induction coil gradiometer where they have used two additional gradient
compensation coils [Bau B5a, Bau 65b].

Cohen's group used a smaller coil with a ferrite rod and an im-
proved magnetic shielding. They detected MCG without averaging and
with better spatial resolution [coh 07a]. cohen detected also for the first
time the alpha rhythm component of the magnetoenchephalogram by
averaging the signal fron an induction coil magnetometer [Coh 0S].

An induction eoil magnetometer for use in hospitals hae been
presented by Denis and Matelin [Den 72, Mat 74]. Their detector unit
consists of two coaxially aligned counterwound induetion coile \dth mu-
metal core and a preamplifier unit. This system. has been used in many
cardiac measurements in a clinical euvironment and its practicalnees and
simple measurement technique have been demonstrated [Den 7B].

In miniature form an induction coil magnetometer has been ueed by
Wikswo et ol, for the measurernent of the magnetic field of an isolated
nerve fiber. The nerve threads a toroid core with a diameter of a few
millimetres around which the detector coil is wound. The coil is coupled
through a superconducting transformer to a SQUID which acts as a cur-
reut detector FVik B2]. Wikswo, ref af. have also designed a low-noise room
temperature current amplifier with a low input impedance for this induc-
tion coil magnetometer application fWik 83].

Eetola has designad a single channel induction coil magnetometer
with an optim.ized coil structure and a current-to-voltage converter [Est
821. According to the author's knowledge, the obtained sensitivity of 180

fT,,r,f Ezrlz zt 2O Hz is the lowest value ever reached with this kind
of instrument. The compensated bandwidth of the magnetometer extends
from 0.04 Hz to 4.5 kHz.
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6J2. Yector rragEetometer

Cohen and Chandler deterrnined for the first time the three com-
ponents of the maguetic ffeld vector during the QRS complex in various
locations around the torso with an induction coil megnetometer [Coh B9].
The design for a magnetic pick-up eoil system, consisting of six induction
coils, suitable for vectormagnetocardiography (VMCG) was presented by
Baule and McFee [Bau 70]. In their system there were three coils in line
on both anterior and posierior,sides of the chest. The center coils were
used for the measurement of the x-component. The four other coils were
used for the y-component, and after 90o rotation around the x-axis for the
measurement of the z-component.

In the present studies [P2] and [P3] we have designed and conetructed
an induction coil vectormagnetometer capable of detecting aimultoneouly
the three orthogonal components of the magnetic field vector of the heart
with the unipositional lead system. The measurement ie made on the
anterior side of the chest above the heart's center. The magnetometer
coil system consists of three coils et the same point perpendicular to each
other. The coils which measure,the y- and z-components are flattened to
make the measurement distance to the heart as short as possible [P2].
The coils are air-core constructions because the use of a ferromagnetic
core material would impair the separation of the field components. Each
coil is coupled to a low-noise voltage amplifier through an impedance
transforrner whose purpose is to convert the existing sonrce impedance
to the am.plifier's optimum source impedance. This gives the naximum
signal-tonoise ratio and minimises the noise figure [P3]. This value of
the source impedance is not necessarily equal to the value of the source
impedanee whieh nnaximises the power transfer [Mot 73, Net 81]. The
equivalent maguetic noise calculated for an ideal noiseless amplifier and
the detection coil is only zbott 4095 lower than the equivalent noise of
the real system at room temperature. The obtained noise figure of 2.2
dB is close to the optinum. The noise reduction by using a matching
input transformer and the methods of designing a broad-band low-noise
instrumentation transformer ane discussed in the study [P3].

The sensitivity of the magnetometer was measured to be 180

{Trro"/ Hz tlz zt 2O Hz. However, the obtained VMCG measurement
result shows only the QRS complex [P2]. The fine details of the signal are
covered by the low-frequency noise which is caused mainly by the thermal
noise of the detector and the externally coupled magnetic interferences.
According to Eq. {22) th.e sensitivity is inversely proportional to the fre.
quency and the equivaleni magnetic field noise referred to the coil ie 3.0
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pTr*rlVzLl2 zt I Hz. The relatively long measurement distance caused.
by the y- and z-coils decreases also the sigtal to noise ratio. In [PB], where
only the x-component is measured with a single coil, the measurement
distance is about one half of that used in [P2] and also the T wave can be
seen.

With induction eoils a loss of sensitivity at frequencies below a few
hertz is a serious problem for biomagnetic applications, but for the sig-
nals above 100 Hz an induction coil can be more sensitive than even a
sophisticated SQUID magretometer. [n our case the sensitivity at I kHz
is as good as 3.6 fTrro"f Ezr/2. The lower cut-offfrequency in the mag-
netometer system is about I Hz when for a good quality MCG record-
ing it should be below 0.1 Hz. The limited low-frequency response of the
transformer is one reason. To prevent the distortion of the low-frequency
components, P and T waves, of the MCG the gain of the eystem must
be added on low frequencies to compensate for the attenuation. Because
with an integrative amplifier the gain is inversely proportional to the fre.
quency, this additional gain increases further the low-frequency part ofthe
thermal noise. However, if a current amplifier is used instead of a voltage
amplifier, no integration is needed because the coil curent is proportional
to the magnetic flux enclosbd by the coil and not to its time derivative as
the voltage,[Est 82, Wik 83].

5.2. SQIJID ma,gnetometers

The operation of the SQUID is based on the obeerved macroscopic
quantum interference phenomena in a superconducting ring interrupted by
one or two weak links [Jos 02]. The SQUID magnetometer is a parametric
amplifi.er where the inductance of the SQUID ring is,a periodic function of
the magnetic flux change enclosed by the ring, the period beiag one flux
quantum öo : 2.0078 . 10-15 rilIb pou 74, Clz 77 , Bzr 821. Because of the
non-linear periodic response the SQUID is normally used in the flux-locked
loop as a null detector [Gif 72]. Two different types of SQUIDs so far have
been developed; the DC-SQUID and the RF-SQUID.

5J.1. DC-SQIIID magnetometer

The DC-SQUID contains two identical Josephson junctions in a super-
conducting ring and it is biased with a DC current. Different DC-SQUIDs
have been constructed using a point contact structure [Zin 66] and thin
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fflm sfyugtslgs [Cla 78, Cla 77]. The problem of the use of the DC-SeUID
ie the natching of the low self-inpedance of the SQUID ring to the sig-
nal coil and an amplifer of sufrcient low noise performance. solutions to
the coupling problems have been tried using a resorrånce circuit on the
modulation frequency coupled to the SQUID [cla 75b] or a superconduct
ing transformer [Alb 8f]. The ultimate sensitivity of the DGSeUID is
limited by the intrinsic thermal noise of the SQUID [Ehn 31] ceused by
the shunt resistance across the weak links which eliminate the \yeteresis.
For DC-SQUIDs the l/f-noise seems to exist on higher frequencies than for
RF-SQUIDe. This is caused by tbe fact that the white noise part is lower
in DC-SQUIDs and thus the frequency at which the l/f-noise, which seems
to remain the same, starts to dominate is higher. The energy resolution
of the DC-SQUIDs is of the order of l0-3o J /Ez.

5.42. R.F-SQUID magneftometer

The RF-SQUID first appeared in 1987 lSil 071 and eonsicts of g lo\r-
inductance superconducting ring with one weak link. The SQUID is biased
by a constant cunent RF source feeding a tank circuit inductively coupled
to the SQUID. The RF voltage ogcillations acrosa the trnlr circuit are
anpliffed and their deteeted level rnonitors the change of the magnetic
flux applied to the SQUID [Gif 72, Cla 771. RF-SQUIDc have been con-
structed in different ways. The point contact RF-SQUID of Zimmerman
[Zin 70j was sensitive to the directly coupled magnetic noise ffelds eDd
meehnnical aad thermal shocks. The symmetric two-hole SQUID hss two
loops parallel with one weak liuk. Thie decreases its inductance and m.gkeg
it Belt::shielding lZim 70 Gif 721. zim.m.ermsn has measured biomagnetic
fields without the flux-traasformer by using a so called fractional turn
SQUID which consists of twelve parallel loops [Zim 7L,Zim7Zl. Atoroidal
SQUID [Goo 73, Rif 70] has a low self-inductance and good self-shielding
properties. Aleo the cavity for the signal coil is long and thus its induc-
tence can be made high while the coupling to the SQUID still remains
good. At the moment toroidal SQUIDs are cornmercially available. Thin
film RF-SQIIIDs have been developed with a single loop [Mer 70, Goo 23,
Opf 7a] and with seyeral parallel loops. Ehnholm et oI. hzte developed
thin fiIm RF-SQUIDs with two, four and eight loops parallel across a Nb-
NbO"-Pb tu-nnel junction [Ehn 75]" The thin-fllm RF-SQUIDs which we
have used in our three channel instrument are the four loop versions [P5].
The coupling coefficient between the three dimensional signal coil and a
thin-fiIm SQUID on a plate (two dimensional) is difficult to get high. This
decreases the signal to noise ratio evea if the intrinsic noise level of the
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thin-film SQUID is low.

The conyentional bias frequency of the RF'SQUID is 20 - 30 MHz.
The maximum usable frequency is determined by the capacitance of the
weak link. In poiut contact devices this capacitance has a very low value
and frequencies up to hundreds of megahertz can be used, whereas in the
thin-film structures much higher capacitances exist and thus the frequency
is limited to a few tens of megahertz. With higher frequency it is possible
to obtain higher sensitivity because RF output voltage is proportional
to the reson^nt impedance of the tank circuit lZim 7Ll. This has been
demonstrated by Zimmermån and Frederick [Zim 71] using 300 MHz bias
frequency. The bias frequency of 1 GHz has been used by Kamper and
Simmonds in their point contact SQUID [Kam 72]. However, the studies of
Clark and Jackel [Cla 75a] with the frequency of 430 MHz show that the
noise does not decrease proportionally to the bias frequency. The reason
is that the preamplifier noise tends to increase with frequency [Hol 78]
and also the optimization of the tank circuit parameters becomes more
complicated [Jac 75].

5"23. RF-amplifler

Since the typical trlangle envelope of the RF-signal across the SQUID
tank circuit is only a few microvolts, the sensitivity in the RF-SQUID mag-
netometer depends critically on the noise level of the preamplifier. It ap
pears that SQIIIDs operated at about 30 MHz are limited by preamplifier
or tank circuit noise rather than by intrinsic noise. The Eource impedance,
from the point of yiew of the amplifier, is the dynanic impedance of the
tank circuit. According to this the best signal-to-noise ratio is obtained by
using a preamplifier which has the optimum source resistance of the same
order. However, because the source impedance normally is a few hundred
shm, å preamplifier with a low input impedance causes an external load
on the tanlc circuit. This loading can be seen in the triangle waye as a
rounding of the sharp edges caused by the increase of the intrinsic noise
of the SQUID. Thus a low-noise preamplifler with high input impedance
is preferred [Pan 80].

Preamplifiers with high input impedance and high gain were designed
and constructed for our multiplexed vector magnetometer system by us-
ing low-noise dual-gate MOSFETs [P5]. The gain and bandwidth of the
three-stage preamplifier are 50 dB and 1.8 MHz, respectively. The equiv-
alent input noise voltage with 50 O source impedance is measured to be
1.4 nV,*"f Ezrlz and thus the noise fgure is 3.8 dB. Because the op
timum source resistance of the amplifier is 1.5 kO and the dynamic im-
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pedance of the SQUID tank cireuit about 300O the estimated equivalent

input noise voltage of the prearoplifier when coupled to the SQUID is
2.6nVr*"f Ezr/2. The switching stage can operate with the switching fre-
quencies up to 70 lcHz and the attenuation during the off-time when com-
pared to the on-tine is 45 dB.

The amplifier noise can be reduced by using cooling. The best results

of all are obtained by using cooled preamplifiers. Cooled gallium arsenide

FET amplifiers for use with 50 - 500 MHz bias frequency and proper

impedance matching have been presented by Ahola et ol. [A]o 791. The
noise temperature of the amplifler has a minimum of 20 K at 60 MHz and
then 90 76 of the noise comes from the SQUID. Prance et al.bzve described

also a cooled single stage GaAs MESFET preamplifier for 430 MHz having
the noise temperature less thau 10 K and the gain 19 dB [Pra 82]. The
tuning of the cooled preamlifier can be solved by using varaetor diodes [Lon
80, Pra 82]. Problems arise from the dissipating energy of the preamplifier.
A GaAs FET preamplifier dissipates in the order of 80 mW [Pra 82] which
boils the liquid helium about 0.11 l/h. If several preamplifiers have to be

used for example with multichannel magnetometers, the heavy boiling can

be a serious problem because it causes vibration in the detector' However,

cooling with liquid helium does not make any appreciable difference in the
noise when compared to cooling with liquid nitrogen [Aho 79].

5.2.4. tr' lux-tra.nsformer

The only SQUID structures which have been used for a direct detec-

tion of the biomagnetic fields are Zimmerman's multiloop RF-SQUID [Zim
72] and Ehnholm's 7-channel RF-SQUID system where the flux guide

formed by the niobium block transports the flux to the thin film SQUID

[Ehn 81]. In all other instruments a flux-transformer has been used to
couple the external flux to the SQUID.

The flux-transformer consists of a closed loop of superconducting wire
formed by a detection and signal coil. The total magnetic flux through the
transformer remains constant and an optimum value for the inductance
of the detection coil lqhich maximises the flux transport can be found.
This value is equal to the inductance of the signal coil [Cla 75b] or, when

the mutual inductance between the signal coil and the SQUID is taken
into account, to the efective inductance of the signal coil [Pet 81]' This
optimum value of the detection coil inductance is normally used to obtain
the minimum detectable flux and the maximum signal-to-noise ratio [P7].
This value, however, does not necessarily give the best available signal-to-
noise ratio, because the noise of the system depends on the effective self-
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inductance of the SQUID [Cla 75b]. In the system where the preamplifier
noise dominates, the noise is proportionalto Lrlz where tr is the effective
self-inductance of the SQUID lZim 711, whereas the tank circuit and
intrinsic SQUID ring noise components can yary as proportional to Ls/8

[Kur 73, Jac 75]. In [P7] we have derived the effective flux-transfer factors
in the two cases where the noise is proportional to LL/z and, tr. These
flux-transfer faetors do not give the right value of the transported flux
but can be used in the maximization of the signal-to-noise ratio.

5"2-5. Gradiometers

The detection coil which is normally used for biomagnetic measure-
ments has a gradiometer structure for attenuation of the magnetic noise-'
from remote sources. The first order SQUID gradiometer flrst described by
Zimmerman lZimT1-l consists of,two coaxial coils wound in opposite direc-
tions and separated by the distance termed the baseline. In the s5rmm.etric
gradiometer the coils have equal areas and an equal number of turns. The
first order gradiometer measures the spatial gradient of the magnetic flux
density. The first order gradiometers have been used by many groups and
their fitness for use has been shown also without magnetic shielding on
remote measuring sites [Zim 71, Saa 78,Kzl81b]. Special structures heve
been developed for the current source detection, the "2D"-structure of
Cohen [Coh 83] and the same kind of figure-eight shaped gradiometer of
Zimmerman for brain research [Zim 81]. A gradiometer ehows a loes of
sensitivity when compared to a single coil magnetometer*of the same total
inductance because the magnetic field energ'y detected is divided among
all elements and less energ'y is coupled to the SQUID lZim77).ln the flrst
order gradiometer with identical coils the reduction of sensitivity when
compared to a magnetometer is llt/z.In an asymmetric gradiom.eter the
area of the upper compensation or second coil is made greater and its
inductance is thus lower. The sensitivity of the asymmetric gradiometer is
higher because the inductance of the pick-up coil can be increased while
the total inductance remains the same lzim 771.

A second order gradiometer for biomagnetic research has been
aualyzed by Baule and McFee [Bau 70] and used for the first time in
cryogenic measurement by Opfer ei ol. [Opf 741. A perfectly balanced
second order gradiometer rejects in addition to the uniform field also the
uniform gradient field. Brenner et pl. have demonstrated this by measur-
ing a visually evoked field of the human brain in a normal laboratory
[Bre 75]. Wikswo has studied the effect of the second order gradiometer's
di4pnsieas on the sensitivity of the detection of a current dipole when
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eompared to a sJrmmetric first order gradiometer and a magaetometer

fWik 78]. Barbanera et al.have measured a good quality MCG and MEG
in an unshielded environment using a second order gradiometer [Bar 81a].
Williamson et al. have made brain studies with excellent results using a
second order instrument without shielding i-n a normal laboratory at New
York University [Wil 8f].

Vrba et ol. have presented a study of the spatial discrimination in
SQUID gradiometers and the performatrce of a third order gradiometer

fvrb 821. The construction of their 3rd order gradiometer is as5rmmetric
and the baseline between all coils is constant. The measured white noise
level of the 3rd order system is 30-50 fTr*"f Eztl2. Bruno and Costa
Ribeiro [Bru 83] have construeted a symmetric third order gradiorneter
for magnetocardiography and have found that, although the calculated
signal-to-noise ratio of the second order gradiometer is better than that of
the third order gradiometer, the real signal-to-noise ratio of the third order
system in a measurement situation was better because of the attenuation
of the second order gradients of the noise field.

5.2.8. Falancing

The value of the balance of a flrst order gradiometer is most con-
veniently thought of as the common mode rejection ratio of the instru-
ment. The mechanical inaccuracy of the gradiometer construction limits
the available initial balance to a level of the order of one percent [Rom 82,
P5l. The imbalance can be caused by difrerent areas of the gradiometer
loops or by the fact that the planes of the loops are not exactly paral-
lel. tn the second and higher order structures the difference in baseline
length causes imbalance for a gradient field. The magnetometer sensitivity
vectors fWyn 75, Gif 76, Jaw 80] are proportional to the area vectors
which are perpendicular to each coil and are a function of many variables,
such as the parameters of the superconducting circuitry, temperature and
the frequency of the applied magnetic field. The difference of the vectors
describes the imbalance of the gradiometer. The axial imbalance exists
when the magnetom.eter sensitivity vectors are parallel but have different
magnitudes. The second type of imbalanee occurs when the directions of
the vectors'are not the same. This transverse or radial imbalance causes

a magnetometer response in the direction perpendicular to the axis of the
coils. Vrba and McCubbin have presented an analysis of the vector and
tensor description of a first-order balancing procedure and an experimen-
tal apparatus for the measurements [Vrb 83].

The most widely used method for balancing a gradiometer is the
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use of moyeable superconducting tabs, discs or loops of wire [Ove 78,
Ait 781. The achieved final balance depends on the homogeneity of the
maguetic field used for balancing and the mechanical accuracy of the
tuning system. The reported inbalance achieved by using this method is

at its best of the order of 1 ppm. We have used this balancing method for
our fust order gradiometer used for the fetal magnetocardiographic studies

[Pa]. The gradiometer is asymmetric with a 160 mm baseline having a 28
mm and 48.5 mm diameter in the proximal and distal coils, respectively.
The gradiometer was balanced with thin superconducting discs having the
diameter of 10 mm. The balancing was made using a Braunbek-McKeehan
type coil set to produce the homogeneous magnetic field [Bra 34, McK
36, Pit 631. The coil set consists of six coaxial circular loops with equal
curents. The maximum loop diameter is 80 cm and the position accuracy
is of the order of 0.5 mm. Theoretically the ffeld of the coil set has an
inhomogeneity of the order of 10-5 iu a volume having a 30 cm diameter.
The frequency used in balancing was a few hertz.

Also snall auxiliary coils or mini gradiometers in series with the main
gradiometer have been used for balancing [Opf 74, Bre 77]. The coupling of
the field component to a balance coil is yaried by changing the position of
a tubular superconducting shield around the coil. The obtained imbalance
of l0-a - 10-5 has been reported. This method is not so effective ae the
use of superconducting vanee because the balance coils are a part of the
flux-transformer and thus impair the flux-transfer factor.

The balancing of the uniform gradient field in the second order
gr:aöometer can be made as has been shown by Barbanera et cL. They
have presented two versions of a second order gradiometer. In one version
the baseline of the lower first order gradiometer is exterually adjustable
and il another the position of the top coil can be adjusted a:rially. The
obtained imbalances for rmiform gradient in the two versious are 10-3 and
10-4, respeetively [Bar 81a, Bar 81b]

5.3. Multichannel SQUID magnetometers

The first SQUlD-magnetometer which simultaneously measures three
different field components at the sensitivity level comparable to the
biomagnetic signals was presented by Shirae et ol. in 1981 [Shi 81]. The
system is based on the fact that a single RF-circuit normally coupled
to one SQUID can be used to monitor a number of RF-SQUIDs simul-
taneously. The advantage of this method is that only one RF-circuit and
RF-amplifer ate needed. Also the problems which arise from the cross
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telk and interferenees when several tank circuits with different pump fre'
quencies are used, are avoided with this method. However, to achieve ac-
ceptable performance the SQUIDs which are fabricated on the same sub-
strate must have very closely matched characteristics so that the optimum
RF-biasing:level is the se.me for all of them. Shirae has attained a sen-
sitivity of LpT lE zr/2 cm when measuring three orthogonal magnetic field
graöents. The noise level is a little too high for real time biomagnetic
detection.

Varpula ef al. reported in 1982 a three-axis differential SQUID mag-
netometer capable of detecting simultaneously the three components of the
megnetic field veetor with a sensitivity of 28fT,,*"f Ezrlz [Var 82]. Their
system consists of three completely separate SQUID electronics which
work on different pump frequencies.

Ehnholm et al. [Ehn 81] have used also separate electronic units
and difierent RF-frequencies for a seven-channel SQUID magnetometer
designed for magnetoencephalographic studies. The detected flux is
coupled to eaeh SQUID through a so called flux guide. It is a supercon-
ducting tube in which the hole is like a funnel and increases the flux
deusity in the narrow opening. Thus the flux-transformer is not needed.
ln both of these systems where different RF-frequencies are coupled to
the SQUIDs, difrcult problems arise from the mutual coupling and inter-
ferences between the SQUIDs.

Ilmoniemi et al. have reported a four-channel SQUID magnetometer
for braiu research. They have used comnercial hybrid SQUIDs and
separate commercial electronic units. The interferences caused by different
pump frequencies are eliminated by careful shielding and appropriate
detector design [nn 8a].

5.3.1. Multiplexed SQIIID veetormagnetometer

Our three channel SQUID vectormagnetometer is nainly designed
for vectormagnetocardiographic studies [P5]. The method can be used,
however, in any multichaunel magaetometer application. The system is
accomplished with eommercially available RF-SQUIDs. A multiplexed sys-
tem which makes it possible to maintain three separate flux-locked loops
alternately is constructed by using a normal SQUID electronics unit as a
base. The Shirae system [Shi 81] works with frequency division multiplex-
ing (FDM), whereas our system is time division multiplexed (TDM). One
of each SQUID is monitored at a time, whereas the feedback is connected
continuously. The main advantages of this method are that there is no
need for any special SQUID construction, onlX one SQUID is monitored
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at a time and the same pump frequeney can be used for all sQUIDs. The

two last factors meke it possible to avoid the cross talk and interferences

through the SQUIDs and the detection coils.

In the system, each detection coil is connected to one of the three

RF-SQUIDs [P5] . The SQUIDs are thin'fiLm SQUIDs with four loops

parallel across a Nb-NbO"-Pb tunnel junction designed and constructed

by Ehn}olm ef at. [Ehn 75]. The RF-current injection, audio frequency

sub.carrier signal and feedback are coupled separately to each SQUID

and the radio frequency and audio modulation frequency oscillators are

common for all SQUIDs, Fig. 1b in [P5]. The amplitude modulated RF-

voltages over the SQUID tank circuits are fed to three separate RF-

preamplifiers. Afber amplificaiion the RF-signals are coupled alternatively
to the main RF-amplifier using RF-switches. The multiplexing frequency

of 10 kHz is one third of the audio modulation frequency aLd syncronized

to it. The multiplexed signal is further amplifi.ed in the main RF-amplifier,

detected in the AM-detector and coupled to the phase sensitive lock-in
amplifier. After passing ihis section the signals are separated by sanple-

and-hold circuits and integrated, The flux-locked loop is closed through the

feedback network so that the locking to a given number of flux quanta is

maintained. There thus exist three separate parallel loops. The main part
of the electronics: RF-amplifier, am-detector, phase-sensitive amplifier,

RF- and. AF-oscillators and reset circuit is conmon to all channels.

The equivalent flux noise of the magnetometer system with the

SQUID's signal coil open was measured to be 7'5'10-60of EzLlz. This
noise where the preamplifier's noise dominates is calculated to represent

the equivalent magnetic field noise of ZL!T,*,|Eztlz with the detector

whose calibration coefficient was measured to be 56 pT/V. However, the

noise in a real measurement situation is limited by the background noise

of 40fT,*"f EzLlz in the Tampere magnetically shielded room [P9]. In the

multiplexed system the noise tends to increase because of the reconstruc-

tion error which couples back to the sQUID through the feedback. Also

the aliasing effect increases noise because an effective antialising filter can

not be used on the sampled wave which is a radio frequency signal carrying
the information on the SQUID's state.

5.3.2. Vector gradiometer

varpula et sJ. ]nal/e presented a yector gradiometer construction for

the measurement of the three orthogonal components of the magnetic field

vector fvar 82, sep 83]. Their detector consists of three separate first-order
gradiometers wouod on two cubic phenolic cores. In each gradiometer
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both coils are formed by two square'shaped loops with side/distance-ratio
equal to y'3. tUis is determiaed so that the two-coil system measures the
mrgnetic field value at the centre of symnetry of the loops within the
third order of the Taylor series expansion. Thin niobium tubes have been

used to reduce the parasitic lead inductances.

The vector gradiometer used in our multiplexed vector magnetometer
is specially designed for the unipositional lead system [Lek 82, P5]. The
detector consists of three first-order asymmetric gradiometers wound on a
common fiberglass core. The x-gradiometer which measures the component
perpendicular to the patient's chest has a coaxial structure, whereas in the
y- and z-directions there are coplanar gradiometers. No additional balanc-
ing system has been used. The use of superconducting discs for the balanc-
ing is impossible because of the intercoupling between the gradiometers.
Also, the other method which uses balancing coils takes a lot of space and
is mechanically difrcult to realize.

In the study [P7] we have optimized the dimensions and the structure
of a vectorgradiometer with respect to the available signal-to-noise ratio
for a limited space in the measurement cryostat when the gradiometers are

coupled to thin-frlm SQUIDs. Il addition to the sensitivity requirement,
the effect of the dimensions and number of turns of the pick-up coil on the
accuracy of determining the MFV from the measured magnetic flux was

also examined. The baseline of the gradiometer was determined oa the
basis of the proximity efiect. The source type had only a minor effect on
the optimal dimensions. In all cases three different basic structures were
optimized, one symmetric and two asymmetric gradiometers where the
ratio between the areas of the second coil and the pick-up coil was 2 and
3, respectively. The dependence of the system noise on SQUID's effective
self-inductance and its effect on the S/N-ratio were examined with different
values of the coupling coefficient. The optimization was made for the x-
gradiometer with circular coils in three cases where the distance from the
source to 1) the center of the piclc-up coil, 2) the lower end of the pick-up
coil and 3) the periphery of the pick-up coil in the y-direction was fixed. In
the y- and z-gradiometers the optimization was made with both circular
and rectangular coils when the distance from the soutce to the periphery
of their pick-up coil was fixed.

lf only one component (x-component) is neasured and the distance
from the cryostat to the source is fixed, the highest signal is obtained
with the symmetric gradiometer when the maximum coil radius R*n" is

below 40 mm. With all gradiometer types the SfN-ratio increases when
the length of the second coil increases. For the symmetric case the length
of the pick-up coil should be as short as possible, whereas for both asym-
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metric cases an optimu-m length eap be found. In the vector gradiometer

the optimun dimgagieas of the x-gtadiometer depend on the structure of
the y- and z-gradiometers. With circular y- and z-coils the x'gradiometer
with the area ratio of 2 has the maximum S/N-ratio. It is 2 dB better
than the s5rmmetric one when Rron, :40 mm' When the y- and z-coils

a,re rectangular, the S/N-ratios of different structures of the x-gradiometer
are quite close to each other. In the y- and z-gradiometers with circular
coils both aforementioned asymmetric gradiometers are clearly better thbn
the symmetric one. With rectaugtlar coils the S/N-ratios are about 2 dB
higher than with circular coils. When the pick-up coil radius is greater

thzn 1096 of the measurem.ent distance, the coil dimensions should be

desig3ed carefully for accurate results. The optimum ratio betweeF the

length and radius of the coil is of the order of 1.7 when the turn den-

sity is high. ff the coil consists of only a few turns, the optimum ratio
approaches 1. Calculations with rectangular coils show that they need a

longer measurement distance than circular coils with the same dimensions

for equal results.
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S. MAGNETIC SHMLDING

In many research areas there is an increasing,demand for a space

which is shielded against electromagnetic fields. At high frequencies the
magnetic field vector B and the electric fi.eld vector E always exist together
and thus the magnetic shielding and electrostatic shielding are oue and
the same thing. At very low frequencies these two vectors can exist almost
independently and are shielded separately [Coh 70].

There exist four methods which can be used for the magnetic shield-
ing:

- superconductivity,
- ferromagnetic shielding,
- eddy curreat shielding,
- active compensation of the magnetic field.

If a very small magnetically shielded enclosure is needed, a supercon-
ducting shield is the best alternative. The size of the shield ie limited
by the cryostat's inner dimensions and the shielded volum.e is in liquid
helium. Model experiments with a superconducting helmet for the mag-
netoenchephalographic measurements have been made by Hoenig aud
Gassinger [Hoe 81]. However, a larger superconducting shield where there
is a room temperature space for the subject has not been constructed, al-
though there exist large superconducting coils for NMR-studies [Kun 02,

Ber 821.

8.1. Ferromagnetic shields

For the passive shielding of low-frequency and static magnetic fields
a soft ferromagnetic material with permeability of the order of 104 is
nornally used. The soft magnetic material forms a low-reluctance way for
the magnetic flux. The attenuation of the field inside the shield depends

on the permeability of the material and the wall thickness and the shape

of the shield. The region of interest is enclosed partially or completely by
one or more ferromagnetic shells. This type of shielding is effective in the
frequency range from DC to a few megahertz [Coh 70].

The ferromagnetic shielding theory and the mathematical formulae
have been presented by many researchers [Coh 67b, Mag 81, Kel 82]. It
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has been shown that the multilayer shield with the appropriate separation
between the shells is more effective than a single, thick-walled shield of
equal mass [Mag 81, Kel 81]. The effective permeability of the sofb mag-
netie material can be increased by shaking with a strong line-frequency
nagnetic field with a factor 2 - 3 [Coh 87c, Kel 81]. The magnetic shields
are in practice supplemented with eddy-current shields to increase the at-
tenuation on high frequencies because it is difficult to bring about good
magnetic contact between the different ferronagnetic parts and still avold
mechanical stress that reduces the permeability [Ern 83].

The f.rst ferromagnetic shield for biomagnetic measurenent was used
by Safonov ef al. when they measured MCG with induction coils in a
steel chamber in 1907 [Saf ö7]. Odehnal et al. hzve used two coa:cial'steel
cylinders with an interior diameter of 0.03 m and a wall-thickness of 10

mm. The length of the enclosure, both of whose ends were open, was 1.7

m and the subject for measurement was placed in a horizontal position
iuside the shield. The 50 Hz line frequency field was attenuated 34.8 dB
by the enclosure [Ode 78].

The first large-volume cubieal magnetic shield was constructed by
Patton and Fitch in 1962 [Pat 62]. Large ferromagnetic shields have been
designed and constructed by Cohen at the Univereity of Illinois [Coh
BTbl and at the Massachusetts Institute of Technologr (MIT) [Coh 70].
The Illinois room consists of two ferromagnetic layers and one layer of
aluminium with a shielding factor of 400 at low frequencies. The shielded
roorn at MIT has the shape of a polyhedron rhombicuboctahedron and is
made with three layers of 1.0 mm thick high-p sheets and two 8.3 rnm thick
alu:ninium shells. The shielding factor of 2000 has been obteined at low
frequencies..Wikswo has reported a magnetic shield used for magnetocar-
diographic measurements at Stanford University [Wik 75]. The shield is
a 7.6 m deep ten-sided two-layer mol5permalloy and aluminium cylinder
with an inner diameter of 2 m. The depth of the shield eliminates the need
for a cover or door. The reported DC field ia the experinental area is lese

than 10-7 T and the 60 Hz field less than 10-e T.

The Otaniemi maguetically shielded room at Helsinki University of
Technolory consists of three concentric cubic shells each made of two
crossed mumetall layers on a 5 mm thick aluminium plate and covered
with a 2 mm aluminium plate [Kel 81] . The length of the inner edge of
the cube is 2.45 m. The shielding factor after demagnetization of the walls
and with doors installed was measuled to be 104 for a static field and more
than 105 in the frequence range from 0.5 Hz to several hundred hertz. The
50 Hz magnetic field in the room is 200 !T,*"f Ezr/2. The background
magnetic noise level was measured before and after the construction of
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the shield using a SQUID magnetometer. Only the low-frequency part of
the external noise was deteeted inside the shield and the white noise level
was inferred to be well below the magnetometer's noise and of the order
of I fTr*"f Ezr/2.

The magnetically shielded room at the Physikalisch-Technische
Bundesanstalt in West Berlin consists of a cubic eddy current shield of
2.25 m inner dim_ension made of 1.5 cm thick copper plate enclosed by six
concentric shells of mum.etall, each of which is a double-layer [Mag 81].
The total thickness of the mumetall is 18.2 mm and the weight about l0
tons. The shield is maintained at a constant temperature by the thermal
insulation between the shells and by controlling the ventilation in the air-
jacket. The illunination systen of the room. is realized by using fiberglass
light conductors. The shielding factor for very low frequencies is 10{ and
increases to 4.105 at about 7 Hz and to 108 at 1 kHz [Ern Sf ]. The internal
baekground noise level has been measured using a SQUID magnetometer
and reported to be SfTr*,f Ezr/2 for frequencies d.own to 5 Hz [Rom 82].

Koga and Nagamura have reported a magneticaJly shielded room
at Ibaraki in Japan. The shield is a rounded cube made of three shells
each consisting of 2 mm pernalloy and 5 mm aluminium plates. The
attenuation of the 50 Hz field is 80 dB [Kog 83].

6.2. Eddy current shields

In the eddy current method the shielded region is enclosed by one or
more shells of a good conductor. This method is effective only for time.
varying magnetic fields which induce cireulating currents in the conduct-
ing material so that their magnetic fields tend to cancel the changes of the
impressed magnetic fi.eld (Lenz's law). The shielding increases in efrciency
with increasing frequency. The shielding factor depends on the conduc-
tivity of the material as well as on the wall-thickness and dimensions of
the shield.

The physical description and calculations for an eddy current shield-
ing of a conducting cylinder have been given by Kaden [Kad 59]. The
shielding factor of an eddy current shield can be derived by approximat-
ing the shield with a long rectangular cyliader as made by Zimmerman

[Zim 77] and shown in [P1] (Eq. 1). It shows that the shield acts as a
fust order system whose time constant r depends on the conductivity and
physical dimensions of the shield. Mager [Mag 81] and Ern6 [Ern 83] have
presented the shielding factor at high frequencies when the skin depth
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of the field,is much less than the wall-thickness, and on the other hand
on low frequencies when the skin depth is greater than the wall-thickness.
They have shown that for a good magnetic shielding the shield wall should
be much thicker than the skin depth d which is expressed as

6 : lp/(ntt,tt.l)l'/' , (24)

where p is the resistivity of the shielding material and / is the frequency
of the field.

The magnetically shielded room in Boulder desigaed by Zimmerman
is made of aluminium alloy sheets with resistivity about 5O % greaLer
than with pure aluminium. The top and bottom are 38 mm, and the sides
and ends 44 mn thick. The inside dimensions are 183cmX 183cm\235cm,
with a 45 cm wide doorway. The entry forms a short 45 cm long tua-
nel. This acts as a wave-guide on low-frequencies beyond the cutoff [Zim
771. This is the best alternative because it is difrcult to obtain a high-
conductive contact between a door and the enclosure. The attenuation of
the shield is 46 dB at 60 Hz. This eddy current shield is equipped with an
enclosed soft-iron shell.

In addition to the use of the eddy current shielding together with fer-
romagnetic shields, also pure eddy current shields have been constructed.
The shields are made of thick aluminium plate to form a rectangular or
cubic shape, Fig. 3 in [P9], according to Zimmerman's design.

Our eddy current shield [P1, P9] is constructed from 45 mm thick
aluminium plate with the outer dimensions 2mX2mX2m. The doorway
is made as a 0.5 m wide and 0.8 m long corridor. The conductivity of the
aluminium is 3.6. 107 S/m. AII seams are welded completely through the
plate. However, Zimmerman has shown that by welding the seams on both
sides only to a depth of a few millimetres the total peripheral resistance
of z 2 m enclosure with 45 nn wall-thickngss will increase only a few
percent lZim 771. To avoid interferences induced by mechanical vibrations
of the laboratory floor our shield is equipped with pneu-matic dampers. A
plywood floor is fixed with brass rods to the laboratory floor and isolated
mechanically from the shield. The measured attenuations for the 50 Hz
magnetic field are 44 dB in the vertical direction and 46 dB and 50 dB
in the y- and z-direction, respectively [Pf]. The lower attenuation values
in the x- and y-direction are explained by the higher resistivity of the
peripheral current path interrupted by the doorway. The leaking of the
magnetic field through the doorway deereases the experimental area with
maximum attenuation. One way to enlarge the area is to construct the
corridor outwards [Ber 81].

Stroink et al. hzve used high purity aluminium plate with a thick-
ness of 1.BB cm for their eddv current shield whose outer dimensions are
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3.E6mX2.44mX2.49m [Str 81]. The entrance is made similar to the con-
structions discussed previously, having a width of 0.84 m and a length of
1.17 m. The shield is laid on a concrete floor without any dampers for
the mechanical vibrations. The gradients of the 60 Hz magnetic field have
been found to attenuate by the same factor as the field. The measured
second-order gradient attenuated from 100 pT to 0.6 pT i.e. 44.4 dB when
the shield was installed. Stroink et al. have also measured the time con-
stant of the shield to a nonuniform field produced by a small coil outside
the shield. They found that localized noise sources should be at least as

far from the wall of the shield as the dimension of the shield. if the full
benefit of the shielding is to be realized.

Bercy et al.hzve analyzed difierent shapes ofeddy current shields and
performed m.odel experiments with rectangular and hexagonal (cylinder
approximation) shapes on a 1/5 scale [Ber 81]. According to their results
the shape of the shield has only a minor effect on the maximum available
attenuation. However, the shape of the shield affects the size of the zone

of maximum attenuation. Berce et al. hzve chosen a cubic geometry with
a large doorway for use in a hospital environment. The shield is installed
on a suspended concrete platform to attenuate m.echanical vibration. The
white noise level in the shield is measured to be 50/!,,o"f EzLlz [Nic S3].

8.3. .dctive shielding

The shielded region can be enclosed by coils which produce with
appropriate currents a field which compensates for the external noise field.
The currents which are passed through the coils are driven by detectors at
the position for the best shielding. Active shielding is efrective from DC to
frequencies near the resonance of the coils. However, if the active shielding
is used together with a passive shield, its applicability is determined by
the properties of the passive shield on higher frequencies. The attenuation
of the magnetie noise depends.on the sensitivity of the detectors, their
locations and the type of the magnetic noise field.

6.8.1. DC field eornpensation

The steady magnetic fleld of the earth can always be cancelled by
three orthogonal magnetic field components with appropriate strengths
and directions. The accuracy of the compensation inside a volume depends
on the sum of the in-homogeaeities of the two fields (the compensating
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field and the field to be compensated) inside this volume. Because the
earth's static field can be expected to be relatively homogeneous, the
compensating coils are normally designed to produce a magnetic field with
high homogeneity in a large volume.

Garrett has presented the theory based on Legendre's polynoms to
ealculate the dimensions of a circular coil set to produce the required
homogeneity [Gar 51]. Pittman and Waidelich [Pit 63] have analyzed
different circular coil sets using Garrett's theory. The field strength of a

circular coil can be calculated also by using elliptic integrals fWeb 54, Gar
63, Vau 72]. The magnetic field of a rectangular coil has been studied by
Weber and Bloom ef ol. [Web 54, Blo 65] and the squa,re coils by Kakuno
and Gondo [Kak 76]. If the coil set is symmetric, all odd derivatives of the
field are zero at the origin [Bre 69]. In order to obtain a homogeneous field
it is necessary to eliminate only the even derivatives of higher order. In
practice, the derivatives higher than the sixth order have no essential effect
on the field homogeneity in the space atound the origin. For exam.ple, for
the Braunbek-MeKeehan t5pe coil set consisting of three symnetric coil
pairs with equal ampere turns, all even derivatives up to the 10th order
are zero [Pit 63]. However, it should be noted that in a real situation the
positioning accuracy of the eoils for such a result is impossible to obtain.

The DC compensation coils have been designed and constructed by
many groups in biomagnetic research [Coh 70, Zim 70, Kel 82, Dur 83,

Mer 83]. Our eompensation coil system consists of three coil sets with
four rectangular coils in each [P9]. The ömensions of the vertical coils
are solved according to the method of Kakuno and Kondo [Kak 76], and
the horizontal coils experimentally on the basis of the square coil solution.
The coils are powered by a three channel current source capable offeeding
a maximum current of 2 A for each coil set. The low-frequecy change of
the DC com.pensation field afber the warmup of the source is below 5 nT,
and the line frequency noise belovr the level of the externally coupled line
frequency interferences.

The compensation field distribution was measured with a fluxgate
magnetometer using a squa,re-waye feeding current. The frequeney of the
square-wave was 0.05 Hz, whieh is higher than the externally coupled low-
frequency magnetic field fluctuations and on the other haud lower thau
the frequency of the eddy current shield determined by its time constant.
The sensitivity of the measurement was about 1 nT. In all directions the
shape of the compensation field was the same as calculated theoretically.
Also the distribution of the inhomogeneity follows the theory. However,
the measured inhomogeneity is to sorne extent higher than the theoretical
values.
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This DC compensation system has been used in all YMCG-recordings

fP8l where it is important that the susceptibility signal generated by
the intracardiac blood changes is eliminated. Also the effect of the DC
compensation on the attenuation of the noise induced by the vibration
and moving of the measurement Dewar and the shield has been clearly
demonstrated.

6.3.2. ÄC field eompensation

The active AC compensation needs a sersor which can accurately
detect the variations of the field. If the sensor is inside the passive shield,
its seirsitivity must be at least equal to the sensitivity of the measure-

ment instrument. If the sensor is outside the shield, its location must be

chosen so that the magnetic flux density detected by the sensor is propor-
tional to the magnetic flux in the origin generated by the compensation
coil. On higher frequencies this proportionality may be very complicated.
This one sensor for one compensation f"eld component can cancel only
a homogeneous magnetic noise fleld. If one needs to compensate for a
gradient field noise caused by nearby sources, rnore Eetrsors must be used

to deteet the strength and direction of the gradient. This complicates the
system and lowers its flexibility.

Many research groups have used fluxgate magaetoneters to compen-
sate for an active magnetic field. Ross and Garment have reported a com-
pensation method where a 50 nT field was compensated for at frequencies
below 20 Hz [Ros 69]. Kelhä et aL have reported a closed loop active com-
pensation system used in their magnetically shielded room [Kel 82]. The
fluxgate sensor measures the field component along the symnetry axie of
the compensation coils and a controller adjusts an appropriate compensa-

tion current. The best demonstrated improvement of the shielding factor
due to the active compensation is more than 50 at 0.1 Hz [Kel 82]. Buncick
et al. have obtained a compensation accuracy of 0.5 nT. Their system is
based on a microprocessor, which samples the magnetic field through three
fluxgate magnetometers and A/D-converters and forms å field nullifying
system. The compensator has a recoyery time of 2-3 s to the transients of
the freld [Bun 83]. In systems with induction coil magnetometer sensors

the main purpose has been to compensate the line frequency field com-
pouents. Iland has obtained a 20 dB attenuation on line frequency using
a coil tuned to that frequency [Hau 76].

We have studied the AC compensation with appropriate induction coil
detectors [P9]. The dimensions of the induction coils and their positions

were determiaed so that the magnetic flux density measuring the coil was
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equal to the flrnr densrty in the origin. By using phase-shifthg networks
and an artificial nagnetie noise,source a maximum attenuation of 15 dB
on the frequency range from 0.05 to 50 Hz was obtained. However, for the
normal external magnetic noise,the attenuation was only a few desibels.
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7. NORJVIAL \ yICG

The aim of research in magnetocardiography is to evaluate the diag-.
nostic performance and clinical usefulness of the MCG. In determining
the diagnostic performance we must fust know the normal MCG and
its statistical distribution. After that its diagnostic performance can be
studied in different heart diseases. To fullfil the elinical requirements the
MCG should have at least the same theoretical level as the present clinical
electrocardiographic (ECG) and vector electrocardiographic (VECG) sys-

tems, which both are based on a fixed electric dipole model. In addition, its
signal-to-noise ratio should be sufrcient, its sensitivity distribution in the
heart area should be as ideal as possible and its instrumentation should
be easy to use in routine clinical work.

7.1. Detection of \nvICG

We have performed the normal I|MCG studies by measuring the
magnetic heart vector (MHV) with the corrected unipositional lead system

fP6, P8]. The magnetic heart vector as the model of the cardiac source is

analogous with the concept of the electric heart vector (EHV) which is the
source model of the normal \|ECG. The theoretical levels of both models
a,re equal.

The measurements were carried out with the multiplexed SQUID
vector magnetometer [P5] in our maguetically shielded room [P1, P9]. The
VECG was recorded in addition to the VMCG using the Frank lead system.
The recordings were made from 18 healthy subjects in all. The magnetic
field vector was measured above the heart at 26 points. Recordings at
different locations were made because it was desired to examine how
sensitive the corrected lead system is to the location of the detector.

It was found that a 10 mm displacement of the detector in the frontal
plane around the optimal point of the corrected unipositional lead system
will give rise to a mean error of 5o in the orientation and 6 ?6 in the
magaitude of the maximum QRS ve0tor. The efiect of the detector distance
was examined by malcing the measurement above the optimal poiut with
two measurement distances, about 105 mm and 165 mm from the center
of the heart. The magnitude of the signal was found to decrease by 68
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96 zt tLLe distal point when eompared to that in the proximal point. This
is less than would be expected accordi-ng to the dipole theory' However,

although the same kind of results have been obtained by other researchers

iWik 75, Mal 76], this measurement at only two points is very sensitive to
the errors in the measurement distance, The effect of the orientation of
the MHV when measuring at the distal point was fouad to be only 1o for
the maximum QRS vector and 9o for the maximum T vector'

7.2. Conpa,rison of, thernorma,l MIry and EHV

A total of 20 subjects was studied, but 2 of them were rejected from
the normal naterial because of the abnormal fiadiugs ia their VECG. The
18 subjects were included in the examination material, which was ensured

to be normal according to values in VECG, and who had no history of
heart diseases. The material consisted of 14 males and 4 females of the
age 20 - 40 years.

The QRS loop of the normal MHV is nårrower than that of EHV'
The QRS loop is normally directed superiorly, posteriorly and leftwards.
The mean magnitude of the maximum MIIV is 45.5 pT measured at the
optimal point 35 mm from the skin. The direction, of inscription of the

QRS loop varies in VMCG more than that in the VECG. The T loop
of the normal MHV is located in the same octant as the QRS loop and

directed similarly. The mean magnitude of the maximum T wave is 15 pT.
The spatial angle between the maximum QRS vector and the maximum
T vector was found to be about 23".

The nearly inverse cube dependence on the measurement distance is
not a very serious problem as long as one tries to make the measurements

at the same distance for every subject. It renders difficult, however, the
comparison of the amplitudes of MHV detected by various groups with
different distances. The amplitude criteria of the clinical VMCG can not
be as important as the criteria based on the direction of the MHV, which
is the case also in the present clinical VMCG.

The standard deviations of the EHV and MHV which are caused

by different individual variations are on aYerage of the same order of
magnitude. The direction of the maximum MHV ranges less than that
of EHV, whereas the magnitude has a slightly higher variation angle than
that of the normal EHV. The angle between the maximum MHV and EHV
was fouad to be 98o * 8' (SD) at the instant of the peak MHV, and 99" a 3"

(SD) at the instant of the peak EI{V. By displacing the detector about 2
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em i-nferiorly, the angle of 90" between the maximum MHV and EHV was
detected. The angle between the maximum T vectors was found to be
102" r 13' (SD).

The ratio between the magnitude plots of the MIIV and EHV during
the QRS complex describes the difrerence in relative sensitivities to the
electrical activity of the heart. During the first 10 ms of the QRS complex
the magnitude ratio is greater than 1, indicating that the MHV appears
stronger than the EHV at the beginning of the QRS complex. The next 50
ms, when the excitation is mainly radial, the ratio is less than 1, except
an about 20 ms period around the maximum, when the ratio is about 1.
About 60 ms from the onset of the QRS complex the ratio will reach a
minimum. At the end of the QRS complex, when the activation appears
more tangential, the ratio is about 1.5.

7.3. Worlcs by other investigators

Rosen and Inouye have made a study of the vector m.agnetocar-
diogram by mapping the VMCG components on a plane above the chest
from twelve subjects [Ros 75]. Wikswo has examined the spatial and tem-
poral variation of the VMCG for two normal subjects [Wik 75]. He has
estimated the x-axis position and velocity of the best-fit dipole during
the QRS complex by using the change in the fi.eld magnitude. He has
also demonstrated that the fields differed from those produced by a point
magnetic dipole. He also found that both techniques, VMCG and YECG,
have comparable sensitivity to respiration.

Malmivuo has recorded an VMCG from. a normal subject with four
difrerent lead systems and found that the recordings in all cases had a very
similar form [Mal 7ö]. The magnitude of the dipole moment of the MIIV
calculated by using a volume source approximation to correct the effect of
the magnetometer distance and the distal coil was found to be the same
within L696 aecaracy.

The largest VMCG study up to now has been made by Leifer et ol.
pei 811. They have examined the MHV of 20 nornal subjects using the
ABC lead system and a detecting distance of about 120 mm from the
chest surface above the center of the heart. The direction of the MHV
d.iffers from our results by about 25o in the frontal plane and by about
2" in the sagittal plane when using the same multiplication coefrcients. In
the direction of the maximum T wave the differences are slightly smaller.
Leifer has fouad the angle of 77.2" * 10.5" between the maximum MHV
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and EHV. The statistieal distributions of the mean QRS and T vectors

were in Leifer's study higher than those obtained in our research. Karp
et al. hzve confirmed by using mapping technique that the electric and

magnetic dipoles are roughly orthogonal in all six cases they studied [Kar
s0l. They also found that the dipolarity of the cardiac field is manifest

during the early QRS-complex.
Seppänen et al. have made YMCG recordings using the mapping

nethod and presented real time-time VMCG projection loops of a normal

subject [Sep 83].
The greatest drawback of previous VMCG studies is the limited num-

ber of subjects. Also the comparison of the results is difrcult because of
the different lead system, detector locations and detector constructions.

In spite of the differences in the measurement methods the results of the

normal MHV presented in [Ps] are in good accordance with the results

reported previously.
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8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This dissertation consists of aine publications. The conclusioDs of the
studies presented in the publications can be summarized as follows:

PJ-, This publication describes the design aud construction of the thick-
walled aluminium eddy-current shield for biomagnetic measure-
ments. The shield is equipped with pneumatic dampers and a fl.oor
without a contact to the shield. The attenuation of the shield
measured at line frequency is presented in three orthogonal direc-
tions. The attenuation is 44 dB in the vertical direction and 4E dB
and 50 dB in the two horizontal directions. In two directions the
result is below the theoretical value of 50 dB. This is caused by the
doorway, and thus the structure of the open door was found to have
a yery important efrect on the leaking of the field to the ehield.

P2. The study of the noise reduction method with a matching input
transformer is presented in this paper. With this nethod it is possible
to obtain the optimum source resistance which minimises the noise
figure of the anplifier used. The design and construction of a low-
noise wide-bandwidth instrumentation transformer were presented
and its use in a magnetometer application was demonstrated.

P8. The first three channel magnetometer capable of detecting simul-
taneously the magnetic heart vectör components with the uniposi-
tional lead system was developed in this study using an induction
coil technique. The sensitivity of the magnetometer which operates
at room temperature yvBs:rtr€ssured to be 180 fTr^rf EzLlz zt 20
Hz. An example of the magnetic heart vector measurements lf,as
presented and the noise properties of the instnrment discussed.

P4. This study demonstrates the measurement of the fetal magnetocar-
diogram in our magnetically shielded room. For the recording an
asymmetric SQUID gradiometer system was developed and con-
structed, which was balanced with superconducting discs.

P5" This publication outlines the three-channel SQUID vector mag-
netometer which was designed especially for vector magnetocar-
diographic studies. A completely new method for the multiplex-
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ing of three SQIIIDs reas'developed. This method allows the use

of normal commercial rf SQUIDs and avoids the cross talk and in-
terferences between separate channels. A lorv-noise high-input im-
pedance preamplifier and a fast switch for low-level rf signals were

desigaed and constructed. The noise level of the multiplexed system

of 100 f Tr*" f E zr/2 wzs obtained. The usefulnees of the instrument
was demonstrated by measuring the magnetic heart vector in real

tine from. 20 subjects.

PO. The corrected unipositional lead system for vector magnetocardiog-
raphy is presented in this paper. This system has a simple geometry
consisting of three coils located above the point V2 of the etan-

dard ECG. A special instnr-mentation for the lead field studies waå

developed and implenented. The properties of the lead system were

tested on the normal material by measuring the magnetic field vec-

tor at 26 points above the heart of each subject. The signal-tonoiee
ratio of the lead was found to be sufrcient for clinical uee.

P7. This publication deals with the optimization of the structure
and dimensions of e rector gradiometer for magaetocardiographic
studies. The gradiometer was optimized with respect to the signal'
to-noise ratio when coupled to thin-fflm SQUIDs. The accurecy of
determining the magnetic dipole Bource frorn the measured magnetic
coil flux was examined with circular and rectangular coilg in coaxial

and pl*nrr gradiometers. The efiective flux-trangfer factor which
takee irto account the interdependence of the equivalent flux noise

and the SQUID's self-inductance wa8 derived.

P8, This study describes the vector magnetocardiogram neasured from
18 healthy subjects using the cotrected unipositional lead rystem.
The mean direction and amplitude and the variation range of
the normal nagnetic heart vector åre presented. The emall sen-

sitivity of the magnetic lead to the displacement of the detector was

demonstrated. The relationship between the normal magnetic and

electric heart vectors was studied.

P9" The active compensation system to cancel the steady and low-

frequency maguetic field was designed and constructed. The DC

compensatioa system makes it possible to maintain the ffeld within
5 nT. The perfornance of the DC coil sets was measured and a

measurement method which is insensitive to the low-frequency field
fluctuations was developed. the AC compensation system for the
frequency range from a few hertz to 50 I{z was designed and tested.
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The maximum attenuation of 15 dB with iaduction coil sensors aad
an artifcial noise wås obtained.

The publications,presented il this dissertation are all results of group
efforts. The author has participated in all studies and performed most of
the magnetocardiographic mea.surements. He has particularly contributed
to the design and construction of the instrumentation developed in the
course of the research. The author has contributed also to writing the
manuscripts. The publications P2, P3, P4, P5, P7 and part of P9 are
written by the author.
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Properties of a thick-walled
conducting enclosure
in low-frequency magnetic
sh ielding

2 Theoretical attenuation properties of a conducting shield
Zimmerman approximates the shield with a long tube and
calculates the field inside the shield to be
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Abstracl We have constructed a thick-walled aluminium
shield for biomagnetic measurements and measured its
performance at 50 Hz in detail. This data shows the
difficulties in the construction of the door. The mechanical
vibration is attenuated efficiently. The benefits of an
aluminium shield in cost and construction over the e-metal
shield are discussed.

I Introduction
The growing interest in biomagnetic research has increased
the need of magnetically shielded enclosures. The bio-
magnetic signals have the amplitude of the order of l0-r0 T for
the magnetocardiogram and l0-r2 T for the magneto-
encephalogram within the frequency band of I to l00Hz.
The noise level in ordinary laboratories is of the order of
l0-8 T within the biomagnetic frequency band. A satisfactory
recording of biomagnetic signals in such an environment is
possible when using a differential magnetorneter or effective
magnetic shielding.

Magnetic shielding is possible to accomplish in threp
uays: using magnetically highly permeable material, thick-
walled conducting shield or active compensation- The best
result is achieved when combining these methods (Cohen
1970). Almost all magnetically shielded enclosures are
constructed primarily from magnetically permeable p-metal.
This method is applicable from oc to radio-frequencies.
The main disadvantages in the use of p-metal are its sensitivity
to mechanical vibration, loss of permeability in mechanical
stress, which makes the construction difficult and high
price.

Zimmerman described a method of constructing the
magnetically shielded enclosure from thick-walled conducting
material (Zimmerman 1977). The benefits in its use are low
price and easy and rigid construction. Its main disadvantage
is that the attenuation provided by the shield is an increasing
function of frequency and is zero for a static field.

We have constructed a thick-walled aluminium shield
and nreasured its attenrration. In this paper we present the
results from our measurements.

001:-3735i80/050569+01 $0'I.50 Q 1980 Thc lnstitute of Physia

where

and

@: angular frequency

1.0 = magnetic permability öf free space
o = conductivity
å: height
r:width
t:wall thickness.

The time constant z characterises the response to a uniform
applied field.

If the conductivity of the aluminium wall is 36 x 106 S m-r,
its thickness is 0.045 m and the dimensions of the enclosure
are 2x2x2m the time constant z equals 1.02s and thc
attenuation is 50 dB at 50 Hz. This value applies for a closcd
shield without door.

3 The shield
Our shield is constructed from 45 mm thick aluminium
plate by welding the seams completely through the plate.
The material is 99.5% pure aluminium with conductivity
36 x 106 S m-r. The outer dimensions of the shield sro
2x2x2m. It has a 545 mm wide doorway on the sidc of
one wall. To decrease the loss of attenuation duc to thc
door a 795 mm long corridor is constructed inside the shicld,
figure 1. The total weight of the shield is approximately
3000 kg.

Figure 1 The shield is constructed from 45 mm thick
aluminium plate.

Because the shield gives no attenuation for the earth's
static field the mechanical movement of the detector may
induce considerable noise Therefore it is important to
attenuate the mechanical vibration of the shield. To attenuate
the mechanical vibration caused by the building, the shield
is mounted on four pneumatic dampers. To attenuate the
vibrations caused by the personnel inside the shield, the shield
is equipped with a plywood floor which stands on the labora-
tory floor on brass rods through holes in the bottom of the
shield.

H:H""(u)11{1+jqr) (1)

poowht

z\\,+ n )

, 2000mm
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Figure 2 The nus values of the three orthogonal
components of the 50 Hz magnetic field in the laboratory
outside and inside the shield. The dimensions are in nT
outside the shield and in pT inside the shield. (a), x
component; (å), I'component; (c) z component of the

masnetic field.

4 The measurements

The measurements were performed with a system composing
of a coil, an amplifier, and a spectrum analyser. The inner
and outer diameters of the coil were 97 and 148 mm, its
thickness was 3l mm, and it had 2000 turns of 0'5 mm
copper wire. The effective area of the coil was cålculated
to be 23'6 m2. and it was covered with a ihin aluminium
foil to shield it against electric field.

The amplifier was Princeton Applied Research Model 113

Pre. Amp. equipped with a low noise impedance transformer.
The signal was analysed with Honeywell, Saicor spectrum
analyser Model SAI 5lB.

The three orthogonal meåsurements of the magnetic field
were performed outside the shield in 70 points at distances
from 200 to 1500 mm from the wall at I m height from thc
shield floor. Inside thc shield the measurements were p€r-

formed at 100 points, all at I metre height. The distancc
between these points was 200 mm.

From the induced 50 Hz voltage we calculated the spatial
magnetic flux density. Its temporal variation was correctcd
according to the voltage of a reference coil located outsidc
the shield.

The field strength in the laboratory varies from 5 nT to
l5nT during the day, The noise reaches thc minimum
level at night, when the building is silent. About 3Ol of
the magnetic field is caused by the electric power lincs outsidc
the building. This was verified by disconnecting all elcctric
power lo the building.

The attenuation of the magnetic 50 Hz field inside thc
shield is presented in figure 2, for each component. Thc
field strengths are given in nvs valucs and the dimcnsions

are in nanoteslas outside the shield and in picotcslas insidc
the shield. The maximum attenuation of the shield is 44 dB
in x direction, 46 dB in y dircction and 50 dB z direction with
50 Hz field.

5 Discussion
The shield s€ems to achieve the full theoreticål attcnuation
of 50 dB in only one component of the magnetic ficld. In
all three orthogonal directions at lesst .10 dB attcnuation
is achieved in about half of the enclosures arca. This indicatcs

that the doorway is an important question in dcsigning

magnetically shielded enclosures. In our shield the doorway
leaks magnetic field so much that the experimrntal srea is

small though the maximum theoretical attenuation is achieved.

The leakage could be diminished by extending the corridor.
This should be done outwards to keep the experimental area

large enough.
Another important improvement would be to equip the

shield with an active compensation with Helmholtz coils.

The compensation of the earth's static field improves the

noise rejection because the mechanical vibration would
induce less noise though the present pneumatic damping
system is very effective. It is also possible to equip the Helm-
holtz coil system with a magnetic field detector and an

amplifier and to compensate the low frequency magnetic

fields and thus further improve the noise rejection'
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Introduction

Interest in studying the mag'netocardiogram is stimulated by

the clinical applications and the possibility, that the l{CG

will provide new information about electronhysiological fea-
tures of the heart. Durinq the past decade many gfroups have
reported results of their magnetocard.iogram studies. In all
research reports recordinqs have been made on one channel so

thnf onlv öne comnoncnt nf ]-hc mädnctic rzccJ-or c:n be measuredurrqe vrrr }l urrv rLLs)rrvurv

at each instant of time (1-,2,3). Fu1l advantaqe of the use

of mag,netocardiography reouires measurement of all three
orthogonal components. This report describes a detector which

ElgrgllqlgggEly measures the three components of the maqnetic
heart vector.

Method

Thp J-imp-rrarrzino meonctic ficld of the heart induces a voft-
age in a coil located over the chest of the subject. The

"al+r-a ..'i'l I ]- ^ rmnl .ifiaÄ and in{-aar:fad .Fho 
^ltfnltt 

iq thcnvurLqug wlrf !e alrLprfrrLu qfru rrlLgu!qLgu.

nronortinn:l J-o 'l-he macncfir: field strenoth- Olrr device uses

the unipositional lead system (4). In this system all three
components, X, Y and Z of the magnetic fiel-d vector are mea-

sured simultaneously at the same point on the anterior side

O 1981 Walter de Gruyter & Co., Berlin ' New York
Biomagnetism
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of the chest, Figure 1. The patient and the amnlifier are
e mncncfir:allv shielded room, The maqnetometer is mounted

the inner wall of the room.

Mag'netometer

The magnetometer coil system, which can be seen in Fig' 2-,
consists of three coils at the same point oerpendicular to
each other and it operates in the room ternperature. The di-
mensions of the system are 298 x 276 x 138 mm and the weiqht
is 15 kg. Y- and Z-coj-ls are flattened so that the measure-

ment point 1s close to the heart. The effective area N'A is
)?

4A m'in X-coi1 and 80 m'in Y- and Z-coils. The different
areas compensare the different sensltivities in the uniposi-
tional 1eads. The constructed mountinq system a11ows the
magrnetometer to be raised and lowered and afso to be moved

aside over the chest. The magnetometer coils are shlelded
aoainsf electric fields vlith a orounded thin alurninium foi1.

Ampli-f ier

The amplifj-er has three similar channels. Each channel con-

slsts of an impedance transformer, an amplifier, filters and

'Fha nrincinlo of

heart vector with-
the rneasurement of the maqnetic
the unipositional lead svstem.

l-n

on
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A' 281cm'
Nr 1{1{

A. 209cmr
N " 3800

A' 287cm'
N" 2768

fiqure 2. The construction of the coil detectror.

ån i ntedrafnr- Thp imnpdån.c f r:nsfnrmer åd-"itrq]. q the COil

impedance to the amplifier input impedance so that the ampli-
fier will operate with optimum source impedance. This leads
to the mlnimum value in the nolse figure NF (516). The trans-
former core is constructed from u-metaI with permeability of
the order of 11 000. This makes the frequency resDonse flat
and decreases the low cut-off frequency. The core is as*
qamhl cd hrz nraqq i nn J-r^ra ni anaq <hanod I i lra I ol-f ar IT l-anal- har

with a metal band. The construction of the transformer and

the connection of the windings are presented in Fig. 3. The

wlndi-ngs are divided into two equal parts to form a differen-
tla.I connectlon which reduces noise. The secondary voltages
E end E inrlrrcad hrz fha ovJ-arnal mådnal-ic nniqo fIttv ö areItq\ ! rrv

equal and opposite and will be canceled at the output. The

success in the cancellation depends on the balance between the
windinos- The wolfaoes Fl - and E ^ induced bv the nrimarv"pl *"* "?2 --'----- -"
flux Q,, are surnmed at the output. On the both branches of the
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Figure 3. The construction of the transformer and the
connection of the windj-ngs.

core the secondary windings are further divided j-nto two sec-

tions and the two halves of the primary winding are placed be-

tween them, Fig. 3. Thj-s location of the winding's decreases

the leakage inductances. Because also the wlnding width is

reduced the leakage capacitance decreases 4s well. This means

that the higher cutoff frequency increases.

Eod/Es ll

dB
12

9

5

1

0

Figure 4 Frequency response of the matchinq transformer with
different values of the source reslstance R . The

9..
rznlfaoe of l-he qorrrcc oencråfor Fl was 6 mV and

the load resistance RÄ was 10- ohms.
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The ratio of the turns of the primary coil and the secondary
coil of a transformer is I:100. The frectuencv resDonse of the
transformer with different values of the source resistance is
^L^,-,- ih Fi^ Arrr rrY. -.

Aq An amnlifier in olrr svsfem we have used an instrumentaLion
emnlifier T,F352 which have a JFET innnf qtade- The innut im-

1)npdanr:e i s 2'1 0*- ohms and the innrrJ- hi aq crrrrenf and the in-
put offset current are 3 pA and 0,5 nA respectivelv. The

equivalent input noise current is l0 fA. The equivafent in-
prlt noi=".rottrqu of the amplifier on the bandwidth 0,1-10 Hz

is about 2 uvpp. The gain of the amnlifier is 10 000. The

secondary winding of the transformer is directllz connected to
fhe innrrt of fhp amnl i f icr- Fia- 5. There is not rrserl env

protective circuits for the over voltaqes at the innut of the
amplifier because they increase noise. Coaxj-al cables were
used to connect the detector to the transformer and the trans-
former to the amplifier.

To limit the measurement bandwidth and cancel out the nolse
induced from electr.ic power l1nes the amf:lifier consists of
fwo low-nåee filt-ers and two bandsion filters (\O Hz and 100uvv !frLv!J \Jv

Hz). The bandwldth can be adjusted. between 50 and 100 Hz.
The sional mttsJ- lra inJ-anr:{-aÄ hon4lrse l-he rrnltaoe indUCed invvruq\JU

the coil is proportional to the derivative of the maqnetic
fie1d.

I +Yqtv J. Connection between the
fier and the shieldinq

transformer and the ampl-i-
of the cables.

I
I
I

_l
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MagneticallY Shielded Room

rFh6 mådnofic field strenoth of the heart when measured over
! rrs rrLqg rru e v e+ vrr',

the chest is about 50 pT peak to peak durinq the QRS-complex'
The magnetic noise j-n our laboratory is of the order of 5 nT.

To decrease the noise we use magnetlcally shielded room. It
is made of 45 mm thick aluminium plate and has dimensions of
2 x 2 x 2 m' The shielding is based on eddlz currents induced

in the conducting wall by the magnetic fie1d. The attenuation
is 50 dB at 50 Hz and is proportional to the frequency (7) .

Nolse Characteristics

The noise characteristics of the amplifier system composed of
the transformer and the amplifj-er were studied by replacing
the detector coil with an equi-valent resistance (fow noj-se

wlre resistor with )-20 n resistance) to efiminate the. noise

induced by magnetic field and to maintain the same operatlnq
nnint- nf tha nmnl i f ier- The ottt.nut noise of the svstem was
vvrrru v! Lrrv s1LLy4+!+v!.

measured with a Honeywell Saicor l4odel SAt5lB spectrum analyz-
er when the resistor was in room temperature (293 K) and when

it was cooled with liquid nitrogen (77 K) . The output noise
was referred to the i-nput of the svstem (the gain was l0o) to
oof the ccnirralenl- innrrt nniqe- The results are in Fig. 6.
v s L urrE sY q! v q+err

we can see that the equivalent input noise is of the order of

I -R nV tJaz in room temperature and 1r2 nVr*",//Hz whenL,v !' 'fms/ y--- ---

cooled. From these values we can calcufate the noise fiqures

of the slzstem rn both cases. lhe noise fiqures are 2'2 dB

(293 K) and 4,5 dB (77 K)- We can further calculate the

equivalent input noise generated by the transformer and the

amplifier. This noise referred to the input is of the order

of I nV /tFz.- The system noise (in temperature 293 K) re-
'rms/ v rrg '

ferredtomaqnetlcfieldatthemeasurementloiationisas].ow
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Iu lszl /2 t

2.10_g

1.10 -

L 77K

100

t lHzl

tTrho onrr i rzr'l anf i nnrrf noi qF E^''-"- -ni
system versus freouency with di
of the source resistor.

120

Figure 6 of the measurement
f fprent temncraatrlI.es

as 180 frr^r/ffi aL 20 Hz.

Results

The first simultaneous recording of the three components of
the magnetic heart vector is presented in fig. 7. The siSlnal
is a direct recording without averaging. The noise orlgj-nates
from the thermal noise of the coi-ls and from the low frequency
magnetic noise in the shield. In thls noise an unidentified
6 Hz noise 1s dominating. The 50 Hz noise from the line is
effectively filtered from the recorded signal.
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500 ms

Fj-gure 7. Components of the mag,netic heart vector. iThe
positive X, Y and Z axj-s point to anterior, left
and superior directi-ons.
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Abstrect This article describes the noise characteristics of
a magnetic field measurement system which consists of an

induction coil detector, a matching input transformer and
a sensitive preamplifier. The best noise performance is
obtained when the amplifier operates with optimum source
resistance. The optimal conditions are obtained by using a

transformer to match the source and amplifier resistances.

The limited frequency response of the transformer,
however, often restricts its application. The methods of
designing a broad-band instrumentation transformer are
discussed. As an example the transformer construction for
a magnetocardiographic measurement system and some
measurement results are also Dresented.

I Introductlon
The most simple magnetometer construction is an induction
coil. A voltage is induced in the coil whcn it is placed into a

varying magnetic ficld. This voltage is proportionål to the
time derivative of the field and after integration we obtain a
signal proportional to the magnetic field strength. The
difficulty in the construction of this kind of magnetometer is
the noise arising in the equipment, The noise can be reduced
to the minimum by matching the impedance between the
induction coil and the amplifier so that the noise factor is as

good as possible and by designing the transformer so that its
noise level is low and the pass band is wide. After careful
design we can obtain a noise figure of the order of 3 dB.
Then the noise arising in the amplifier is equal to the thermal
noise arising in the induction coil.

2 Amplifer noise charåcteilstics
It is possible to model the internal noise sources of an ampli-
fier by referring them to i1s input. This parameter is the so-
called equivalent input noise and it refers all the noise sources
of the amplifier to the signal source location. The equivalent
input noise is (Motchenbacher and Fitchen 1973)

e^rz=er2+e^2+i?R.2+2yr F r FR" (l)

where

etz - thermal noise voltage of the source (in Vz)

(:4kTLfR"),

00:2-3735/811080939+04 S01.50 O l9El The Institute of Physics

?.t: zero impedance noise voltage ofthe amplifier (in V2),

r,P:infinite impedance noise current of the amplifier (in
A2).

Rs: source resislance (in Q),

Z = correlation coefficient.

The noise characteristics of an amplifier are described by
a noise figure. The noise figure Nr is determined by

NF= l0 lg (enfierr). (2)

It rells what fraction of the total noise is generated in the
amplifier compared to the total equivalent input noise which
includes the source noise and the amplifier noise.

The best operating point is at the minimum of the noisc
figure. From the definition of the noise figure we can calculate
the optimum source resistanc€ Ro which minimises the noisc
fignre.

Ro=lenzlk2lltz. (3)

Note that the optimum resistance Ro is not necessarily the
resistance for maximum power transfer. Ro is determined by
the amplifier noise mcchanisms and gives the maximum
signal-to-noise ratio. There is no direct relation betwecn rRo

and the amplifier input impedance Zr. Optimum powcr trans-
fer (Rs= Zt) maximises only the signal amplitude.

Optimum noise figure (tRs=Ro) is given by

r.rro= f 0ls lt +6;7izpkrlIi (4)

where

k = Boltzmann constant (1.3805 x l0-23 J K-r),
f- absolute temfrerature (in K),
A/: frequency bandwidth in (Hz).

The following procedure is then used for minimising the noisc
figure:

(i) we choose an amplifier with (e? -?)r/2 as small as

possible (equation (4));
(ii) we choose R"= Ro-tel/r?)r/2 (equation (3));
(iii) if the source resistanc€ A, is not equal to t/#iFl we

can use an impedance transformer which matches the imped-
ance levcl so that the amplifier se€s the optimum source
restslance.

Let us discuss the transformer construction in dctail. Lct
the ratio of the turns of the primary and the sccondary coils
of a transformer be I : N. Then the noise referrcd to the prim-
ary of the transformer or the equivalent input noisc of the new
amplifier system using a transformer is (Nezer 1974)

^f=äJ+e^21N2+ 
N2i;2Rs2+2yl7? t't^z n". (5)

From this we can calculate the oDtimum turn ratio No

which gives minimum r/In2

t \ ;-2 \u2 / R^\rt2v":r ""_l =l;rl (6)" \ I i"z R.7 \..(s /

The optimum noise figure depends on the product G] il)ltz
of equation (4) which is determined by the characteristics of
the amplifier. lf (e":- i"z1t1z is small it means for real amplifiers
thal ,;2 is small (rrr-input amplifiers). Then the optimum
source resistance is high (equation (3)). If (-"2 l?)trz is large,

then the noise figure is not only high but also very sensitive

to the changes of the source impedance (equation (4)). When
(i|e t"z)ttz is small the term in?.R"2 in equation (l) is not signi-

ficant. For this reason the source resistance can differ from
the optimum value and the noise voltage due to the noise

current of the amplifier is still negligible (figure l).
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Figure I Noise figure against source resistance with two
different amplifiers. In FEr-input stage amplifier the noise
figure with coil detector (point A) can be lowered b€low
3 dB point by using a transformer with turn ratig N= 100
(point B). In bipolar-input stage amplifier when using a

transformer to gpt optimum noise figure (from point C to
point D), the value of the noise figure in that point is still
above 3 dB. The turns ratio of the transformer is then also
much lower, This leads to a smaller signal and decreases the
signal-to-noise ratio.

In order to obtain the best noise characteristics of the lotal
magnetometer system we must use a coil detector with low
source resistancc and an amplifier with high input impcdance.
This requires a matching input transformer with high turn
ratio N. However, the use of such a transformer is limited
because of its mechanical design due to the large turn ratio.

3 Matching input transformer deslgn
At low frequencies, when the winding shunt capacitances are
negligible, the equivalent network of a transformer can be

shown as figure 2. ln the input transformers the core loss

Rr/N2

R6 /N2

Figure 2 The equivalent network of a transformer at low
frequencies. .Es, source generator voltage; Rr, source
generator resistance; Ro, primary winding resistance;
Ip, primary winding inductance; /Rc, coreloss equivalent
shunt resistance; Äs, secondary winding resistance; Ä6, load
resistance; N, secondary-to-primary turn ratio.

equivalent shunt resistance Rc may be omilted or Rc: co. Al
low frequencies the transfer ratio is (ITT 1975)

å"t N
rl * [rEfir7t,vzRy a 4111 12'2n11r,2' 

(7)

where Är:Äg*Rp and R2:Äd+As.

Presuming that Rs(Äa and turn ratio is large, we can write
the lower cutof frequency (-3dB point) (Langford-Smith
t967):

f1:(Rs+ Rp)l2tLn. (8)

As we see, the Iower cutoff frequency decreases when the
term Rs+Rp decreases. Another method of decreasing the
lower cutoff frequency is to increase the inductance of thc
primary winding. The inductance of the primary winding will
increase when the turn number increases, but then the resist-
ance of the primary also increases. A better method of incrcas-
ing Zp is to use core material of high permeability.

Figure 3 The equivalcnt network of a transformer at high
frequencies. R : Rs +,Rp + Är/ N 2 ; 11 : le I ll l''l z ; Q 1=
Cp+NzG; /p, primary leakagc inductance; /r, sccondsry
leakage inductance; Cp, primary equivalcnt shunt
capacitance; G, secondary equivalent shunt capacitance.

At high frequencies, when winding capacitancts havc an
eflect, the equivalent network b€comes as shown in figure 3,
The high-frequency transfer ratio is given by (ITT 1975)

N(Rr+R:)/Rz
a( hl xc + xl Rdz + (xl x" - &l Rd - 1)2ltt2

where

X":ll2rf(Cp+ N2C")

XF2nf(le+ lilN2).

The higher cutoff frequency/x depends on /1 and Cr in the
series resonance circuit. If they can be made small, the cutoff
frequency increases.

We can reduce the effect of leakage inductance and capaci-
tance by using special constructions and winding methods in
the transformer coil design. The most common method is to
divide the primary and secondary coils into two sections
and place the other winding between the s€ctions (ITT 1975).

There are several phenomena which influence the internal
noise of the transformer. One of them is the resistivity of the
windings which generates thermal noise. The changes in the
permeability of the core in the presence of the internal or an

external field generate noise. The cause is usually vibration of
the laminations or windings. For this reason it is important
to cancel out the static field of the earth. An external
noise can be coupled to the transformer as a common mode
noise through the capacitive coupling between the primary
and the secondary windings or by inductive coupling directly

(e)
Eout

EE
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to the windings. An inductive coupling can be reduced by
surrounding the transformer with highly conductive or highly
permeable metal or by using special coil construction
techniques.

4 Construction of the transforner
In this section we discuss an example of transformer con-
struction for a magnetocardiographic measurement system.
To obtain as low a cutoff frequency as possible we have made
the inductance of the primary winding of the transformer high
by using highly permeable core material and thick wire. The
core material is soft ferromagnetic metal, so-called mu-metal.
The permeability of the core is I t 000 at a frequency of 50 Hz
(Vacuumschmelze 1970).

The construction of the transformer and the connection of
the windings are presented in figure 4. The windings are
divided into two parts to form a differential connection. The
secondary voltages ,E"r and &z induced by the external
mågnelic noise flux pe are eeual and opposite and will be
cancelled at the output. The success ofthe cancellation depends
on the balance between the windings. The voltages,Epl and
t1,: induced by the primary flux gp are summed at the output,

The leakage inductance and capacitance are reduced by

Figure 4 The consl.ruction of the transformer and the
connection of the windings.

locating the primary coil halves in the middle of the secondary
coil halves. This increases the higher cutoff frequency,

The primary and secondary windings have 400 and zl0 000
turns, the diameters of the primary and secondary wires
are 0.5 mm and 0.1 mm and resistances are 3 Q and 32kQ
respectively.

A thin grounded aluminium foil is placed around the
primary winding to eliminate the capacitive coupling. The
transformer is covered with a rigid 3 mm thick iron case.
This attentuates the external masnetic fields.

5 The amplifier
To obtain very large input inpedance, an amplifier with a
FEr-input stage was chosen. The input bias current is formed
by the leakage current of the gFte. We have used an instru-
mentation amplifier LF352 which has a;rsr input stage. The
input impedance is 2 x 1012 Q, the input bias current is 3 pA
and the input offset current is 0.5 pA.

The gain is l0 000 and is determined with a single resistor.
The equivalent input noise current is 10 fA. The equivalent
input noise voltage of the amplifier on the bandwidth 0,1-
l0 Hz is (National Semiconductor Corporation 1978):

t/7n2:(1.3+67olG) pt/pp, (10)

where G is the gain of the amplifier. On the bandwidth
l0 Hz-10 kHz the noise voltage is:

"v/;F=$+6701G) pynus. (l l)
Low-frequency or l//-noise of the amplifier has no effect
because of the relatively high lower cutoff frequency of the
system.

6 Measured characterlstics ofthe detector system
The frequency response of the transformer was measured with
several values of the source resistance. The effect of the
source resistance to the response can be seen in figure 5,
When the impedance increases the pass band bccomes
narrower. The resonance frequency of the transformcr is
2 kHz. The damping factor is also greatly dependent on the
source resistance as can be seen. The best characteristics are
obtained with a 50 C) source resistance. Then the pass band
is wide and flat (figure 5).

The electrostatic shielding was tested by measuring thc
capacitance between the primary and the secondary with a
short circuit in the windings (Sommer and Plice 1963). The
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Figure 5 Frequency response of
the matching transformer with
different values of the source
resistance. The load resistance
Ra was 10s O.
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Figure 6 The equivalent input noise r/Fni of the
nleasurement system against frequency at different
temperatures of the source resistor. The signal was analysed

with Honeywell, Saicor spectrum analyser Model SAI 5lB
and plotted with Xf recorder.

capacitance was 6.4 pF when the aluminium foil shield was
not connected to the ground and 3 x I0 a pF when grounded.

The noise characteristics of the amplifier system composed
of the transformer and the amplifier were studied by replacing
the detector coil with an equivalent resistance (low noise
I20Q wire resistor) to eliminate the noise induced by the
magnetic field and to preserve the same operating poiht of the
amplifier. The output noise of the system was measured when
the resistor was at room temperature (293 K) and when il
was cooied with liquid nitrogen (77 K). The output noise
was referred to the input of the system (the gain was 106) to
ge1 the equivalent input noise y'e,P-. fne results arc in figure
6. We can see that the equivalent input noise is of the order of
i.8 nVnus/rulHz at room tempcrature and 1.2 nVnus/r/Hz
when cooled. By using equation (2) we can calculate the noise
figures in both cases. The noise figures are 2.2d8 (293K)
and 4.5 dB (77 K). From equation (l) we can calculate the
equivalent input noise generatcd by the system, thetransformer
and the amplifier. The equipment noise referred to the input
is in the order of I nVnus/r/Hz.

The amplifier system was used in biomagnetic field detection
with an induction coil detector. The effective area of the coil
was 80m2 and its resistanc€ 120 Q. The system noise (in
temperature 293 K) referred to magnetic field at the measure-
ment locåtion was as low as 180 fTRMS/a/Hz at 20 Hz,

In the figure 7 we can see a real time recording of the
magnetic field of the human heart. The recording was made

2nV f2 .'"t".-

in a magnetically shielded room (Heinonen ar a/ 1980). Thc
detector coil was above the chest of the palient on the anterior
side of the body. The distancc to the centre of thc heart was
80 mm. The noise originatcs primdily from thermal noisc of
the magnetometer and from the low-frequency måglFtic
noise in the shield.
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I{EASUREMENT OF THE FETAL MAGNETOCARDIOGRAM IN TAMPERE

MAGNETICALLY SHIELDED ROOM

Jukka Lekkala and Jaakko Malmivuo
Electronics Laboratory
.FämnörÄ ITni\7örci*rr nf Tanlrnn'lnnrr

P.O. Box 527
SF-331 O1 TAMPERE 1 O

Introduclion

Fetal magnetocardiography (FMCG) is a non-invasive
method for detecting the electrical status of the fetal
heart. The FIVICG \,ras first observed by Kariniemi et aI
/1/, who used the FMCG for quantification of the fetal
heart rate variability. The regularity of the heart
rate is an indicator of proper oxygen supply to the
fetus. Detection of the weak fetal electrocardiogram
(FECG) is sometimes impossible because it is disturbed
by the stronger ECG of the mother. The insulating
effect of the abundant verni-x caseosa may also cause
the FECG to weaken or even di-sappear during some period
of gestatj-on /2/. In FIvICG the disturbing effect of the
maternal heart activity is usuall-y negligible. We have

measured the Fl,lCG of a fetus of 37 weeksr gestation in
Tampere magnetically shielded room.

Instrumentation

A gradiometer type superconducting maginetometer

was used for FMCG recordj-ng. Figure 1 illustrates the
principle of the measurement. The SQUID and the detector
coil were immersed in 11quid heliurn inside the dewar.
The dewar was placed above the mother's abdomen close
to the fetal heart without any contact with the mother.
The detector coil was an asymmetric first-order gradi-o-
meter. Its lower pick-up coil was 28 mm and the upper
coil- 48 mm in diameter. The baseline was 160 mm. The

gradiometer was balanced in three orthogonal directions

IV National Meeting on Biophysics and Medical Engineering
III National Meeting on Physics in lndustry

Tampere, Finland, June 8-9, 1982.
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with thin superconducting plates by using a slow1y

varying homogeneous magnetic field. The achieved
balance was of the order of 1 0-5. A commercial rf
qoITTD electronic. '-^ "^^i The noise level of-r Pql u wal uJcu.

the system was as 1ow as 50 fTr*"/rE-z including the
externally coupled magnetic noise. The bandwidth was

1-100 Hz. A digital notch-filter was used for attenuating
tha Iinc frpcrren.\/ .omnöncnf :nd its harmOnics. The! ! uY ue rrvf

measuremencs were carried out in magnetically shrelded
room /3/.

Results

A typical real time FMCG recording is presented in
Figure 2. The QRS complex of the FMCG is biphasic and

about 3 pT in height. The fetus was lying head down-

wards and right side anteriorly. The ECG of the mother

was measured simultaneously. When comparing these two

recordings we can see that the effect of the maternal
maqneti-c signal is negligible in FMCG. A relatively
high lower cut-off frequency of 1 Hz was used for
attenuating the low freguency noise caused. by mother's
breathing and movement of the fetus. The signal-to-
noise ratio was not good enough for real time measurement

of the P- and T-!'/aves.

Di-scussion

According to the lead field theory /4/ the Flilcc

seems to be very useful method for fetal- heart activity
investigation because the volume conductor formed by the
abdomen j-s relatively homogeneous and the insulating
layers which exist are spherical symmetrlc to the fetus '
The magnetic field decreases much more strongly as a

functi.on of the di-stance between the source and the
detector than the electric potential. This effect
together with the use of gradiometer makes it possible
to measure the FMCG without mother's signal. Recording
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The recording of the FMCG with a superconduc-
ting gradiometer. The detector was placed as
close to the fetus as possible with no contact
to the mother.

G8 SEC zw
Measured fetal magnetocardiogram (upper trace)
and simultaneouslv measured motherrs ECG
(1ower trace).

-rBws
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Figure 2.
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^f t-ha mådnetir: heart vectot of the fetus is difficult
+a nrl.a L^ailrca +L^ 6^^i!{^- ^€ *he fetUS ShOUld beLV lttd^v ucuquDs Lrrs Pv-rLrvll v! L

determined exactly and it may change at any time during
the measurement.
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Abstracl A three-channel SQUID vectormagnetometer for

biomagnetic studies is developed. The system is realised by using

multiplexing where one of the three sQUIDs is monitored at a

time. The system maintains continuously all the SQUIDs in the

fluxJocking condition. The construction of a gradiometer for
recording the magnetic heart vector with the unipositional lead

system is described. A low-noise, high-input imp€dance
preamplifier and an RF-switch with nearly ideal properties at low
signal levels are constructed and tested. The noise properties of
the magnetometer system are estimated and measured. The

usefulness of this vectormagnetometer is demonstrated by

measuring the magnetic heart vector in real time from several

healthy subjects. Two examples of these registrations are

presented.

l. Introduction
Biomagnetic fields have been subject to intensive research over

the past two decades. Sensitive magnetic detectors utilising

superconducting quantum intcrference devices (sgutos) have

been developed and used for biomagnetic measurements. At
present growing interest in biomagnctism has increased the

need for sensitive multichannel magnctomete$. Whcn using a
multichannel sysiem in magnetocardiography (t'lcc) the three
magnetic heart vcctor components can bc measured

simultaneously. It means that thc vector is recorded in real time

and the chsnging of its parameters can be monitored during

each heart beat.

The first vectormagnetometer suitable for real time

registration of the magnetic heart vector (usv) was constructcd

by the authors in 1980 (Lekkala and Malmivuo 1980). In this
system the detector consisted of threc mutually perpendicular

induction coils working at room temperature. Each coil was

coupled by means of an impedance transformer to a low-noise

instrumentation amplifier in order to optimise the signal-to-noise
ratio (Lekkala and Malmivuo l98t). A magnetic field sensitivity
of lS0fTrxs/Hztn at 20Hz was obtained. However, because

the sensitivity of an induction coil magnetomet€r is proportionar

to the frequency, the noise level at 2 Hz was 1.8 pTw/Hztn-
This is too high for real time recording of the P and T waves of
th€ Mcc.

The first multichannel SQUID magnetometer in this
sensitivity range, which simultaneously measures three different
magnetic 6eld components was presented by Shirae et a/ ( 198 l).
The system was based on the fact that a single nr circuit,
normally coupled to one sQUtD, can be used to monitor a

number of nr squlos simultaneously.
Ehnholm has used separate electronics units and specially

constructed squtos in his seven-channel, flux-guided, squto
magnetometer designed for magnetoencephalographic studies
(Ehnholm et al l98l). Varpula has also reported a three-axis

00i2-3735/841060504 r 09 $02.25 @ 1984 The Institute of Physics

differential seulD magnetometer capable of detecting

simultaneously the three components of the magnetic field

vector with a sensitivity of 28 fTrus/Hz'l' (Varpula et al 1982).

Both Ehnholm's and Varpula's systems consist of completely

separate, commercial sQUID electronics units which work on

different pump frequencies.
We have constructed a three-channel SQUID magnetometer

by using conventional, commercially available RF SQUIDs' The

multiplexing is applied so that only one of the three sQUIDs is

monitored at a time and only one electronics unit is needed.

2. System description
To increase the sensitivity and to linearise the response of thc

squro a ffux-locked loop is normally used. A typical circuit for
the operation of the RF squlo is shown in figure.l(a). Thc'
operation of this kind of circuit is presented in dctail in a number

of references (Lounasmaa 1974, Clarke 1977, Barone and

Paterno 1982). The nr voltage across the tank circuit is

amplified with a low-noise preamplifier. A square wavc

modulation flux at a frequency of a few tens of kilohcrtz and

with a peak-to-peak amplitude of -Ool2 is applied to the sQuto

from the audiofrequency oscillator. This frequency is coupled

also to the lock-in amplifier as a reference. When an external

magnetic f,ux AO. is coupled to the squto its opcration point

changes and the existing RF voltåge will be arnplitud€ modulated

by the square wave. The phasc of thc modulation dcpcnds on thc

direction of the nux change. The modulatcd nr signal is detectcd

and fed to the lock-in amplifier which acts as a phase

comparator. Thus at the output of thc lock'in amplificr thcrc

exists a Dc voltagc whose valuc dcpends on thc modulstion

depth. This voltage is intcgratcd and fed by a rcsistor back to

the tank circuit. The magnctic flux which is generated by the

feedback current in the tank circuit coupled to the SQUID'

compensates the ffux variation AO. and drives thc working
point back to the startinS value. The voltåge changc produccd

across the feedback resistance R6 is proportional to AO.. This

voltage is filtercd by a low-pass filter and conncctcd to thc

output.
The electronics unit which wc havc used as a basc in our

system is the commercial suM-4 SQUID control unit (Instrumcnts

for Technology l9?9t). Its working principle is the samc as

describcd above. It has two integrators, slow and fast. In slow
mode the audiofrequency is set to 5 kHz and thc slow integrator

used. The time constant ofthe ints8retor dcpcnds on thc gain of
the system. In rlst modc the audiofrequcncy is 50 kHz. Thc
slow mode is intended for situations where the maximum slew

rate is not needed. The maximum voltage lcvcl ofthe integrator

output is + 5V. If the voltage exceeds this value the lcvcl

comparator resets the integrator in both modes. In the threc gain

set modes I, l0 and 100 the full scale deflection ofthe output

corresponds to + l00oo, + l0oo and + O0' rcsF'ectivcly'

The block diagram of the constructcd multiplexed

vectormagnetometer is presented in figure l(ö). The vector

gradiometer detector and the squtos are in liquid helium inside a

Dewar. Each gradiometer is connected to one of the threc

seurDs. RF injection, audiofrequency drive and feedback are

coupled separately to each sQUID' The common radiofrequency

and audiofrequency oscillators are used for pumping all sQUlDs.

The signals from the SQUID tank circuits are fed to three

separate preamplifiers in the RF unit. After amplification nr
signals are coupled alternately to the main nr amplifier by using

fast RF switches which are driven by the multiplexing driver. The

multiplexing frequency is one third of the audio oscillator's

f Instruments for Technology Oy, Ab. sut*l-4 SQUID system.

Instruction Manual and Data sheet 197?-E-l Espoo 1979.
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Figure l' (a), Schematic ofnF sgulo electronics in the fluxlocked loop. (å), Block diagram ofthe consrructed multiplexed
vectormagnetometer. The units enclosed by the broken line (except the RF unit) are in liquid helium.

frequency. The multiplexed signal is amplified in the main np
amplifier, detected in an AM detector and coupled to the lock-in
amplifier in the control unit. After passing this seclion the
signals are separated by sample-and-hold circuits and
integrated. The flux-locked loop is closed through the feedback
network so that the working point is maintained. Thus there
exist three separåte parallel loops. The reset circuit is also
multiplexed so that it resets the integrator in that channel which
is turned on, if the maximum output value is exceeded. Each
channel has a low-pass filter at the output. The main part ofthe
electronics including nr amplifier, detector, Iock-in amplifier, nn
and ,c,r oscillators and reset circuit, is common to the system.

The nr squros which we have used are commercial thin-film
squros formed by four loops in parallel across a Nb-Nb
oxide-Pb tunnel junction. These Cevices have been desiened and

fabricated by Ehnholm et al (1975). The maximum usable RF

frequency of these seulDs is about 50 MHz.

3, Detector
Our magnetometer is specially designed for vectormagneto-
cardiographic studies with the unipositional lead system
(Malmivuo 1976). In this system the magnetic heart vector
(MHv) is recorded by measuring simultaneously the three
orthogonal components of the magnetic field vector (MFv) in one
point on the anterior side of the chest, figure 2. The detector is
designed and optimised according to the dimensions of the
volume source (heart) and the volume conductor (thorax). The
detector coil system consists of three first-order asymmetric
gradiometers wound on common fibreglass core with thin
niobium wire. The X gradiometer, which measures the field

505
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Figure 2. Measurement ofthe magnetic heart vector with the

unipositional lead system. The vectormagnetometer is inside a

Dewar which locates near the anterior thorax- Dimensions are

given in millimetres.

gradient perpendicular to the patient's chest is constructed

coaxially. In l'and Z directions there ar€ coplanar gradiometers

which measure the off-diagonal component of the magnetic field

gradient, figure 3. All coils are circular. The number ofturns are

15 and 5 and the coil lengths 4.5 mm and 2mm in the pick-up

and second coils, respectively. The baseline is l60mm' No
additional balancing methods are used for the gradiomcters. The

initial balance of the gradiometers was measured to be of the

order of a few per cent. The vectorgradiometer is located inside

the Dewar so that the distance from the centre of the pick-up

coils to the outer surface of the Dewar is 26 mm. Thus the

measurement distance to the centre of the heart is about

106 mm, figure 2. The calibration coefficient of the

magnetometer with this vector gradiometer detector was

measured to be 57 pT V - 

"The detector core was constructed by using fibreglass tubes

with thin walls. For the coplanar coils the tubes were cut and the

pieces glued on the frame tube. The same glue (Super Epoxy,

Plastic Padding) was used to fix the coils lightly on the core.

4. Multiplexing
According to the Nyquist sampling theory a continuous signal

can be exactly reconstructed from samples which are taken
from it at a rate which is at least two times the maximum
existing signal frequency. Thus many signals can be transmitted
in one channel by using a time division multiplexing (rou)
assuming that the bandwidth of the channel is so wide that the

multiplexed signal is not distorted.
For magnetocardiographic measurements the maximum

gain of the suM-4 system and the bandwidth up to 100 Hz are

needed. In the control unit the slow mode with gain set 100 is
the best alternative and the bandwidth is sufficient. Howerer. it

)ub

z

Figure 3. Coil construction ofthe asymmetric
vectorgradiometer. For clarity differenr gradiometers are drawn
apart. The X gradiometer is coaxial whereas the Y and Z
gradiometers are coplanar constructions. Dimensions are given

in millimetres.

is important to realise that in the situation where measurements

are made in strong ambient noise (50 Hz for example) the slew

rate of the system may be exceeded. To recover from such an

interference it is necessary that the system is able to lock-in all
signals existing at the input, including the noise. The given

maximum slew rate of the system in rlst mode with gain set

100 is 2.5 x l0'Oo s-'(Instruments for Technology l9?9). This
corresponds to a maximum flux density of the order of 1.7 nT at
50 Hz with the detector used. The ability to track rapidly
varying signals is greatest when the maximum slew rate is high
(rlsr mode). However, the sI-ow mode can b€ used because the
magnetic field noise level in the magnetically shielded room at
Tampere, where the measurements were performed, is of the

order of 40 pT in maximum at line frequency and is clearly
below the maximum slew rate (Heinonen et a/ I 980).

When the multiplexing is applied to the ffuxJocked loop
described above it is not sufficient that the samples transfer only
the signal bandwidth (for example 100 Hz in Mcc). The
sampling rate must be so high that the whole bandwidth of the

loop can be transferred without aliasing effect. Only in this case

does the loop maintain its locking state and is the noise level of
the system low. The loop bandwidth in our system is 4.5 kHz
when the sLow mode integrator is used. Thus the multiplexing

frequency should be at least 9 kHz if we assume that the input

signal to the multiplexer is filtered by an ideal rectangular filter
with 4.5 kHz upper cut-off frequency. In real measurement

situations anti-aliasing filters have not been used because the

samples are taken from the RF signal. However, the detector coil

26
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is shielded against nr interference by a thin aluminium foil
around it and this decreases the upper cut off frequency of the

external signal to about 2 kHz. Although the signal level which
then couples externally to the SQUID is very low at higher
frequencies, there still exists the intrinsic noise of the system at

the input of the multiplexer. The properties of the flux locked
Ioop were examined with a sharp low pass filter (48 dB/octave;
Dual variable filter VBF/8, Kemo Ltd) connected to the

feedback line when the seulD input was open. The system noise

level was found to increase remarkably when the feedback signal

was limited to below 4 kHz.
The increase of the audio oscillator frequency does not affect

the properties of the magnetometer if the signal is not limited by

the bandwidth of the audio circuits. The audio frequency was set

to 30 kHz and thus the multiplexing frequency is one third of
this or l0 kHz.

5. nrpreamplifiers
Since the typical triangle envelope of the RF signal across the

seurD tank circuit is only a few microvolts, the ultimate
sensitivity in the detecting system depends critically on the noise

level in the preamplifier. The source impedance, seen by the

amplifier, is the dynamic impedance of the squlo's tank circuit
In the seuIDS which we have used the dynamic impedance is of
the order of 300 A. According to this the best signal-to-noise
ratio is obtained by using a preamplifier which has the optimum
source resistance of the same order. However, in this situation
the low input impedance of the preamplifier causes an external
load to the tank circuit. This loading can be seen in the 'triangle
wave' of the seurD as rounding of the sharp edges. Thus a tuned
low noise preamplifier with high input impedance is preferred.

Completely new preamplifiers with high input impedance

and high gain were designed for the multiplexed system. Two
prototypes of the preamplifiers were constructed. The circuit
diagram of the first prototype is shown in figure 4. The circuit
consists of two stages of cascade amplifiers which are followed
by a switching stage. In the cascade configuration the load ofthe
common-source prr is made of a common-gate FET. This
construction reduces the feedback capacitance which tends to
increase with high gain (Miller effect) and Iimits the bandwidth.

The noise voltage { and the noise current { of a per above

the excess noise region are both inversely proportional to the

forward transfer admittance g. of the FEr (Netzer 198 1). Thus

to reduce ei and ii in a FET, g. must be increased as much as

possible by maximising the drain current -16. Howevet, on very
high values of ,16 the excessive heat dissipation reduces the
effectire g. and increases the gate leakage current /, when ij
increases.

The common source FEr is self-biased by a 12 Q source

resistor so that the drain current is slightly below the saturation.
The upper per is reverse biased and its drain current is limited
by the lower FET, because the FETS are selected so that the lower
has a smaller saturation drain current 1ps5 (Pang 1980). The
voltage gain G of the cascade coupling is

G-g^,Zt, (l)

where g., -the forward transfer admittance of the lower ret
(AV '), ZL -the load impedance connected to the drain of the

upper ner (Q).
The input impedance of the amplifier is I MA. All rpts used

in the amplifier section are N channel depletion mode .lpers of
type 2N5245 (Texas Instruments). The gate voltage of the upper

FET in the second stage is adjustable and used for gain control.
The gain change is 12dB with a voltage range of0-12V. The
parallel resonance circuits in both stages are tuned lor maximum
gain on 20 MHz.

The second prototype is made with dual gate depletion type
lrospers which offer higher gain and wider bandwidth when

compared to the junction FErs. The circuit of the amplifier is

presented in figure 5. The input stage is realised with BF98l
(Philipsf) which is connected in the common source

configuration. This type of pEr offers very excellent properties;
the transfer admittance g, and the input capacitance Cg., which
determine the high-frequency figure of merit F-g^/C8", arc

14 mA V-' and 2.1 pF, respectively. The noise figure lr'F is

0.7 dB with l.l5 kQ source resistance. The reverse capacitance
is only 0.02 pF. As in junction psrs the best noise properties are

achieved with high drain current, BF981 is biased so that the

drain current is l0 mA. The signal gate is negatively biased with
respect to ground by using a source resistor. The resonant
circuits are tuned to 20 MHz. The diodes D1 and r2 åt the gate

1 protect the FET against strong transients. From the first stage

the signal is fed to the second stage which is formed by a dual-
gate MosFEr 40673 (RCA). This stage is connected in the same

wav as the first one. The per is biased so that its drain current is

t Philips, BF981 Data Sheet, 1982.

------_ --1

D

10n

QUT

I
T1...Tr 2N521,5 ,Ts 8F251 , T6 2N1823

Figure 4. The circuit diagram of the Iow noise nr preamplifier and switching unit of the prototype l. The control lines for driving the

sourD are also shown. The broken line indicates the nn shield between the stages.
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8F98,1 r*461)

Figure 5. circuit diagram of the low noise preamplifier and switching stage of the prototype 2.

LA61)

6 mA with the voltage of 8 V at gate 2. This voltage is used to

gain contlol. The last stage is an RF switch.

6. The switching unit
The RF switch suitable for signal levels of few tens of microvolts

and driving frequencies of tens of kilohertz requires a device

with nearly ideal properties. There are two basic solutions to

realise such an np switch. Either an nn amplifier whose gain can

be driven with high frequency or a device whose transfer

conductance can be switched between high and low levels by a

driving voltage, are usable. The properties of different nr
switches are discussed in the fol)owing.

Diodes are often used as RF switches. With zero bias current

a diode behaves like a high-impedance device for low-level nn

signals. With sufficient bias the dynamic impedance decreases

and thus the diode can be driven on and off with its bias current.

However, the leakage capacitance of the lN-junction is relatively

Iarge and the RF signal leaks through the switch also when it is

turngd off. For pIN-diodes specially designed for nr switching

the attenuation in the off-state is only about 30 dB. There is also

another reason why diodes cannot be used in this application.
Because the multiplexing must be performed at a frequency of
the order of l0 kHz the switching current (about 50 mA in PIN-

diodes) brings high transients to the output. These cannot be

completely eliminated and the noise level of the system

lncreases.

It is also possible to use another voltage-controlled resistor

e.g. a FET. However, the analogue cuos switches normally used

for switching have too large input and transfer capacitances for

high-frequency use. Also the crosstalk between channels is a

serious problem. In the prototype I (figure 4) a high frequsncy

JFET was used as a switch. The switching unit consists of a

buffer stage BF254 which lowers the impedance level and

2N3823 used as a switch. It is driven by the gate voltage limited

between 3.5 V and +0.4 V. An attenuation of 28 dB in the otT

state was obtained with this configuration. In figure 6 there can

be seen a switched 20 MHz signal whose level at the switch

input is 200pVrus. The switching rate is l0 kHz. The risetime

of the output envelope is about I ls but the fall time is as long as

l5 ps. The transient spikes, which are coupled through the gate

leakage capacitance by the sharp edges of the driving voltage,

are suffi ciently attenuated.

The gain of a dual-gate nosEnr amplifier can be adjusted

with the voltage on its second gate (figure 5). The switching on

high frequency also causes the oc level ofthe output to change.
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Figure 6. The output waveform ofthe prototype l. The

20 MHz signal is switched at the frequency of l0 kHz. The

signal amplitude at the input of the switching stage is

200pVrvs. The horizontal scaleis 50ps div'

The voltage spikes caused by the Dc level shifts were a difficult
problem. Figure 7(a) shows a typical switching waveform

obtained when the driving voltage was filtered for an optimum

result. The risetime is delayed and oscillation occurs during the

on time. The fall time is long (about I ps) and an oscillation

burst disturbs the switching. The multiplexing frequency is

50 kHz. Although the resonant circuit was left out the spikes

occurred also in a resistively coupled circuit.
A very simple solution was found to this problem. By adding

a capacitor Cr (figure 5) from the top of the resonant circuit to
the second gate of the MosFEr a negative feedback path is

formed. The feedback has no effect on radio frequencies because

the gate 2 is grounded with a 10 nF capacitor. However, the

spike in quiescent cutrent couples through Cr to the gate 2 and

eliminates bursts and oscillation. The value of Ci is 10-20 nF.

Figure 7(å) shows the 20 MHz signal multiplexed with this

switch at the relatively large frequency of 50 kHz. As can be

seen the envelope is smooth and the rise and fall tines are fast,

600 ns and 50 ns, respectively. The attenuation of the signal

during off-state is 45 dB when compared to the on-state.
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Figure 8. The gain of prototypes I and 2 as a function of
frequency when tuned to 20 MHz.

1.8 MHz a sensitivity of 6pVqys with l0dB s/N ratio was

reached. Because the source resistance was 50 f,) the noise figure
of the amplifier is 4 dB, which is good. This vålue agrees well
with the data given in figure 9 where the noise figure ly'F of
BF98l is presented against source resistance R,. The curve is

calculated from the data given in BF981 Philips Data sheet

1982. Thus the equivalent input noise of the amplifier when

measuring with the seurD (A, - 300 Q) can be estimaled to be

about 2.6 nVpy5 Hz '/t. As can be seen the noise properties of
the two amplifiers are nearly equal. However, the prototype 2

has higher gain and it is also smaller.

8. Mechanical construction
The vectormagnetometer detector is attached to the lower end of
a fibreglass tube which acts as a frame of the magnetometer.tbl

Figure 7, Output waveforms oftwo switched dual gate MosFET

nr amplifiers. The signal frequency is 20 MHz and the switching
frequency 50 kHz. (a). The driving voltage ofthe gate 2 is

fiJtered for optimum result: (å), a feedback capacitor is added to
smooth the output waveform. The nr-signal amplitude at the

amplifier input i' l00pVxy5. The horizontal scaleis 5psdiv I.

7, Measuredperformances
The properties of the two constructed preamplifier units were

tested by measuring the gain, the equivalent input noise and the

sensitivity. All measurements were made by using 50 O load and

source impedances. The plot of gain against frequency is

presented in figure 8 for both systems. The maximum gains of
the prototypes I and 2 at the centre frequency of 20 MHz are

27.5 dB and 48.5 dB. respectively. The bandwidths are 1.5 MHz
and 1.8 MHz, respectively.

The noise and sensitivit), measurements were carried out by
using a spectrum analyser and an RF generator with a calibrated
output. The equivalent input-noise of the prototype I was

measured to be 2 nVxy5 Hz "'. The sensitivity is 8 pVsy5 with
lodB s/N ratio and the noise figure 7dB with 50O source

resistance.
The second prototype was tested in the same manner.

The equivalent input noise level was calculated to be

1.4 nVpy5 Hz ti'. P-1, taking into account the bandwidth of

50 r00 1k 10k

R3(O)

Figure 9. NoisefigureNFof BF981 as afunction of source
resistance R,

o:.
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The seurDs are fixed symmetrically around the tube on an

acrylic plate. The squlos are coupled with coaxial cables to the

BNC connectors on a bakelite plate attached on the upper end ot

the frame tube and screwed to the top ofthe Dewar. The case ot'

the RF unit is made from 20 mm thick aluminium plate by

milling out compartments for the printed circuit boards,

figure 10. The case containing preamplifiers, nr switches, main

nr amplifier, detector, np oscillator aiid cable connector is fitted

with the BNc connectors on the top plate. The constructed

suspension system allows the Dewar to be moved horizontally

and vertically. It can also be turned around the vertical axis and

tilted 30" from the vertical directlon.

Figure 10, Mechanical construction ofthe nr unit's case. On

the left there are seen the preamplifiers and switching units. The

main RF amplifier and RF oscillator are shown on the right in the

figure in a case which is placed on the top ofthe other one and

assembled together.

9. Noise of the magnetometer
There exist several noise soutces in measurements with a

seurD magnetometer. The internal noise originates from the

measurement system. There is the intrinsic noise due to the

sourD. the noise associated with circuits directly coupled to the

seuto and noise generated by the preamplifier and the circuits in

the control unit. External noise effects are the thermal noise fieid

from the conducting materials surrounding the detector, low

frequency magnetic fields generated by different sources (the line

frequency fields, moving ferromagnetic objects in Earth's Dc

magnetic field and geomagnetic fluctuations)' vibration of the

detector in Dc magnetic field and radio frequency flelds.

The intrinsic noise of the sQUID was determined from the

'staircase curve'(nr voltage against RF current) by measuring

the slope of the 'riser' (Jackel and Burhmann 1975). The

intrinsic noise flux has a value of

(3Q?)t/2 x22 x lo -5oo Hz r/2. (2)

The effective temperature of the tank circuit has a value

which differs from 4.2 K because part ofthe tank circuit is at

room temperature. A typical value is 200 K (Jackel and

Buhrman l9?5). By using this value the equivalent noise flux

caused by the tank circuit is caiculated to be

(ä<D,.)'/'?:4.3 x lO 5AoHz t/2. (3)

When R, is equal to 300 Q the noise figure of the preamplifier is

l.4dB. Thus its equivalent noise resistance is 114Q. The

equivalent flux noise generated by the preamplifier can thus be
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calculated to be

(äol;'/'?:4'3 x lo roo Hz r/2' (4)

The total equivalent flux noise of the system without

multiplexing and assuming that the noise sources are

uncorrelated is

äoå,2''-VToI JoI-Jof-
:6.8 r l0 toolF't-"'. (5)

This value agrees with the value of 8 x l0 5oo Hz-'l2 given by

the manufacturer (Instruments for Technology 1979f). The

system noise was measured without the detector coil (the signal

coil open) and without multiplexing. Because the coupling of the

external noise flux into the sgutn has a minimum in this

situation, this equivalent flux noise represents the total internal

noise of the system or the same as equation (5). The measured

value is about 7.5 x l0 5O0 Hz-t/'. The main part of the noise

originates from the preamplifier and this noise was found to be

equal for all squtos. If the calibration coefficients for the

vectorgradiometer are used, the ultimate sensitivity of the

magnetometer is 2l fTxy5 Hz I 2.

In figure I 1 is shown the magnetic noise field spectrum

measured in the vertical direction at the magnetically shielded

room of Tampere University of Technology during a

magnetically silent period. The ground noise when expressed es

magnetic liux density is 40 fTxy5 Hz t/2. This is the practical

limit of the system's sensitivity. The performance of the room at

50 Hz magnetic field has been studied by Heinonen et al(1980).

5 ?i10-r:

0 100 2[

dz

Figure I l. Magnetic noise specuum in the magnetically

shielded room at Tampere University of Technology. The

measurement is made in the vertical direction with a first-order

gradiometer.

They have found that in all three orthogonal directions at least

40 dB attenuation is achieved in about half of the enclosure's

area. The maximum attenuation is about 50 Hz. The 50 Hz

magnetic field inside the room varies from 5 to 60 pT depending

on its direction and the time of day. We have used a digital

notch filter locked into the line frequency (Heinonen 1982) to

remove the interferences on the basic lrequency and its

harmonics. The Earth's magnetic field is compensated by a coil

system (Suomaa et al 1980). The ripple of the driving current
generator is so low that the magnetic low-frequency noise of

t Instruments for Technology Oy, Ab. suu 4 SQUID system.

lnstruction Manual and Data sheet l979'E l, Espoo 1979.
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t 25 nT caused by this current ripple is clearly lower than the
magnetic fluctuations ofEarth ( t 100 nT).

The measured noise levels of each channel of the fibreglass
\ eclormagnetometer when the multiplexing is used are:

X channel: 105 fTxy5 Hz -r 2

Y channel: 85 l-Txy5 Hz 
- I 2

Z channel: 100 fT1y5 Hz r/2.

Thus the noise level is 7-8 dB higher in the multipl€xed system.
This is caused by the fact that there always exists a

reconstruction error which couples back to the seurD through
the feedback network. A field change of 50 fT corresponds to a
0.9 mV error in reconstructing.

Another reason is the aliasing effect. The anti-aliasing filter is

normally used tp limit the bandwidth of the iampled signal
However, in this vectormagnetometer the sampled wave is a

radio-frequencv signal which carries the information on the
seurD's state. So the anti-aliasing filter should be at the input of
the seurD. The nr foil around the gradiometer acts as a low-pass
filter with the cut-off frequency of about 2 kHz. This limits the
bandwidth of the externally coupled signals. However, the
internally generated noise couples as such to the multiplexer.

10, Measured magnetocardiograms
The constructed vectormagnetometer was tested by measuring
the magnetic field of the heart from several normal subjects. All
measurements were performed in the Tampere University's
magnetically shielded room. Figure l2 shows the magnetic hearr
vector measured in real time from a normal 30-year-old male
subject. We have used as the measurement point on the anterior
chest wall the point V2 ofthe standard l2lead Ecc which is the

optimal location for the unipositional lead system (Eskola I 983)
On the left part of the figure, vxv components m,, m, mz and
magnitude lml are plotted as a function of time. On the right,
MHV loops on the left sagittal. frontal and transverse planes are
pres€nted.

The fact that no electrodes are needed and that subjects can

be measured with their clothes on. in addition to the use of the
vectormagnetometer gives a useful tool to monitor the MHv from
infants. ln figure 13 there can be seen the MHv components
recorded from a three-month-old child. The quality of the
measurements is so good that a diagnosis from it is possible. The
recording was made during a few seconds while the child was
playing with her mother.

ffi tttt

f,'
L'o '' @

, 500ms ,

Figure 13" Scalar display ofthe usv components recorded
from a three-month-old child.

I L Discussion
Our three-channel seurD vectormagnetometer is mainly
designed for vectormagnetocardiographic studies. However, the
method can be used in any multichannel magnetomcter
application. Shirae's system (Shirae el a/ l98l) works with
frequency division multiplexing (rou) whereas our systcm is
time division multiplexed (rov). The advantage of Shirae's
method is that only one nr circuit and nr amplifier are needed.
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Figure 12. The magnetic heart vector (lrHv) recorded in reai time from a 30 year-old male subject by using the unipositional lead
s1'stem. The scalar display and vector Ioops are shown. Detector's distance from the centre ofthe heart is 106 mm.
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However, to achieve acceptable performance the sQUIDS which

are fabricated on the same substrate must have very closell

matched characteristics. Shirae has reached a sensitivity of
I pTHz-t cm-' when measuring three orthogonal magnetic

field gradients. This noise level is a little too high for biomagnetic
research. In our system one SQUID is monitored at a time but the
feedback is continuously connected. The main advantages of
this method are that no special squlo construction is needed,

only one squro is monitored at a time and the same pump

frequency can be used for all squtos. The two last things make it
possible to avoid the cross talk and interference through sQUIDs

and detector coils, as happens when separate units are used.
The ixamples of the vlrcc recordings made with this

instrumentation show that it is possible to make reliably real

time vMcc recordings. The signal-to-noise ratio is comparable to
routine Ecc recordings. It is possible to make the measurement

even in the daytime when there are many noise sources in the
building. Even in such a situation the data is acceptable without
averaging. The usv recording can be made within a few
seconds. Thus the constructed multiplexed vectormagnetometer
gives a tool to make biomagnetic studies reliably and fast in real

time.
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ABSTRACT

To be able to accurately measure the magnetic heart vector, various cor-
rected and combined vector mag4etocardiographic lead systems have been
designed and studied by using a physical, realistic torso model. Many of
these new lead systems produce a low signal level thus lowering the ac-
tual information capacity of the lead system. Further, the combined lead
systems were found to be technically complex and slightly impractical to
use. The corrected unipoaitionol leod ryater? was found to be free of all
these disadvantages. This system has a simple geometry consitting of three
coa:rial detector coils located on the point V2 of the standard ECG. On
the other haad, it's accuracy for the determination of the magnetic heart
vector was concluded to be sufrcient. Based on the VMCG measured on
normal subjects it was also stated that the lead system has a low sensitivity
to the displacement of the detector.



1 INTRODUCTION

The standard l2-lead clinical electrocardiography is primarily based
on the electric dipole model of the heart. For the vector electrocardiog-
raphy, YECG, this model is exact.

Wlen considering the measurements of the heart's magnetic field
from this standpoint, it is logical to use the equivalent magnetic dipole
as the subject of the clinical MCG-recording. whether the recorded three
components of this rnagnetic heort vector are displayed as a function of
time in scalar form or one as a function of another in the veetor loop form
is a tecbnical question and of minor importance. The theory of recording
the magnetic heart vector, or uect,or mognetocordiography (VMCG) was
first presented by Baule and McFee [ 1 ].

An ideal vector magnetocardiographic lead system gives straightfor-
wardly and accurately the three components of the mognetic heort vector
(MHV). The problem is to design such a lead system, which has ideal lead
fields or sensitivity distributions in the real heart surrounded by various
tissues. This problem is to be solved with realistic torso models.

Ä standard clinieal lead system must also meet other requirements.
It should be praetical and inexpensive to use and it should produce
a suff.cient signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. Further, it should have a high
reproducibility and a low sensitivity to individual anatomical variations
and to the displacement of the detectors.

We have tested the ideaiity of the lead fields of numerous leads by
using a physical torso model. The most ideal lead systems have then been
used to record the vMCG on normal subjects to evaluate the practicality
and to demonstrate the properties of the lead fields.

2 METHOD

LEAD SYSTEMS

There are two baeic geometriee for detecting the magnetic heart vec-
tor.

0 The unipositional lead system [ 2 ], [ 3 ] consists of three coils
situating at a single location and orientated perpendicularly to
each other.

(q The XYZ- lead system [ 2 ] consists of detectors located on the
coordinate axes, the detector coil axes coinciding with them. By
using special kind of orientations for the coordinate axes the
Å3C- lead sTstem results [ 2 ].
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Both of these basic geometries produce ideal lead flelds in a distant spheri-
cal volume conductor.

Three trew groups of VMCG lead systems have been developed in this
study.
(1) In the corrected lead ayaterna the location, orientation, shape

and the size of the detectors have been modified to produce
more ideal lead fields.

(2) Also some eepo,rate lead geometrr'es were developed by usibg
simple torso models.

(3) Finally, two combined lead aysteme were designed by optimally
combining appropriate pairs of the measured lead fields.

TORSO MODEL

The lead fields were measured in an experimental torso model having a
realistic shape and realistic conductivity ratios for various tissues (relative
resistivities of 1:2.5:5:10:oo for blood, muscle, liver, lung and bone tissue,
respectively). This model is schematically represented in Fig. 1. Iuduction
coil magnetometers [ 4 ] were used in these measurements. This enabled
easy tests of various shapes, sizes and orientations of the detection coils.
A circular coil was mostly used, having 1500 turns and a diameter of 105
mm. The dipoles constructed of two copper spheres (1.2 mm diameter, 10

mm distance) were energized with a current of 10 nA and 80 Hz. In this
way the lead vectors were measured in 31 points of the myocardial volum,e
of the model. The method is rnore closely discussed by Eskola [ 5 ], [ 0 ].

CRITERU FOR THE ANÄLYSIS

Three pararneters were chosen to characterize the quality of the
measured lead flelds.

HF Tbe hornogeneity factor IfF gives the relative magnitude of
the lead vectors compared to those in an ideal lead field. The
number I fot EIt means that the lead vector amplitudes are
equal to the ideal ones everJrwhere in the myocardium.

OF The orthogonality faetor OF gives the orientation of the lead
fi.eld compared to the ideal lead field. When all lead vectors
have the desired tangential orientation (with respect to the
geometrical center of the heart), OF is unity.

SF The sensitivity factor 9F is simply the mean of the 31 lead
vector magnitudes. This quantity is proportional to the S/N
ratio achieved when recording the VMCG.

The mathematical expressions of these parameters are given in Ref. [ 5 ].
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ZERO SENSITTWTY LINE

To understand the shapes of the lead fields the concept of the zero
sensitioity li.ne is next determined. It is a continuous locus of those points
in a volume conductor, where the sensitivity of the lead considered is zero
to all elementary electric dipoles. The zero sensitivity line is illustrated for
two simplified cases in Figs. la and 2b. Fig. 3 shows this Iine measured in
our torso model when using a special Y-lead geometry.

AII magnetic leads have at least one zero sensitivity line inside a
volume conductor. When the location of the zero sensitivity lines are
known, the overall behaviour of the lead field can quite clearly be il-
lustrated. This is because the lead field current must circulate around
the zero sensitivity lines and on the other hand it is limited by the outer
boundaries of the torso. In an ideal component leod, ft,eld of the VMCG
only one straight zero sensitivity line exists in the heart, passing through
the geometrical center of the heart in the direction of the desired magnetie
dipole component.

MCG RECORDINGS .

The most promising lead systems were used to record the magnetic
heart vector of the normal material. This material consisted of 14 male and
4 female subjects, aged from 19 to 38 years and diagnosed to be clinically
normal. In these recordings, a multiplexed SQUID vector magnetometer
instrumentation was used, haviag a gradiometer type detector with a
baseline of 160 mm [ 7 ]. The bandwidth of the instrument was 0.1-100
Hz. The line irequency noise was rejected with a digital notch filter. The
recordings were made in an eddy current magnetically shielded room [ 8

J.

Simultaneously, the Franlc's VECG was recorded for a reference. The
signals were averaged to make the morphological comparison more reliable.
The signal level, the variation of the vector loop parameters for the normal
material and the sensitiviiy to the detector location were studied.

THE COORDINATE SYSTEM

The results of this study are given iu an orthogonal right-handed
coordinate system, where the X-, Y- and Z-a,xes point to the anterior, left
and superior directions, respectively [ 2 ], I I ]. The origin of this coordinate
system is fixed at the geometrical center of the heart.
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3 TI{E LEAD SYSTEMS DEVELOPED

According to the lead field experiments, two cotrected lead systems

were designed:

(1- 1) trn the eorrected, unipoeitional lea! ayatem the three coils were
located anteriorly at the same point and orientated perpen-
dicularly to each other so that the reciprocal dipole momentq of
the X-, Y- and Z-coils point to the positive X-direction, negative
Y-direction and negative Z-direction, respectively. Anatomically
the optimal detector site was found to be over thb fourth inter-
costal space, 15mm left from the center line. Then the point V2
of the standard ECG locates the axis of the X-coil.
In the lead field experiments, the induction coils were located
at the point (170mm, 0, 15mm). Wheu using an unipositional
SQUID gradiometer, it was possible to achieve a high S/N ratio
by positioning the proximal coils closer to the heart at the point
(105mm,0, 15mm).
The geometries of the unipositional and corrected unipositional
lead systems are illustrated in Fig. 4.

Iu its simplest configuration the conected XTZ-leod eyatcm con'
sists of three sensor coils, one for each component lead. The
X-coil was located at the point (170mm, 0, 15mm), the coil a:rie

orientated to the X-direction. The Y-coil should be located at
the point (80 mm, 150mm, 0), the coil a,:<is tilted about 30" to
the positive Y-axis and 60o to the positive X-a:ris. The optimal
location for the Z-coil was found to be at the point (80mm, 0,

250mm), the coil axis orientated to the Z-direction.

(1-2)

The following separate lead geometries were found to produce a lead field
quality comparable to that of the corrected lead systems:

(2-1) Tlne posterior unipoaitionol leod ayrtem is based on the uniposi-
tional lead geometry. The detector is located on the back so

that the center of each component coil is situated on the nega-

tive X-axis.

t2-2) Double-coil lead.s were tested for Y- and Z-components. They
consist of two anterior coils. Ä sufrcient lead field quality was

obtained for the double.coil Y-lead, which is constructed of the
Y-coil of the corrected XYZ-lead system and a correcting coil
on the right side of the chest at the point (60mm, -170mm, 0),

the axis of the coil orientated to the center of the heart (see Fig.
3). The lead fields of the double-coil leads were found to be very
sensitive to small variations in the location and orientation of
the coils.
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(2-3) The shape and size of the coil was also altered. An oval coil
was constructed whieh had the same area and number of turns
as the circular coil. The ratio of the maximum and minimum
diameters of this coil was two. The small coil was a circular coil
with one flfth of the area of the normal coil.

Two kinds of cambined, lead systerns were designed.

(3-1) The cornbined, unipooittonul leod, systernconsists of simultaneous
anterior and posterior unipositional recordings. The superposi-
tion of the three pairs of the componeat Iead fields produced
most ideal lead fields when the posterior component signals Xp,
Yp and Zp were weighted with a special coefficient I,l/ in propor-
tion to the anterior component signals Xa, Ya and Za. The
combined component signals Xc,Yc and Zg are then expressed
byIo]

Xe * WXp
^c: 2 ,

' Ya I-WY7ic: z t

Zc: Zn*WZr ,

(1)

(2)

(3)

(&2)

and I,Ir is obtained from the ratio of the mean sensitivities of the
anterior and posterior recording geometries, i.e. the mean ratio
of the magnitudes of the magnetic fi.eld recorded for the anterior
and posterior unipositional coil geometries. This deffnition for
I,l/ enables one to use this combination method for any kind of
eonstruction and recording distance of the unipositional detec-
tor. (The denominator 2 is missing from Eq. (3) because of
the high cancellation of the lead fields of the anterior and pos-
terior Z-leads. In other words, the two Z-lead fields Za andZp
resemble each other less than Xa and Xp or Ya and Yp.)
The VECG-cornpensated, lead ayetem is based on the improve.
ment of the sensitivity distributions of the Y-and Z-leads of the
corrected unipositional lead system by using the negative Z-lead
and the positive Y-lead of a vector electrocardiographic (VECG)
lead system, respectively. By using the measured lead fields for
the corrected uuipositional VMCG lead system and ideal VECG
lead fields, optimal combinations have been approximated [ 6 ].
For the SQUID gradiometer used for the MCG recordings, the
follov,ring expressions resulted for the components Ys alld 26
of the magnetic heart vector:

Xc: Xa , (4)
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YI:YA+@B#)ZE , (5)

zc-zo-gsffi)ve , (6)

where Ys znd ZE represent the Y-and Z-components of Frank's
VECG. The VECG-compensation has its effect in increasing the
symmetry of the lead freld with respect to the zero sensitivity
line. Thus it is not useful for the X-lead, which has quite å sym-
metrical lead field. As can be seen from Eq. (4), no compensation
was proposed for the X-lead.

4RESULTS FROM LEAD FIELD ANAIYSIS

In this analysis only such lead fields are considered that have a zero
sensitivity line inqide an intracardiac sphere with a radius of of 48mm, on
the surface of which all lead field measurements were made. For example,
the double-coil Y-lead sketched in Fig. 3 was thus accepted for the analysis.

Total of L5 leads clearly fulfilled this condition. The parameters HF,
OF and SF are given for these leads in Table 1. Based on these numbers
and the measured shape of the lead fields, the leads are overviewed next.

CXt The X-leads have the most ideal lead fields. Especially the or-
thogonality factor is high, which means that the orientation of
the sensitivity is correct.
The corrected unipositional X-lead has quite a low homogeneity
factor, which mostly arises from lhe prodmity efiect. Thts
rneans tbat the lead is more sensitive to the proximal (anterior)
parts of the heart than to the distal (posterior) heart. It is quite
obvious that the proximity efrect can be compensated by uaing
the combined unipositional lead system, i.e. the combination of
anterior and posterior X-leads.
Another effect, termed the flattening efrect was also detected,
which means that in the frontal plane the circular shape of the
lead field current is flattened due to the boundaries. An anterior
oval coil, the longer axis orientated in right-to-left direction, was
therefore tested to bring the shape of the lead field more ideal.
As can be seen from the comparison of the fi.rst and third row
of Table 1, this modification produced slightly higher HF, but
lower OF.
When comparing the overall sensitivity parameter SF of the X-
leads, a high dispersion is obtained. Especially the usefulness of
the posterior unipositional X-lead seems to be low because of a
low S/N ratio of the signal.
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0f) All Y-leads were found to produce z r,eto sensitivity line situated
posteriorly in the heart. This eccentricity of the lead f.eld results
in low values for both HF and OF. The eccentricity is highest
for the corrected unipositional and XYZ-lead systems, which
on the other hand have high values for SF. On the contrary,
the posterior unipositional Y-lead produces the highest ideality
(indicated by HF and OF) of Y-leads, but the lowest sensitivity
(SF). The Y-leads of the combined unipositional, double-coil
and VECG-compensated lead systems can be concluded to have
moderate ideality and sensitivity levels.

(Z) The lead fields of the Z-leads resemble those of the y-leads. The
orthogonality factors OF are lower than for the X-and y-leads.
The corrected unipositional Z-lead includes a r,ero sensitivity
line locating near to the posterior boundary of the heart and
has thus a low value for OF. For a reference, a smaller coil was
used, which was possible to locate 22 mm closer to the heart.
The lead field of this small coil suggests that when moving the
detector closer to the heart the ideality slowly diminishes, but
the signal level increases rapidly. This conclusion was confi.rmed
for both the Y- and Z-leads by a separate set of experiments.
The posterior unipositional Z-lead has an extremely Iow sen-
sitivity and slightly better ideality than the anterior geometry
or corrected unipositional Z-lead. This posterior geometry
produces a lead field differing from all other leads because of the
anterior location of the zero sensitivity line. This property sug-
gests that the combination of anterior and posterior geometries
would result in an optimal lead field. The numbers of Table I
show that the combined unipositional Z-lead really has slightly
higher ItrF and much higher OF than either of the two elemen-
tary leads. However, the value 0.40 for SF indicates that the
signal level is very low.
When comparing all Z-leads, the VECG-compensated Z-lead
can be considered to have adequate yalues for all three lead field
parameters of Table 1. The Z-leads of the corrected XyZ-lead
system and the double-eoil lead system are not presented in this
table, because they both have a poor lead field ideality and quite
a low sensitivity level.

To compare the properties of complete lead, systerns the idealities and
sensitivities have been calculated for each system and given in Table 2.
The ideali'ty is obtaired as a mean of the six ideality values, namely the
OF and HF for each of the three component leads. The sensitiuity of a lead
system is expressed by the "resultant" of the SF:s of the three component
Ieads:
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senaitiaity:W (7)

It is important to have a correct normalisation between the three

component leads. This means that the three components of the magnetic

heart vector should be obtained from the three measured component

signals by weighting them appropriately. The relative sensitivity of the

component ieads are given by the relative SF values obtained for the

lead.s. For convenience, the normalizing coefficients of the component leads

are approximated by small integers. Both the relative sensitivities of the

component leads and the recommended iuteger values are $iven in Table

2. The negative factors indicate that to detect the positive Y-and Z-

components of the magnetic heart vector by using the unipositional lead

geometry, one must measure the negative Y- and Z-conponents of the

magnetic field.
As cas be seen from Table 2, the combined unipositional lead system

has the highest ideality, while the corrected unipositional lead system is

most sensitive. The posterior unipositional lead system has quite low values

for both parameters and is thus not used in the comparison of the vMCG
record"ings in next chapter. In addition to the ideality and sensitivity, the

utility of the leads can be compared intuitively. In this sense the corrected

ulipositional lead system is superior. For the normalization of the three

meaeured components, the values of * unity were found |o be satisfactory,
with the exception of the coefrcient -2 for the z-lead of the combined

unipositional lead systrlm. As can be seen, this coefrcient wa8 already

taken to account in Eq. (3).
It is especially noteworthy that our model approximately gives for

the corrected (anterior) unipositional lead system the simple coefficients

1, -1 and. -1 for the X- Y- and Z-leads, respectively' Wtren approximat-

ing the rneasured coefficients 1, -0.86 and -1.19, respectively, with these

integer values, a worst-case deflection of only 9o results for the heart vec-

tor orientation. These unity coefr.cients lie between those calculated by

Geselowiiz [ lC ] (1, -1.2 and -0.93, respectively, for a homogeneous torso)

and those obtained for our inhomogeneous model. The simple geometry

of the correciecl unipositional lead system is illustrated in Fig. 4b.

5 RESULTS FROM TI{E VMCG RECORDINGS

COMPARISON OF TITE LEAD SYSTEMS

The corrected unipositional, combined unipositional and vEcG-
compensated lead systems were used to estimate the magnetic heart vec-

tor on normal subjects. For comparison, Frank's vector electrocardiogram
was also recorded. Four parameters were chosen to characterize the Yector



loops in each coordinate plane:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

The maximum amplitude of the QRS-vector,
the direction of the QRS-vector at maximum,
the maximum amplitude of the T-vector, and
the direction of the T-vector at maximum.

Table 3 gives the means and standard deviations of all these
parameters for 18 normal subjects. The angles are given in the clockwise
direetion from the positive Y-, Z- and X-axes in the frontal, sagittal and
trausverse planes, respectively. Additionally, the time interval between the
maxima of QRS- and T-waves was calculated for each lead system from
the magnitude curve.

It is first ensured that the values for the VECG are in good agreement
with the normal criteria [ 11 ]. When comparing the directions of the QRS-
and T-vectors for the four lead systems it is found that the QRS-loops
of the corrected unipositional and combined unipositional VMCG-leads
are inclined to the QRS'vector of YECG about 110", g0o and 50o in the
frontal, sagittal and transverse plane, respectively. For the T-vectors, the
numbers of about 1000, 110" and 70o are obtained, respectively.

The VECG-compensated lead system produces vector loops differing
considerably from those reeorded by using the two other VMCG lead
systems. The angle deviations vary from 25" up to 133o.

The amplitudes are about 30 96lower for the combined unipositional
lead system than for the corrected unipositional lead system. This indi-
cates a partial cancellation when combining the lead fields of the anterior
aad posterior lead geometries.

In relation to the timing, all VMCG lead systems were concluded to
have very similar features. The time interval between the QRS- and T-
watres was found not to vafy more than 4 ms between the three VMCG
lead systems. Iiowever, when comparing them to the VECG, it was found
that the interval is about 20 ms shorter for the magnetic heart vector
than for the electric heart vector. We concluded that this arises from
the different sensitivity distributions of the VMCG and VECG lead sys-
tems: The VMCG should then be more sensitive to the beginning of
the ventricular repolarisation and achieve the ma>rimum earlier than the
VECG.

When comparing the standard deviations of the four lead systems it
is found that most of them are smallest for the corrected unipositional
lead system. The high standard deviations of the combined unipositional
lead system can partly be assoeiated with the low S/N ratio. The low
variation of the normal VMCG parameters for the corrected unipositional
lead system suggests that this lead system may be diagnostically valuable.
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IDEALITY ÄND S/N RATIO

The corrected unipositional lead system has this far showed itself
to be superior to the other VMCG Iead systems in respect to all other
properties except to the ideality of the lead fields. The main unideality
of this lead system is that it is mueh more sensitive to the anterior than
to the posterior electrical sources of the heart. To evaluate this proximity
effect from the recorded MCG data, the vector loops of the corected
unipositional lead system can be compared to those recorded by using
the combined unipositional lead system, which is practically free of the
proxinity effect. Å-s can be seen from Table 3, the differences of the loop
angles vary from 40 to 23", which means that at least for the normal
material, the corrected unipositional lead system does not considerably
distort the magnetic heart vector.

For the corrected unipositional lead system, the S/N ratio varied from
12 dB to 25 dB in our measurements. An example of the real-time VMCG
recorded by using this lead system is given in Fig. 5. The QRS-loop is
orientated posteriorly, superiorly and slightly leftward, which is also seen
from the mean values listed in Table 2.

DETECTOR LOCATION

Finally, the sensitivity to the detector location of the corrected
unipositional lead system was tested for the same normal material. From
the measurements around the optimal point it was coucluded that for a l0
mm displacement of the detector in the frontal plane a vector loop results
which is in error 6 96 in the magnitude and 5o in the orientation. The
biggest and smallest errors were obtained for the right inferior and left
inferior displacement of the detector, respectively.

The deteetor was also displaced 60 mm in the X-direction, i.e. normal
to the frontal plane, for each subject. Ftom this data it was approximated
that when displacing the detector 10 mm in the X-direction, the errors of
less than 2E 96 anå 1o result for the vector magnitude and orientation,
respectively. These values are in good agreement with the lead field studies,
which showed that the distance of the deteetor affects strongly to the
sensitivity level, but does not practically change the shapes of the lead
fields.

As a conclusion, the deflections of the neasured fi.eld vector due to
the 10 mm displacement of the unipositional detector are much smaller
than the standard deviations obtained in the optimal point for the normal
material. Obviously this small sensitivity to the detector displacement is
due to the se!1'-ssrdertng e{ieei oi the well-conducting heart surrounded by
the low-conducting lungs [ 1 j.

The fall-otr of the heart's magnetic field when displacing the detector
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60 mm was caleulated to respond to a eoncentrated. magnetic dipole source
located 83 t 31 mm from the surface of the chest in the X-direction.
Although this distance differs about 15 mm from the anatomical distance
of the geometrical center of the heart, it gives the actual volume source by
means of a concentratec dipole source. The distance was used to calculate
the heart's magnetic dipole moments, listed in Table 3.

6 DISCUSSION

The magnetocardiographic lead fi.elds have previously been studied
by Malmivuo [ 2 ] and Cuff"n [ 12 ]. When considering the X-leads, both
of them obtained quite similar results as we did.

The comparison of the Y-and Z-leads is possible by using the con-
cept of the zero sensitivity line. Compared to our results, Malmivuo ob-
tained more centric location, while Cuffin concluded that the lines lo-
cate slighily more eccentric. By using physical models with various shapes
and iahomogeneity levels we have shown that these differences cau be
well explained by the constructions of the models. The main reasons for
the differences have been the shape of the experimental models used by
Ivlalmivuo and the lorv conductivity variation (1:2 between blood and lung
tissues) of Cufr.n's digital model. Our model had a realistic geometry for
the torso and realistic conductivities (1:10 between blood and lung).

Leifer [ 13 ] also tested the unipositional lead system by measuring
the VMCG on four dogs with and without covering the heart with an
insulating rubber bag. irrom a conparison of these signal amplitudes a
high ideality results for the X-lead, a low ideality for the Y-lead and the
lowest ideality for the Z-lead. This qualititative result is in good agreement
with our results.

A very important result from our studies was that the normalisa-
tion of the measured X-, Y- and Z-components of the magnetic field
should be performed by using the coefrcients 1, -1 and -1, respectively,
to obtain the magnetic heart vector. A zeroth-order analyiical model and
the two-dimensionai inhomogeneous models produce the coefficients l, -2
and -2, respectively [ 2 ]. The simulation study of Geselowitz I l0 ] was
based on a three-dimensional, homogeneous mathematical torso model.
The amplitude ratios obtained in his study slightly difier from the sen-
sitivity factors reported in this paper, but would result in the same integer
coeffcients 1, -1 and -1 for the three unipositional component leads.

Our physical roodel is, as far as we know, the most realistic one
used for any liind of fuiCG studies. ,4.s a consequence it was possible, for
instance, to confirm lhe self-centering effect suggeeted by Baule and McFee
[ 1 ]. The fact that the intracardiae blood mass was modelled by a sphere
does not essentially distort this effect.
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To efficiently reduce the external magnetic noise in the VMCG record-
ings we used a gradiometer, while single coils were used for the lead field
studies. It was, however, shown that the lead fields of ihe Y-and Z-coils are
quite similar for the sensor and distal coils. For the X-coils, the proximity
effect was evaluated to be about L0 95 higher for the sensor coil than for
the distal coil. As a conclusion, the difierential coil geometry practically
effects only in the attenuation of the signal, in our gradiometer only about
6%.

To confi.rm the normal VMCG data measured by using the uniposi-
tional lead system, a cornparisor can be made to the earlier works. The
resuits of Rosen and Inoye [ 14 ], Malmivuo [ 2 ], Barry et al. [ 15 ], Leifer
et al. [ 10 ] and Seppänen et al. [ 17 ] were each compared to our mag-

netic field vector recorded in the point locating nearest to the correspond-
ing measurement poi.nts. For the QR.S-loop direction, the most significant
deflection from our results rvas 25o, obtained by Leifer in the frontal plane'
Even this deflection is quite small when taking into account the amount
of subjects (!ot more than 20) and the differences in the locatiou of the
sensor coil aåd in the gradiometer geometry.

7 CONCLUSION

The corrected unipositional lead system was found to fulfill best the
requirements of a standard clinical VMCG lead system. This recording
is made with a vector magnetometer locating over the beginning of the
fourth intercostal space (corresponding to point V2 of the standard ECG).

In an infinite, homogeneous medium the components of a magnetic
dipole m czn be obtained with a vector magnetometer from the magnetic
field F according to the well-known expression:

{::\:w{L :,
\*"J l'o \o o

when the detector is located in X-direction at the distance r from the
source (unipositional lead system).

However, when measuring the dipole moment of the heart locating in
the real torso the magnetic fi.eld vector measured at the ideal point was

found to have the foilowing relation to the magnetic heart vector MEV:

the detector of this corrected uniposltioual lead eystem located at
the distance r from the equivalent magnetic dipole source.

(8)ilffi,

{MHV"\ ,r*-s fl 0 0 \/4"\
iidavoi:=il o -1 o !l B, I , (s)

\nrgv") r'o \o o -L/\B,J
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Figure captions

Fig. 1. The physical torso model. A perspex contailer having the shape of
a male thorax was turned upside down and filled with a sodium chloride
suspension, the relative resistivity of which is given by the number 2.5 in
the flgure. The intraeavitary blood was modelled by a carbon suspension
having the relative resistivity of unity. The models of the liver and the
lungs were fabricated of porous plastics produ'cing the relative resistivities
of 5 and 10, respectively. The spine and the sternum werq modelled by
insulating plastics.

Fig. 9. The lead field and the zero sensitivity line sketched for two coil
orientations in a homogeneous, cylindrical volume conductor.
(a) The axially s5rmmetrical case, where the coil axis coincides with the
symmetry axis of the cylinder. The lead field is obtainable from the
reciprocal fleld of the coil in a homogeneous, boundary-free space. In this
case the zero seasitivity line (z-z) coiucides with the symmetry axis.
(b) The coil axis is tilted 90" to the s5rmmetry axis. The zero sensitivity
line (z-z) is a curved line. The current density lines are circulating around
the zero sensitivity line in planes orientated normal to it.

Fig. &. The zero sensitivity line illustrating the measured lead field of
the double-coil Y-lead. The coil on the left side on the chest, situated on
the right side of the figure, produces alone the Y-lead of the corrected
)CfZ-lead system. The proximity effect of this lead is compensated by
using another coil on the right side of the torso, located and orientated
to produce an optimal lead fleld. The unideality of the lead system is
obtainable from the deviation of the zero sensitivity line from the Y-a,:cis
inside the heart. The boundaries of the heart muscle are indicated by the
inner circle filled with dots (the intracardiac blood) and by the dashed line.
The dotted eircular line indicates the site of the lead field measurements
in the model.

trig. 4. (a) The unipositional lead geometry. This basic lead geometry
gives the three components of the heart's magnetic field on the X-axis. The
Y-and Z- (frontal plane) components must be detected with a sensitivity
which is twice the sensitivity in the X-direction. This is based on the field
of a distant magnetic dipole in a homogeneous medium.
(b) The corrected unipositional lead geometry. The experiments on a
realistic physical torso model showed that the thorax affects considerably
the distribution of the magnetic field near to the torso. Therefore, to ob-
tain the correct sensitivity reiationship between the three components of
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the magpetie hea,rt vector, the three components of the magnetic field vec-

tor shall be detected with identical sensitivities' The optimum measure-

ment point is located on the fourth intercostal space.

Fig. 5. A real-time vector magnetocardiogram of a uormal 30 year male
subject, measured by using the corrected udpositional lead system. The
scalar components and the magnitude are given on the lefb. On the right
side of the flgure, the vector loop is displayed in the three coordinbte
planes. These projections are illustrated in a standard way so lla+" the
blunt ends of the short lines are leading. Each line as well as eacb space

between the lines correspond to a time interval of 2 ms.

Figure 1.
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Figure 3.
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Ta,ble ca,ptions

l|able 1. The lead field quality of various VMCG component leads ob-
tained from the measurements in the torso model. The ideality of the lead
ffelds is expressed by the homogeneity factor HF and the orthogonality
factor OF. The sensitivity factor SF is proportional to the sigaal level
obtained for the lead geometry. The lead systems are labelled according
to the numbers used in the text in Chapter 3;

Ta,ble 2. Comparison of four lead systems, labelled according to the
numbers used in the text in Chapter 3. The ideality is obtained by the
mean of the idealities of the componeat leads. The sensitivity is calculated
from the sensitivities of the component leads by according to Eq. (7).
The measured normalisation factors for each of the component leads are
expressed by the sensitivity factors in relation to the sensitivity factor of
the X-lead of the same lead system.

llable 3. The parameters of the vector loops recorded by using three
VMCG lead systems and Frank's VECG lead system. The VMCG lead
systems are labelled according to the numbers used in the text in Chapter
3. The loop angles are given in a clockwise rotation from the positive Y-, Z-
and X-axis in the frontal, sagittal and transverse planes, respectively. The
loop amplitudes are given in the units of dipole moment, corresponding
to a dipole locatiag 120 mm from the center of the three sensor coils.
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OPTIMIZATION OF
METER

sQurD vEcToR GRADTO-

J.O. Lekka,Ia and J.A.V. Malmivuo

ABSTRACT

Wb have optimized the structure and dimengions of a vector
gradiometer designed for magnetocardiographic studies with the uniposi'
tional lead system. The optimization was made with respect to the signal-
tonoise ratio for a limited space in cryostat, when the gradiometers were
coupled to thin-film SQUIDs. The accuracy of determining the magnetic
dipole source from the measured magnetic coil flux was examined with
different circular and rectangular coils in coaxial and planar gradiometers.
The effective flux-transfer factorwhich takes into account the interdepen-
dence of the flux noise and SQUID's inductance was derived. In all cases

three difterent basic gradiometer structures were optimized, one symmetric
and two asymmetric gradiometers where the ratio between the areas of
the second and pick-up coil was 2 and 3. It was found that the optimum
structure depends on the cryostat's inner radius. The best accuracy is ob-

tained by using a circular coil with an appropriate length which depends

on the turn density of the coil.
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1" INTRODUCTION

I-.1. Vector ma,gnetocardiography.

The aim of magnetocardiography (MCG) is to determi[e the clinical
condition of the heart muscle from the measured nagnetic field data.
There does not exist any unique solution for this invcrae problcm. The
heart contains no magnetic material, but the magnetic field is generated
by a distributed eiectric current density 7(r-) in the heart muscle. However,
by using simplified models for,the source distribution and the volume
conductor, the parameters of the equiaalcnt generator can be eolved. The
equivalent magnetic dipole source of MCG is called the magnetic heort
vectar (MIIV) and it describes the magnetic field of all elementary dipoles.
The sensitivity of a detector coil to the position and orientation of the
source current density can be analyzed by lea,d fieldtheory.

There exist three difierent lead systerns for determiniag the magnetic
heart vector: the XYZ-lead presented first by Baule and McFee [Bau
701, and the ABC-lead and uaipositional lead introduced by Malmivuo
[Mal 76]. Äccording to the studies of Malmivuo, the beet lead eyetem
for recording the MHV is the unipositional lead system. Ia this rystem
the detector is positioned at a single point on the anterior side of the
chest so that all ihree components of the MIIY can be recorded by simply
changing the detector's orientation, not its position. By using a three
channel iastrument the MHV can be recorded in real time. One way
to orientate the coils is presented in Fig. 1. Theoretically the magnetic
heart vector (m) components can be obtained fron the components of the
magnetic field vector F Uy tne following matrix operation:

where r ,: the distance between the source dipole and the measure-
ment point.

Eskola et al. hzve tested the ideality and sensitivity of several vector
rnagnetocardiographic leads by using an inhomogeneous, physical torso

(1)(:;\:w(I :, 3
\*'J /' \o o -2
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model [Esk S ]. They have found that the so called corrected unipositional
lead system best fulfills the clinical requirements. I-n this system the freld

vector is measured on the anterior chest 15 mm in the cranial direction
from the center of the heart. The magnetic heart vector is obtained from
the field vector by using Eq. (1), but now with the multiplication term -L

for Y and Z components instead of -2'

Figure 1. Location of the detection coils in the unipositional
lead system.

1.2. Detection coil

At present biomagnetic measurements are made with SQUID mag-

netometers where a gradiometer type detection coil construction is nor-
mally used [Coh 70, Zim 7Il. The construction and dimensions of the
detection coil determine what are the signal-to-noise ratio and the een-

sitivity and accuracy of the measurement. The maximum available signal-

to-noise ratio depends on the natching of the inductances between the
detection coil and SQUID's signal coil. Also the structure of the SQUID
has an effect on its own intrinsic noise level, self-inductance and the cou-

pling coefficient between the signal coil and the SQUID ring. There have

been presented several types of gradiometers in the literature. They are

normally designed according to the maximum flux-transfer [Cla 75], max-

imum sensitivity [Zim 771, or other detailed requirements as for example

driix:,, \
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the directivity fKar 801, fi.nding'the direction of current sources [Coh 82],
or insensitivity to a given type of noise [Vrb 82, Bru 83, Sto 83]. The effect
of the dimensions of the gradiometer has been studied with respect to
the matching [Ode 78], but also with respect to the fleld source [Wik 78,
Wil 81, Rom 82]. Duret and Karp [Dur 83] have presented for the flux-
transformer a figure of merit which takes into account the flux-tranformer
parameters and the nature dthe source. The onlysuperconductingvector
gradiometer designs have been presented by authors [Lek 82, Lek 84] and
Varpula et al. $zr 82, Sep 831. All studies are normally made without
taking into consideration the limiting space of the cryosttat where the
gradiometer is used.

When the gradiometer is optimized for an unlinited space, the result
is usually different from that when it is optimized for a given dimension of
the inner Dewar in such a way that the distance from the tip of the Dewar
to the source is fixed (minimum measurement distance). The accuracy
of the measurement depends on the ratio between the dimensions of the
pick-up coil and the distance to the source. Also the baseline i.e. the
distance between the gradiometer coils is important. The accuracy in this
case means the same as the spa-tial resolutiou. If the spatial resolution is

poor , the result when determining the source from the meaaured flux ie

not correct. Thus the detector coil should be designed according to the
source's type.

The purpose of this study was to find a vector gradiometer structure
which would give the maximum sensitivity together with minimum error
when determining the MIIV. The optimization was made with respect to
the signal-to-noise ratio because this is the most important factor affecting
the quality of the measureltrent. A further aim was to examine the effect
of the gradiometer baseline on the S/N-ratio and of the gradiometer coil
dimensions on the accuracy of the measurement.



2. GRADIOMETER DIMENSIONS

Än example of the geometry of a real vector gradiometer is shorrn. in
Fig. 2. This vector gradiometer coil system consists of three first order
gradiom.eters wound on a common core with thin niobium wire. The
X gradiometer which measures the field gradient perpendicular to the
patient's chest (dB"/dc) is constructed coaxially. In the Y and Z direc-
tions there are coplanar gradiometers which measure the off-diagonal com-
ponent of the magnetic field gradient (dBo/d,r,d,B,ldn). All gradiometers
are designed so that their sensitivities, i.e. areas and number of turns, are
equal.

The gradiometers which were examined in this study are all first
order constructions. The circular cross-section was chosen for the X
gradiometer's coils. In the Y and Z gradiometers both coils with circular
and rectangular cross-sections were studied. We next examine the effect
of the gradiometer dimensions on the measulement result. This study is
made assuming the souree to be a magnetic dipole.

2.1. Coil dimensions

Because the SQUID measures the nagletic flux @a of the detector coil,
the magaetic flux density B at the measurement point must be calculated
by using the efective 31s3 and number of turns of the coil. If the coil
eonsists of JV7 loops, the axial component of the magnetic flux density ia
the center of the coil can be calculated as

E: 3!-n 
,J\dAe ' Q)

where A. - the effeetive area of the coil,
E: the unit vector along the coil a,xis.

If the coil is large, the flux is not constant inside it and the calculated
flux density is not necessarily equal to the true axial component of the
flux density in the center of the coil. Consequently the coil should be
as small as possible for accurate results when recording magnetic fields
with high spatial gradients or field pattern having fine details. However,
a compromise must be made between sensitivity and spatial resolution.



2J.1. X eoll

Let a coil with the radius R and number of turns iVa be on the positive
X a:ris at the distance å from the origin to its center so that its axis
coir.cides with the X a:<is (Fig. 3a). Then the nagnetic coil flux generated
by a magnetic dipole ä which is in the origin and oriented along the X
anis can be expressed as

oa:Yä*fu, 
t

(3)

tr'igure 2. Coil construetion of an as5rmmetric vector
gradiometer. For clarity, different gradiometers are drawn
apart. Dimensions are given in millimetres.
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where å; is the östance between the dipole and the i:th loop of the
coil. Here and in the following analysis we have assumed that each loop of
the coil is on a plane perpendicular to the coil axis and that the distance
between the planes is equal to l/(Na - L), where J is the length of the
coil. By inserting the flux calculated from Eq. (B) to Eq. (Z) we get an
approximation for the axial component of the magnetic flux density in
the coil center. I.n Fig. 3a the ratio between two flux densities Bro" and
B4;o, geaerated by a magnetic dipole is shown as a function of ,R/å with
different ratios of lf n. Bo,. is the average flux density inside the coil
calculated from the coil ff.ux by using Eq. (S) and Eq. (B). Ba+ is the axial
magnetic flux density in the center of the coil calculated from the dipole
equation

Fotflua;o: ,iF (4)

The best aecuracy is obtained when the rzlio tlE is of the order of r..23
(Fig. 3a). With this kiad of coil the distance h can be equal.to BR and
still the error is below 196 wb.er- determining the magnetic flux density
in the center of the coil from the measured coil flux. If I/-R differs much
from 1.73, the distance h must, be longer for the s^me maximum error.
In the designing of the coil the shortest possible measurement distance
for a given maximum error is obtained if a small error in the positive
direction is allowed. when l/R > 1.73 the result is greater or the error is
positive when I is long. wlen the source is very close to the coil the error
will be negative. WLen llk < 1.73 the error is always negative. In the
case lf B:,0 there is only one turn of inffnite thin wire. The exact value
for optimum l/R-rzlio is obtaiaed if the field generated by the current
in a solenoid is expressed in a Taylor series expansion. when the ratio
of the length and radius of the solenoid are related as I/E: y'5 the
field eontaias a dipole moment but no quadrupole moment. Octapole and
higher m.oments are present but contribute less Lhzn Lvo of the field at
the distance 4-R from the coil [Wik 75].

However, the optimum value for l/E is v6 when the turns of the coil
are closely wound. If the turn density is smaller, then the optimum value of
llR terda to decrease. The limiting cåse is when there are only two loops
so that the pitch is equal to the length of the coil. Then the optimum value
of l/R is 1. This result is in good agreement with the Helmholtz array,
which is a pair of identical circular loops separated by the radius of the
Ioop and has a vanishing third-order moment [Sto 83].
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Flgure & Ratio of the magnetic flux density Bror, calculated
from the coil flux, to the flux density Ba;o, calculated from. the
dipole equation, in the center of the coil with different ratios
ol l/R. (a) The source is a magnetic dipole 7[ located courially
with the coil; (b) the magnetic dipole source and the coil center
are located on the same plane whieh is perpendicular to the
coil axis. In both cases the coils are cicular and the turn density
of the coils is 10/R; (c) parameters of Eqs. (5) and (30) when
calculating the flux through the circular Y loop.
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C*culor coil

Let us have a similar case as above but norr so that the coil axis is
directed along the Y ar<is and the magnetic source dipole E in the origin
is directed in the same directioa (Fig. 3b). In this case of Y coil (situation
wrthZ coil is equal) we can calculate the magnetic flux of the coil according
to the following equation:

(5)T.l"
lVatiLa: PofTL

4rc flJo Jo #&6d'6da
where p2 : h2 - 2h6 cos a + d2

The param.eters of this equation are shown ia Fig. 3c. The double integral
of Eq. (5) has been computed numerically. In Fig. 3b the relative flux
density Bno./Ba;p is shown as a function of Rlh for different ratios of
llR. 86;, is agaiu the magnetic flux density in the center of the coil and
now calculated according to the dipole equation from

D FoflLBarn: ffw (o)

When the turn density of the coil is high, the optimum If R-t*io is about
1.5. In the Y coil the optimurn ratio differs from that value of y'5 obtained
from the Taylor series expansion. This is possibly caused by the fact that
the source is not on the coil axis. Now the change in the l/R-ratio produces
an effect opposite to that produced in the case of the X coil. When I lR is
greater than 1.5, the Bno.f Ba;r-ratio is below one or the error is negative,
aud when l/n < 1.5, the error is first positive and after that negative
il Lhe R/h is further increased. Again, if a coil with only two turns ie
analyzed, the optimum value of //R seems to be about 0.9.

As can be seen from the discussion above, the detector coil with
circular cross-section. should be designed carefully if the measurement is
mede eloser than 10R from the source. Thus the pick-up coil's length-to-
radius ratio should be between 0.9-1.73 depending on the value of the
coil's turn density. When the distance to the source is longer than 10R,
the dimensions of the coil are not very critical.
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Redonguln cvil

The efiect of the coil dimensions on the measurement accnracy wag
examined albo with rectangular coils. When the coil aud the source dipole
a,re directed as shown in Fig. 4a, the magnetic flux of the coil is

o, : w ä 1,"'' r:,##d*z,, (7|

where p? : (h + ,')2 * z'2 .

The parameters of this equation are ghown in Fig. 4d. The double integral
has agrin been calculated numerically. The relative flux density Bno"/Ba;p
is shown as a fulction of (Al2)/å for difierent ratios of IIP/Z) in three
cases, where the cross-section area of the coil is a square (Fig. 4a), one
half of the square (Fig.  b) and one third of that (Fig. 4c). ln all cases
the width C of the coil is the same, but in FigE. 4b aad 4c the height Ä
is one half and one third of that in Fig. 4a, respectively. The flux density
Ba;, is calculated from Eq. (0). With rectangular coils longer measurement
distances are needed for equal accuracy with the circular coils. It is possible
to measure with an error of less than 396 only at distances greater than
15C-20C;

2J. Basdine

' Fo, biomagnetic measurements the gradiometer baseline is large when
compared to the distance from the gradiometer to the sigaal'source and
small when,compared to the distance from the noise sources. The magnetic
field difereuce which, is detected by a first order gradiometer from a
magnetic dipole source can be written as [Vrb 82]

ÄBr: #-åg:*('-#;;e) ,

where c: constantr
m : the magnetic dipole moment of the Bource,

r: the distance from the source to the field point,
ö : the baseline,
a: b/r.

When a dipole source is near to the pickup coil of the gradiometer or
when e ) 1 in Eq. (8), the gradiometer behaves as a magaetometer or

(8)
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F.lgure,4. Ratio of the magnetic flux density B,roo, calculated
from the coil flux, to the flux density Ba;", calculated from.
the dipole equation, in the center of a rectangular coil with
different ratios of I/(C l2). The magaetic dipole souree and the
coil center are located on the same plane which is perpendicular
to the coil axis; (a) the cross-section area ofthe coil is a squarel
(b) the height of the coil is one half of that of the sguare coil;
(c) the height of the coil is one third of that of the square coil.
In all cases the width C of the coil is constant and the turn
density of the coils is 20/C; (d) paraneters of Eqs. (Z) and (S1)
when calculating the flux through the rectangular Y loop.
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AB1 s Bo. For distant interferencesources this differential magnetometer
responds asra true gradiometer. Generally, in biomagnetic measurements
it is more useful to measure the field rather than its graöent and so the
baseline of a difrerential magnetometer should be somewhat longer than
the characteristic dimension of the source [Wik 78]. The heart can be

modelled with a sphere whose radius is 56 mm [Mal 78]. The center of the
heart is located about 70 mm from the outer surface ofthe anterior chest,
FiS. 5. On account of this the baseline should be greater than 112 mm:

Flgure 5. Location of the vector gradiometer during the
ulipositional measurement. The vector gradiometer is inside
a Dewar which is above the heart as close to the anterior chest
as possible. Dimensions given in mm.
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2.2J. Pruidty efreet.

The sensitivity of the detector coil varies according to the source
location in the heart. The fact that the coil is more sengitive to the sonrceB
in the anterior heart muscle than in the posterior region is known as
proilmitg effect.In the unipositional lead this proxinity effect is the main
reason for the inhomogeneity of the lead [Mal 76, Esk ss]. If the baseline
is shortened in the gradiometer, the proximity effect will be increased.

Although a ball with a radius of 56 mm is a good approximation for
the physical heart, it is obvious that when modelling the m.ean electrical
activity with respect to the thickness of the myocardium a somewhat
smaller radius can be used [Esk 83]. The radius of the "active" heart is
in the following analysis estimated to be 50 m.m. In Fig. O the effect of
the baseline is shown. The ratio of the anterior and posterior sensitivity
of a gradiometer compared to that of a magnetometer is plotted as a

0.01 0.10 1.00 10.00

6/^
Flgure 6. Etrect of the gradiometer baseline on the proximity
effect. The ratio of anterior and posterior eensitiyities for an
ideal gradiometer compared to that of a magnetometer is
plotted as a function of the baseline/distance-ratio in four
cases, when the ratio between the distance å frorn the center
of the pick:up coil to the source and the diameter D of the
source volume is h/D - 0.5, 1,2 and 5.
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function of' the baseline/distance ratio. The ratio between gradiometer
and magnetometer is calculated in four cases, when the distance between
the pick-up coil and center of heart is 0.b, r, 2 and b times the diameter
of the heart model. The same curyes describe the efiect of the baseline in
both X and Y directions. The curves of Fig. 6 are calcurated by using Eq.
(8) when the distance,from the center of the heart is equal to 10b mm (Fig.
5). The minipla anterior and maximum posterior measurement distanqes
are thus 50 mm and 150 mm, respectively.

shortening the baseline wil improve the signar-to-noise ratio only
until the baseline is somewhat shorter than the d.istance io the source.
After that the gradiometer acts as a true grad.iometer for both the distant
noise sources and the nearby signal sources [wik zg, vrb s2]. According
to the linits imposed above the baseline was chosen to be 160 mm loag.
Thus in this case, when å : 100 mm, the proximity effect is increased
by only 12.5 95, and.the signar from a dipore *o*"" (assumed to be in
the center of the heart) is attenuated by the second coil by 6.4 g6 when
compared to the magaetometer:
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3. INDUCTANCE OF THE GRADIOMETER

The inductance of a singlelayer solenoid in the situation where the
coil length I is smaller than its radius .R can be expressed by the ap
proximative equation [Lan 67]

;I 1R.La: 1t.N!"(^T- å) 
: xarza (e)

When the coil is long the industance is given by [Gro 46]

La -- *oNza$( ,:-r=-) : rriv] ;t ) 0.8R. (10), \1+ o.sHlt)

The inductance of the coil depends in addition on the number of turns
on the geometrical factor \4. In Fig. 7 the normalized inductance .L4 is

shown as a function ofthe ratio l/R calculated from Eqs. (9) and (f0). For

the'optimization we have used both equations with the limit | : 0.08.
For a good signal-to-noise ratio tra should be as small as possible when
the coil is coupled to a SQUID. Thus for a given coil area'we can increase

the uumber of turns when the coil is made longer while the inductance
remains the same.

The inductznce Lo of a first order gradiometer with the number of
turns JV1 and Nz in the pick-up coil and second coil, respectively, can be

erpressed as
JVr JVr

Lc: h + 14 -zll *rti , (1 1)

i_1j:l

where ä : the inductance of the pick-up coil,
I+: lhe inductance of the second coil,
Mii : the mutual inductance between the i:th turn of the

pick-up coil and the j:th turn of the second coil'

If the inductanee of a symmetric gradiometer is calculated with the
coil radius of 25 mm, coil length of 2 mm, number of turns 9 in both
coils and baseline of 150 mm (dimensions typical for our case) we get

by using Eq. (11) Ls - lA.4pE - 34nE where the latter part is the
nutual inductance of the two coils calculated according to Grover [Gro
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481. Because of the relatively large baseliae the mutual inductance is
insigaificant when compared to the sum of the coil inductances. Because of
its opposite sign it also compensates for the inductance of the connection
wires which is of the same order. According to this result, and because
the length of the baseline is fixed in our study, the eflect of the mutual
inductance between the coils is omitted in the following examination.

.001 0.01 0.1 ,1 .0 {0.0 {oo.o

J
!
c)Nrn

J
o
E
L
oz

,r 0.0

0.1
0

LengLh,/r-od uus

Figure /. |r[elpalized inductance La(p"NtR)-l of a solenoid
as a function of llR ealculated by using Eqs. (9) and (10). The
dashed line corresponds to the formula La: p"N|rRzl-L.
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4. F LTIX. TRANSF ORJVIER

The effective area of a SQUID is of the order of a few mm2 in
maximum. Because the sensitivity to the magnetic field is proportional to
the detector's area, the "capture area' of the SQUID ie normally increased
in biomagnetic measurements by using a flux-transformer. This consists
of a closed'loop of superconducting wire formed by the signal coil and
detection coil.

4.1. Thin-fflm SQUIDs

The RF-SQUIDs which we have used are thin.film SQUIDs formed
by four loops in parallel across an Nb-Nb oxide-Pb tunnel junction. The
devices have been designed and fabricated by f,hnhelp et cl. [Ehn Z5].
The glass substrate with the thin-film structure is pressed against the top
of a niobium ring block. The signal coil is wound on the block surface and
the RF-coil is divided into the four holes of the block. The basic electric
data and characteristics of this type of thiu-film SQUID are presented in
Table 1.

Table 1. Eleetrie dnta of the thln-flIm SQUIDs

Self-inductatce L,nE
Sigaal coil inductance Lr, pE
Tank coil inductance Ll,nE
Coupling eoeffcient ,t,
Energy sensitivity E;,f (Ez)-r

0.25
20

160
0.3

2.7 .10-27
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42. Corupling of the detection coil to the SQUID

The coupling of the detection coil to the SQUID's signal coil and the
correspondiag equivalent circuit is presented in Fig. 8. The total magnetic
flux through the superconducting flux transformer remains constant. The
signal coil flux @" can be written as [Lou 75]

ö":L"i.-Mrirq:l'"jr-+ , (12)

where L: the self inductance of the SQUID,
L, : the inductance of the signal coil of the SQUID,
i" : the current of the flux-transforner,
i"q: the current of the SQUID,
M. : the mutual inductance between the signal coil and

the SQUID.

Equation (12) can be further written as

' o, : L,(t - #)t. : L,(t - k',Y,: L.tti, , (18)
ltt lt

where L"!! : the effective self-inductance of the sigual coil,
k": M./t/TJ is the coupling coefficient betweeu the signal

coil and the SQUID.

T- ---
Le l-t. L

öF3iilöNd 
| 
"n(

(a)

(b)

LwLd Ms

Na0e

Flgure 8. Coupling of the detection coil to the SQUID; (a)
pararoeters of the coupling (broken line describes the super-
conducting shield); (b) equivalent circuit of the input coupling.

il,*Ls
is
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Ä change in the external fluxÄO" cauaes a change in rl, which iad.uces
a flux change Aö,0 in the flux going through the SQUID. The flux transfer
factor .F is the ratio between the SQUID flux and the external flux or

(14)

where JVa : the number of turns of the detection coil,
ia : the inductance of the detection coil

and where the sigas of the fluxes are not taken into conslderation. The
inductance L. of the pair of coupling leads which are tightly twisted
together is of the order of A3 pE per meter [Lou 75]. It is small when
compared to the value of .L" (Table 1) and can be neglected in this equation.

The optimum flux transfer condition is achieved when Eq. (1a) ie
maximized. By taking the derivative with respect to L, it can be seen that
the ma:rimum condition is obt*ined when

n A(0"q NaM" Nak,(L,L)rl2
- AiD" La * Lcf t La + (l - kz,)L, '

,Ldt": (J@ (15)

Thus the inductance of the detector coil should be equal to the effective
inductance of the signnl eoil, Eq. (13). This condition of matched induc-
tances is analogous to the requirement that an amplifier's input impedance
should be matched to the source impedance for maximum power gaia [Cla
751. The maximum value of the flux transfer factor of Eq. (14) is then

(16)

In Fig. I there are shown the normalized flux transfer factor as a fu_nction
of the ratio between the eignal coil and detection coil inductaneee LrlLa
for different values of coupling coefrcient i, calculated for the thin-film
SQUIDs used (Table 1). For high values of å, the rnaximum occurs at
relatively small values af La when compared to the.L". For low values of
&, the matching of the detector coil to the signal coil seems to be more
critical.

4.3. Signa,l-to.noise ratio

When a fl.ux transformer is used the ma:cimum flux sensitivity of the
system is equal to the value of the flux in the detector coil which generates
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4n

t- 0,8

0.6

o.1

o.2

0.0

Ls,zLd

Flgure 9. Normaliced ffux-transfer factor F(LlLa\-Ll2 as a

function of L'lLa for different vzlues of the coupling coeff-cient

k..

in the SQUID a flux equal to its intrinsic flux noise (@|r)1/2 ' Next it
is aseumed that the flux noise is constant or does not depend on SQUID's

self-inductance. In the optimum coupling condition it follows from Eq. (10)

that the minimum detectable flux change through the detector coil is

@2 .\rtz _ z(r - k?)tlz \/il . (@^)tl,
Aö*;, : tf:; - Na k.\/L

(17)

By using Eq. (16) the maximumsignal-to-noise ratio of the system can be

determined as

!
0)
N
.))
o
E
L
oz

aiL"
(18)

la|;l'/' '

where ad',q is the flux change in the SQUID caused by the external flux
change ao" in the detection coil. The maximum available s/N-ratio in a
real measurem.ent situation is obtained if the sQUID',s intrinsic noise flux
(Q"*rlt/, in Eq. (1S) is replaced with the total equivalent noise flt:il- ltz^lt/z
of the system.

AiF,q k"Na ( L\'l': 
1o7y7; 

: 
zI - k?)rt2'\h)

sl
film,u
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4.4. Efrect of SQUID's inducta,nce on the noise

However, the maximizing of the flux-transfer factor alone does not
necessarily yield the maximum in the S/N-ratio. The flux noise (@2.)1/z ig
proportional to the self-inductance L of the SQUID. The proportionality
depends on the structure and construction of the SQUID and has the form
lZim 7L, Kur 73, trac 751

loTrl'l"sL", U2<n1516 (1e)

The value of x must be determined for each SQUID system because
it depends on which part doninates in the SQUID system's noise [Cla
751. When the flux-transformer is coupled to the SQUID, its inductance
shrnges. Then the effective self-inductance of the SQUID is

L" : L - # : L[r - k?L"(L,+ åa)-1] (20)

As can be seen, when the flux-transformer is coupled, the self-hductance
of the SQUID decreases and thus the intrinsic flux-noise level is lower. In
this case according to Eq. (1a) the S/N-ratio is

s _ .F'aoc
lv loT"Itlz

: 
-Jlut- 

. aQ" 
-La + (L - k?)L. \o1.)rl,

- 
Nak"(L"L)Ll2

La+(I-k?)L,

NaM"
La+(L-k?)L.

L@. 1

(o7.lr/, l1- k?L./(L, * La)|"

AQ" ( L\"
lor*Y/, 

' \L )
F"AO.: 

G'7-1*'
(21)

where (4")tl": the noise flux in the SQUID when the super-
conducting transformer circuit is connected,

(4.]lt/t: the noise flux in the SQUID when the signal
coil is open,

.F" : the effective flux-transfer factor when the system noise is
assumed to be independent of the detection coil coupling
and equal Lo (@l"ltlz.
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Lauer timit of the intctdependcace of flw nohe snd SQWD ee$-

inductonce (x:le)

Next we will examine the two limiting cases of Eq. (19). It is first
assumed that x has the value of 1/2. Then maximizing Eq. (21) with
respect to tr" gives:

L": Lafk! + (k, - k?+ 1)1/21

r- k2,

Accordhg to Eq. (21) the effeetive flux-transfer factor is then

(22)

n k,(L,L)L/INd(La+ L")rlzo":@ (23)

co 4n!
a;
.)
4O<n
L--
Iz
a
-zuE)
E)
Xu rn>'

o
0.0 n2n4 0.6 0.8 1.0

, 
CouPLun$ coef{ ucient

Flgrrre 1O. Maximum signal-to-noise ratios calculated by
using Eqs. (23) and (25) as,a firaction of the coupling coefficieut
&" are compared to the S/N-ratio calculated with Eq. (1.4),

where 0 dB level is set to the case when ,t, : 0.1. In all
cases tr4 has the value calculated from Eqs. (22), (2a) and (15),
respectively.

A: (14)
O: (23)

o: (25)
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tlppr timit ol the interdependtnce of flw, noiee onil SQWD rcff-
inductance (r:1)

The upper limit of the dependence of the flux noise exists when x :
5/6. However, this is quite close to the case when x : 1, which gives a
good approximation. When maximizing Eq. (21) with respect to .L, when
x - I we have in the maximum

L"- (24)

The effective flux-tranefer factor in this case when x: 1 is given by

F. _ k"(L,L)rlzNd(Ld+ !,)
lLa+(r-k,)L,l'

(25)

1.2

o
!t

t!

I
EJ
..o

r.0

0.8

0.6

o.1

o.2

o.o
o.o o.2 0.1 nAnR4n

CoupLun! coef{ icienL

Flgure 11. Ratio between the efiective flux=transfer factors
with two values, Ld : oo and La - 0, in both cases when
s' : I/2 and r :,1 (Eqs. (23) and (25)) plotted as a function
of the coupling coefficient /cr. When the difference in the noise
between the cases Ld: q and La: 0 is measured when the
coupling coeffi.cient is 0.3, the value is between 4.596 and 996
of the total noise depending on x.

Lale*! +2(stl7/4- k! +r)l
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The maxinum signal-to-noise ratiog (tra has the optimura value) cal-
culated by using Eqs. (23) and (25) are compared in Fig. 10 to the S/N-
ratio calculated by using Eq. (1a) as a function of the coupling coefrcient
,t,. The S/N-ratio calculated with Eq. (1a) has been set to 0 dB whetr t, :
0.1. The maximum. increase of 15 dB iu the S/N-ratio when compared to
the S/N-ratio calculated with Eq. (1a) is obtained when &,:Q.9 and x :
1. The corresponding increase with /c, equal to 0.3 is only 0.8 dB. In Fig.
11 there is shown the ratio between the two flux-transfer factors when
Ld: a md La: 0 in both cases when x :1 and x: l/2. As can be
seen, with small values of å, it is difficult to determine the value of x from
the noise measurements because the difrerence in noiee between the cases

La:0 and La: oo (Eqs. (20) and (21)) is only a few per cent.
Fig. f2 shows the optimum. value of -L, comparedto La as a function

of the couplhg coefficient *, in the three cases where the S/N-ratio is
calculated by using Eqs. (14), (23) and (25). If the value of tra calculated
from Eq. (15) is used in the cases where SQUID's noise is taken into account
(Eqs. (23) and (25)), the error in the S/N-ratio with the coupling coeffcient
of 0.3 is 0.42 dB. In our cese we have assumed that the x value is equal
tp Llz, because in our system the dominant contribution to (d.,.lt/, i"
provided by the RF-amplifier. The m.easurement of x gave only indeffnite
results.

o
o.o o.2 0.1 0.6 0.8 t.o

Coup L e nQ coef { i-c uenL

Flgure 12. Optimum ratio of L,lLa as a function of the
coupling coefr.cient ft, in three cases when the flr:x-transfer
factor is calculated from Eqs. (14), (23) and (25).

,1

t2

,t0

1l

a
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5. OPTTMIZATION EQUATIONS

5.1. Source models

When the magnetic freld of the heart is measured with the uniposi-
tional lead system, the source of the magnetic activity is modelled with a
magnetic dipole in the center of the heart. However, although this theoreti-
cal point source describes acceptably the detected field patterns, the source
of the magnetic field is still a distributed current inside the real heart
muscle. To study the effect of a distributed current source on the optimiza-
tion of the gradiometer, we have also tested other types of source models.
ta addition to the magnetic dipole, a current loop and a spherical eurrent
surface were examined in coaxial situation (X direction).

Cwrent loop

The magnetic dipole moment m1 of z current loop is

ffit: IrLn , (28)

where 1r: the current of the loop,
,4" : the effective area of the loop,
n : the unit vector normal to the loop.

When the distance to the loop is long when compared to its radius, the
fi.eld of the loop is similar to the field of a magnetic dipole.

Current surface

The current surfaee model is a ball whose surface is covered with a
homogeneous current. distribution. This current is modelled with several
loops lying on the ball's surface, each carrying the same current. The
magnetic dipole moment ffit of a spherical current surface modelled with
N loops can be expressed approximately as

{N \
ffi6: rlln;ln ,

\;:r /
(27)
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/t : the current of the loops,

Ä; : the effective area of the i:th loop,

n : the unit vector directed towards the axis of the loops.

In all models used, magnetic dipole, current loop and spherical current
surface, the equivalent magnetic dipole moment was set to I pAn2 when
the optimization calculations were performed. The radius of the current
loop and ball was set to 50 mm.

5.2. Signal-to-noise ra,tio

The optimization of the dimensions and structure of the gradiometers
was made with respect to the signal-to-noise ratio. Wlen a first-order
gradiometer is used the S/N-ratio can be written as

t _ iLcq _ F" a,iL" _ k"(L"L)r/2(Ls + L)Ll2 1trlr/z a,oo
N 

: 
@TFIT 

: 
@".1r/, 

: 
tL, + g _ ;iLSO-\r,, ) @^fr,

' (28)

where ö"q : the magnetic flux in the SQUID caused by the signal,

(O\lt/" : the equivalent magnetic flux noise of the system

referred to the SQUID,

.t'" : the efreetive flux-transfer factor,
a : the square root of the ratio of the pick-up coil inductance

-Ia to the total inductanee Lo of the gradiometer,

LQ" : the external magnetic flux difference between the
pick-up and second coil, respectively,

AQo : the magnetic flux of the gradiometer.

It must be noted that if the magnetic flux noise term (OZIt/'is expressed
in T,,o"(EzJ-rlz, Eq. (2S) gives the right result only when the S/N-ratio
is calculated on a t hertz bandwidth. Otherwise the bandwidth of the
measurement system and the spectrum distribution of the signal must be
talcen into consideration. In the following discussion the signal-to-noise
ratio is expressed in dB on a I Hz bandwidth. The constant value of
8.5.10-5OoQIzl-r1z has been used for @7)t/'.In Eq. (28) the effect of
SQUID's ellective inductance on the noise is taken into consideration in
Fr.
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Magnetic d.ipole eouree

When the gradiometer is eoaxial (in X direction) and has asfmmetric
construetion with circular coils, and the source is a magnetic dipole m on
its axis, the gradiometer fl.ux Ä@o can be written as (Fig. 3a)

where trLs: the X component of the source dipole,
Rt,Rz: the radii of the pick-up and second coil, respectively,
h,;,hi: the distances from the source to the center of each

Ioop of the pick-up and second coil, respectively.

When the gradiometer has a planar structure with eircular coils (Y
and Z gradiometers in Fig. 2) the magnetic flux of the gradiometer has
to be calculated rrith integral equations. In the Y direction A@o has the
form

Aö__rr,*"fs R? _s R, i-=s - , L?, @i + h!1s12 oL^ taZ + h?yt2 J '

Ä4 : ry{äI,'" 1,.' ffifu6d6da

AQ-: aty"[# ftt' f/' 2D? - p?o zr I,HJ" l-orrffidx'dz'
- * ["/" [or' 2D? - o? I

Frro r-t/z tE -i4Yt'dx'dz'f '

where p? : (h + ,')' * z'2,
of;:Qt+b+s')2tz'2.

The parameters of Eq. (31) are shown in Fig. 4d.

(2s)

(30)

where tus: the Y component of the source dipole,
D;,Di: the distance from the center of the coil loop

to the X axis for the pick-up coil and second coil,
respectively,

9?:h2-2lz6cosa+62,
pZ : & + b)2 - z(h + b)6 eos a + 62.

The double integrals of Eq. (30) are computed numerically. The
parameters of Eq. (30) are shown in Fig. 3c. In the case where there is
a rectangular cross section in the Y coil, Aöo becomes

(31)
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Cwrenl loop aource

When a current loop with radius & and current 4 is used as the
source, the magnetic flux in the,coaxially situated gradiom.eter is

L(Do :*t{ 
å ft! + (R1* a,l'J'/' 

[( 
t - *)*o,) - E(å,)]

å f! + (R2 * n,)')'Pl('- +)"(*i) - t(0,)]1,
(32)

where k7 :4l,a&r[r; + (Pr + Rizl-t,
k? :4&z&{ri + (R2 a R)zf-r ,

and where functions -K and E zre complete elliptic integrals'of the first
and second kind, respectively. The parameters of Eq. (32) are shown in
Fig. 13 for a single loop of a coil. The elliptic integrals are calculated by
using their series approximations.

Figure 18, Geometry for calculating the magnetic flux
through one loop of the gradiometer coil (GCL) generated by
the current 4 in the source current loop {SCL).

Rr'Rz
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5.3. Sensitivity

The sensitivity of the gradiometer is equal to that magnetic flux
density B*;n in the piek-up coil which eauses iu the SQUID a magnetic
flux equal to the equivalent magnetic fl.ux noise of the system lt\ltl"
referred to the SQUID or according to Eq. (28)

1521t/2B^in: iftE; (33)

Here it is assumed that the magnetic fleld is coupled only to the pick-up
coil and the field is homogeneous inside the coil. Thus Eq. (BB) presents
the maximum available sensitivity in theory wben the baseline is very long
but the second coil still loads the signal (a in Eq. (38)). The sensitivity of
a gradiometer designed for maximum s/N-ratio is not neeessarily equal to
the maximum sensitivity for the given space limits.
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6. RESULTS

The optimization'was made by assuming that the coupling coefrcient
ft" was equal to 0.3. The baseline b of the gradiometer was eet to 150 mm.
The length of the gradiometer's coils was limited to 10 mm because in
this case the effect of the coil length on the accuracy was not examined.
Three diflerent gradiometers were studied; a syronetric one where the
ratio between the area of the second and pick-up coil, 4 : Åz/Ar, wae

equal to 1, and two asymmetric gradiometers where the ratios of the areas
were?:2and?:3.

0.1. X gra,diometer

The X gtadiometer was studied in three cases: when the distance
from the source 1) to the center of its pick-up coil, 2) to the lower end
of its pick-up coil and 3) to the periphery of the pick-up coil of the Y
gradiometer (Fig. 2) was fxed.

The ma;rimum available SIN-ratio in the X direction was first calcu-
lated by using Eqs. (28) and (29) for all three gradiometer structures as

a function of the maximum coil radius in the case when the distance å"
from the source to the center of the pick-up coil was equal to 100 mm.
The m.aximum radius of the X coil is the same as the radius -R-,r" of the
cryostat's inner space. As can be seen in Fig. 14, the change in the S/N-
ratio with respect to the Rron is similar between the different three struc-
tures. The difference in the S/N-ratio is only about 1.5 dB maximum. The
symmetric gradiometer with 4 : 1 shows the best S/N-ratio within the
whole range. The S/N-ratio of the symmetric structure, howeyer, Beems

to increase more slowly than that of the two others when R*o, increases.

6.1.1. Effect of the pielc-up coil length

In Fig. 15 there are shown the maximum S/N-values for the three
gradiometer structures when the length of the pick-up eoil is taken into
consideration. This is the usual measurement situation when only the X
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B4
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BO

!

nmqx, mm

Flgure 14. Maximum available signal-tonoise ratio for three
different coaxial X gradiometers with circular coils as a func-
tion of the cryostat's inner radius. The distance å" from the
center of the pick-up coil to the magnetic dipole source ?D is
fixed to h, : 100 mm. The magaetic dipole moment of the
source was lpÄrnz. The equivalent SQUID's flux noise and the
coupling coefrcient å, to the SQUID were 8.5.10-s 6"19 r1-t/z
and 0.3, respectively.

component has to be recorded and the distanee from the source to the
inner bottom of the eryostat has a certain minimum (the shortest possible
measurement distance). In this case the distance from the source to the
lower end of the pick-up coil remains unehanged (h. :100 mm) and thus
the total distanee between the source and the center of the coil is ho+Iof 2,
where lo is the length of the pick-up coil. It is very interesting to note that
in this case also the symmetric structure shows the best S/N-ratio. It is
over I dB better than the asymmetric gradiometer with 4 : 2 and nearly
3 cits better than that with 4 : 3. Thus for single component measure-
ment, if the maximum S/N-ratio is desired, a symmetric gradiometer is
recommended when the inner diameter of the cryostat is below 80 mm.
The dimensions and data for the optimum gradiometer (q : 1) when the
length of the piclc-up coil is talien into consideration and when R*o, : 25

mm are presented in Table 2.If a good spatial resolution of the measure-
ment is considered, the situation is different.
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Figure 15. Ma,:rimum available S/N-ratio for three different
coåxial x gradiometers with circular coils as a function of the
cryostat's inner radius. The distance å" from the pick-up coil's
lower end to the source was fixed xt h":100mm.

Tabte 2. Dimensione and dota of the X gradlometer
for the optimum S/N-natlo when å":100 mm

Radius,rzrz
Ler,gfh,mm
Number of turns

Pick-up coil

25.00
2.0
I

Second coil

25.00
10.0
I

Baseline : 150 nzrz, lnductanee - tB.8 pE
S/N-ratio :78.2 dB , Sensitivity - 2A3 IT,*,(Ez)-t/z
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The sensitivity of each three types of gradiometers was examined by
using Eq. (33). When the S/N-ratio is at an optimum, the corresponding
sensitivity is shown in Fig. 16 as a function of Ro"n, for the three struc-
tures. As can be seen, the change of the sensitivity is similar for each
type'

The efiect of the eoupling coeft,cient and measurement distance on
the optimum signal-to-noise ratio was examined when R*o,r-wzs equal to
25 rom. In Fig. 17 the optimum S/N-ratio is presented as a function of
the coupling coeffi.cient å". The difference between the SIN-ratios of the
three structures remains the same. This same effect was noted also when
the SIN-ratio was calculated as a function of the measurement distance
with /c, equal to 0.3.

All the calculations above were made when the length of the coils was
limited to 10 mm. In Fig. 18 there is shown the efrect of the coil length
on the S/N-ratio ealculated with Eqs. (28) and (29) for one symmetric
and two asymmetric (rt :2 and 4 : 3) gradiometers, respectively. The
number of turns of both gradiometer coils was fixed in each case to the
values obtained from optimization with the maximum 10 mm coil length
in each case. Fig. 18 shows that the S/N-ratio increases wheu the length l,
of the second eoil increases. For the symmetric gradiometer the S/N-ratio
inereases when the length lo of the pick-up coil decreases. However, when
the second coil is long, the efrect of the pick-up coil length on the S/N-ratio
is smaller. The best result is obtained when the pick-up coil is wound a
few millimetres long and the second coil is made as long as possible. For
the asymmetric gradiometers the situation is difrerent. For the structure
with 4 : 2 the optimum length of the pick-up coil increases from 3 mm
to I mm rphen the length of the second coil increases from lmm to 20
mm. For the asymmetric gradiometer with I :3 the optimun length of
the pick-up coil is I rom when /" is lmm, and it increases to 16 mm when
l" is 20 mm.
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6..L.2. Effeet of the Y eoil radlus

Fig. L9 shows the caleulated maximun available S/N-ratio for the X
gradiometer with circular coils when it is assumed to be a part of a vector
gradiometer as presented in Fig. 2. In this structure the Y and Z coils are
similar to the X coil. Now the distance between the source and the center
of the pick-up coil is ho + R1e, where .E1 , is the radius of the pick-up
coil in the Y gradiometer (or Z gradiometer) and the distance å, between
the source and periphery of the Y coil is fixed and equal to 100 mm. In
this case the worst signal-to-noise ratio is obtained with the symmetric
gradiometer when R-o" ) 18 mm. The asymmetric gradiometer with
I: 2 has the maximum S/N-ratio over the whole examined range. On the

14

20 25 30

Rmox, mm

Figure 19. Maximum S/N-ratio for X gradiometers with
circular coils as a function of the cryostat's inner radius. The
distance /ao from the periphery of the pick-up coil of the Y
gardiometer (Fig. 2) to the source is fi.xed atr ho : 100 mm.
The calculations are made with two sources: the solid lines are

obtained in the case when a magnetic dipole source was used,

and the dashed lines when the source was a current loop with
a radius of 50 nm. in both cases the magnetic dipole moment
of the source wzs trpArn2.
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Table 3. Dimeneions and data of the X gradiometer
for the optimum S/N-ratio when åp: 100 mm

Radiusrnzrn
Lengrth,mm
Number of turns

Pick-up coil

17.67
10.0
16

Second coil

25.00
10.0
8

Baseline : 150 mrn, Inductrance - I7.2 ltV
S/N-ratio :74.A dB, Sensitivily :21.7 fT,*"(Hz1-t/z

small values of the radius it is about 0.6 dB better than the gradiometer
with 4 : 3, and 2 dB better than the s;rmmetric case when (R*n : 40
mm). The dimensions and data for the optimum gradiometer structure
when -B-o, : 25 mm are presented in Table 3. The sensitivity in this case
when the s/N-ratio is at a maximum is equal to the maximum available
sensitivity.

6J.3. Effeet of the eource type

The results presented above were obtained with a magletic dipole as
source. The efiect of the current loop source and spherical current surface
source on the results was also studied by using Eq. (82).

A current loop with the radius of 50 mm and the equivalent dipole
moment of Ip,Am2 as the source gives similar results as the magnetic
dipole. The only difrerence in the optimized structure of the gradiometer
when eompared to the structure obtained with a dipole source can be
found in asymmetric gradiometers where the length of the pick-up coil
tends to increa.se by the order of ten per cent for the optimum result. In
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Fig. 19 there are shown also the calculated optimun S/N-ratios of
three different X gradiometers when the source is a cunent loop at the
distance of 100 mm from the periphery of the Y pick-up coil. The form
of the curves when compared to the case with a dipole source is similar,
although the obtained S/N-ratios with the current loop source are lower.

The spherical current surface source with the radius of 50 mm, the
number of loops of 41 and the equivalent dipole moment the same as with
the Ioop source gives in all cases equivalent results with the dipole sourbe.
The effect of the source type was examined only in the coaxial situation.
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Flgure 2O. Maximum S/N-ratio for planar Y gradiometers aB

a function of the eryostat's inner radius when the cross-section
of the gradiometer coils is circular (solid lines) and rectangular
(dashed lines). The distance å, from the periphery of the pick-
up coil to the source is flxed at 100 mm. In gradiometers with
rectanguiar coils the coil area is equal to the area of a circular
coil with radius R : C 12. In asymmetric gradiometers the
pick-up coil's height is lower whereas the width remains the
same.
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B.2. Y a;n.d,Z gradiometer

The Y gradiometers 'were studied only in the case where the distance
å, from the source to the periphery of the pick-up coil was fixed. Thus
the distance to the center of the pick-up coil is h, + Rr. The results with
Z gradiometers are equivalent with those of Y gradiometers.

8.2.1. Circula,r eoils

The optimum s/N-ratio for three different planar y gradioneters
with circular eoils is shown in Fig. 20 as a function of R*or. The maximum
length of the coils is set to 10 mm. As can be seen in this case the
asymmetric gradiometer with 4 : 2 shows the best S/N-ratio. It is about
0.7 dB above the value obtained with both other structures when Rroor:
25 mm. Both asymmetric structures have quite similar optimum S/N-
curyes. The symmetric gradiometer has the worst $/N-ratio when Ä-o" )
24 mm. The dimensions and data of the optimum gradiometer structure
when.R*r", : 25 mm are presented in Table 4. The coil dimensions of the
planar gradiometers difrer from the dimensions of the X coils becauee in

Table 4. Dimeneions and data of the y grradiorneter
for the optimurn S/N-ratto when åp:100 mm

Radius,raz
Lengrth,mrn
Number of turns

Pick-up coil

17.30
10.0
16

Second coil

24.47
10.0
8

Baseline : 150 mm,Inductance - IB,7 pE
S/N-ratio : 88.3 dB, Sensitivity - ZZ.g fT,*"(E)-tlz
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this case the maximum radius l?z of the second coil is not the same as the

radius E*n, of the inner space of the cryostat. Because the length Iz of
the second coil must norv be taken into account, it follows LhzL R*o" :
lill + (t"/Z)'ft/" ,od optimum values for both the radius and the length

of the second coil can be found.

8.2.2. Rectangular' "eollg

The properties of the rectangular Y coil were first tested with a single

loop on the X axis by using a magaetic dipole source in the origin. The
magnetic flux was calculated through the rectangular loop whose maxi-
mum width was limited by the inner diameter of the cryostat {R*nr:
25 mm) and whose areå lpas set equal to the area of a circular loop with
radius -R*," (equal sensitivity with X loop). In Fig. 21 there is shown the
relative change of the magnetic flux through such a loop as a function of
the width of the loop in two cases. The upper curve is obtained when the
distance (h,. : 120 mm) is from the source to the center of the loop. In
this case the flror increases when the height of the loop increases while the
area remains constant. trn the lower curve the distance (hp :100 mm)
to the periphery of the loop remains constant and thus the distance to
the center is 100 mm*A/Z, where A is the height of the loop. The lower.

curve describes the situation in a vector gradiometer where the distance

from the cryostat's bottom is determined by the height of the Y and Z
pick-up coil. According to these results, the width C of the pick-up coil
in asynmetric planar Y and Z gradiometers with rectangular coils should

be equal to zlRl,." - (Irl2)'l'/2 for the mardmum SIN-ratio.

The only question concerning a planar gradiometer with rectangular
eoil cross section is thus the optimum ratio of the coil length to the
coil width. In Fig. 20 there are shown the optimized S/N-ratios for the
s;rmmetric and tx'o asymmetric (rl : 2,q : 3) structures as a function of
E*n".In the symmetric structure the ratio between the width and height
of both coils is C I Ä : 4l n (ttLe area of the rectangular coil is equal to the
area of a circuiar coil with radius Cl2).ln asymmetric cases with 4:2
and 4 :3 the ratios are Cf A:8lr andC lA: I2lr, respectively. The
best ,$/N-ratio is obtained with the asymmetric structure with ? : 2 when

R*u* ) 20 mrn, ivherer,s below that radius the symmetric structure is

siigirtly be1;"'er. ,x.lirc cptimum result v/ith a rectangular coil when compared

io the pianar structtre -n'ith circular coils is 2 dB higher when R*o" is 25

mrn.
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E.S. Opti.rnurn eonstruetion of vector gradiometer

In Table 5 there are shown dimensions and data of a vector
gradiometer optimized for our measurements. The asymmetric structure
where 4 : 2 has been used. The gradiometer coils are similar in both
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f igure 21. Relative change in the calculated magnetie flux
through a rectangular Y loop as a function of the loop,s width
in two cases; (a) the distance from the loop,s center to the
source (magnetic dipole) is fixed (120 mm); (b) the distance
from the loop's periphery to the source is fixed (100 mm). In
both cases the flux is set to 1 when the coil width is b0 mm. The
area of the loop is maintained the same during calculations (:
the area of a circular coil with a radius of C/2; Fig. a).
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coaxial and planar structures. Circular cross-section has been chosen for
all coils. In the pick-up coil of the X gradiometer the length/radius-ratio
is 1.8 which allows the measuring of a magnetic dipole as close as 40 mm
from the center of the coil with the maximum error of 296 in accuracy
(Fig. 3a). In the Y and Z pick-up coils the length/radius-ratio is 1.36.
With this ratio the magnetic dipole source can be as close as 30 mm from
the center of the coil rnith a maximum e*or of 296.

In Fig. 22 is shown an example of a magnetic heart vector recorded
in the nagnetieally shielded room of Tampere University of Technology.
The measurement is made from a healthy 28-year-old male in real time
with a multiplexed vector magnetometer [Lek 8a] by using the corrected
unipositional lead system [Esk 8a]. The noise level is of the order of
lAAf T,*"(E z)-t/z.

Table 5. Dimerngione and data of a vestor gradlometer
for the optlrnum S/N-ratlo when åp:100 mm

Pick-up coil Second coil

X gardiometer:
Radius,rnm
Lengrt}^,mrn
Number of turns

Y and Z gradiometen
Radiusrrarn
Letglh,mm
Number of turns

16.20
29.0
q.)

16.20
22.0
tt

22.91
20.0
11

22.91
20.0
11

Baseline :'LiO mm
Sensitivity; X: 20.3 fT,*,(E z)-tl' YrZ, 20.5 fT,,n (E z)-tlz
S/N-ratio; X: 75.2 dB YrZ: 89.2 dB
Induetance; X: L7.7 pH,YrZ: 19.9 p,E
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7. DISCUSSION

In the theoretical measurement situation where the source of the
magnetic fleld is modelled by a nagnetic dipole, the dimensions of the
pick-up coil have a elear influence on the accruacy of the determination of
the source dipole. In this study we have designed the vector gradiometer
so that if the location of the source is known it is possible to determine
the magnitude of a magnetic dipole anywhere in the heart muscle region
from the measured eoil flux.

In a real heart the source is the distributed current density. This cur-
rent density can be modelled by elementary current dipoles distributed in
the myocardium. The ideal lead field of a magnetic lead has zero sensitivity
to all current dipoles on the s5rmmetry axis and Iinearly increasing tangen-
tial sensitivity as a function of a radial distance from the symmetry axis.
Thus oniy the vortex sourees will generate the magnetic field. However, a
problem arises beeause the sum. of all those magnetic sources is measured
and the equivalent magnetic dipole is assumed to be in the center of the
heart. Only those sources which are located at an appropriate distance
from the cletector have the correct effect on the output when compared
to the ideal lead field (Eq. (1)). The proximity effect distorts the result by
inereasing the efiect of proximal,sources and by attenuating distal sources.

Å very interesting question is whether it is possible by using an
appropriate coil design to partially compensate for the proximity effect. If
we look at Figs.3 and 4, rvhere the efiect ofthe coil length on the accuråcy
is shown, it seems that when the X coil is very short its response to the
proximal sources is less than it should be when calculated according to the
dipole theory. Correspondingly, when Y coil is long, the same efrect can be
seen. Especially in the case of a rectangular coil with the ratio Cf A:3
(Fig. ac) the eiiect is apparent over a wide range. However, this is true only
of the magnetic dipole sources. When we have a current dipole source in
a homogeneous volume conductor the situation is different because the
electric eurrents in the conducting media are not necessarily magnetically
dipolar.

We have tested the efreet of the eoil dimensions on the measurement
accuracy by using the same geometry as Vy'ikswo fwik 78] where the coil
is on the positive x-axis and the source is a current dipole F, which is
located in a conducting half-spaee at point (-Xa,0,Za) (Fig. 23). The
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air-eonductor interface is the YZ plane. The coil flux can be written in
this case by using complete elliptic integrals lf(/c) and E(/c) as [Wik 78]

o,: tu?äryp-{tuv--)-E(/cd)], (34)

Correspondingly, the X component of the magnetic freld density B"a;p in
the center of tbe coil caused by the current dipole Fn is [Wik 78]

Bc,tip : W lz2o+ft+xr1zf/z

where tc! -- +z6al(zn + R)' + {h; + xa)21-L
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F igure 23. Ratio between the magnetie flux density Brr",
ealculated from the coil flux, and the flux density 8"4;o, czlcu-
lated froro the <iipole equation, in the center of the coil with
difrerent ratios of llR. The coil is cicular and its turn density
is 1C/R. The source is a current dipole 7, located in the con-
duciing half-snaee at the point (-X4 ,0, Za) and directed along
the Y axis. The air-conducior interface is the YZ plane.
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Fig. 23 shows the ratio betweenthe flux density Brr" calculated from the
eoil flux, Eq. (3a), and the flux density B"a;p calculated from Eq. (35)
as a function of the ratio between the coil radius and the coil'e vertical
distance from the source for different length/radius-ratios. Herc 24 xnd
X4 are set equal to R. As can be seen, the situation is simila.r to that
with a magnetic dipole source (Fig. 3a). Better measurement accuracy is
obtained ii the current dipole source is deeper in the conducting half-space
or if the ciipoleis distance from the X axis is longer. According to Fig. 23,
the design of the coil climensions is important when examining electric
dipolar sources which are in the vicinity of the coil, as fbr example in
magnetoenchephalogr aphy.
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8. SUN{IVIARY

The vector gradiometer strueture which shows the best sensitivity
and minimum error when determining a magnetic source dipole was in-
vestigated. The optimization of the structure was made with respect to the
S/N-ratio when the space for the gradiometer in the cryostat was limited
and the distance between the source and the inner bottom of the cryostat
was fixed.

The effect of the gradiometer's dimensions on the accuracy of the
determination of the source was examined. It was found that with coaxial
circular eoils the best length/radius-ratio is about L.7 (r/3\ when the turn
density is high. With circular Y coils the optimum ratio is of the order
of 1.5, i.e. smaller than that obtained with the Taylor series expansion.
With these lengths it is possible to measure the strength of a magnetic
dipole at a distance as short as 2R, where R is the coil radius, with a
maximum error of 3%. W}Len the turn density of the coil is lower, the
optimum length/radius-ratio decreases. For the X coil with two loops the
optimum ratio is 1 i.e. the loops are separated by R, whereas for the Y
eoil the ratio is 0.9. Using rectangular Y coils it is not possible to obtain
the accuracy of circular eoils with as short measurement distances, on
the contrary, the corresponding distances are l0 - 20 times longer. The
baseline of the vector gradiometer was determined with reference to the
physical dimensions of the source and the measurement distance.

The coupling of the deteetion coil to the SQUID and the efrect of
the flux-transfer factor on the S/N-ratio were studied. It was found that
the dependence of the SQUID's noise level on its own self-inductanee is
an important fact rphen the coupling coefrcient Å" between the SQUID's
signal coil and SQUID ring is high. The so called effective flux-transfer
factor was derived in the two limiting cases when the SQUID's noise is
proportional to Lrlz and L, whcre I is the self-inductance of the SQUID.
Calculation of the optimum deteetion coil inductance was studied in both
eases and compared to the normal case, when it is determined from ,L4 :
L"(L - /cf ), where tru is the signal coil inductance. The equations for
optimization calculations are preseuted.

The signal source rras modelled lvith a magnetic dipole, but also cur-
rent loop and spherical current surface source models were used. The
source tyne rvas fotnd io harie only a minor efiect on the optimal dimen-
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sions. In all cases, three different basic structures were optimized, one

synmetrie and two asymmetric gradiometers where the ratio 4 between

the areas of the second and pick-up coil was 2 and 3, respectively. The

optimum s/N-ratio was determined by calculating the signal flux in the

SQUID with all gradiometer structures and taking the maximum of these.

The optimization was made for the X gradiometer with circular coils

in three cases when the distances from the source to 1) the center of the

piclc-up coil, 2) the lower end of the pick-up coil and 3) the periphery of

the pick-up coil in the Y direction were fixed. In Y and z gr1öometerg the

optimization was made with both circular and rectangular coils when the

distance from the source to the periphery of their pick-up coi.l was fixed.

If only one compoDent (Xcomponent) is measured and the distance

from the cryostat to the source is fixed, the highest sign2l is obtained

with the symmetric gradiometer when the maximum coil radius R*n" \s

below 40 mm. with all gradiometer types the s/N-ratio increases when

the length of the second coil increases. In the s;rmnetric case the length

of the pick-up coil should be short, whereas for both asymmetric cases

an optimum length can be found. In the vector gradioneter the optimum

dimensions of the X gradiometer depends on the structure of Y and Z
gradiometers. vfith circular Y and z coils the X gradiometer with 4 - 2

has the maximum s/N-ratio. It is 2 dB better than the symmetric one

when J?-o" : 40 mm. 1Vhen the Y and Z coils are rectangular, the S/N-

ratios of different structures of the X graöometer the åre salne as in Fig.

14 beeause the distance no longer depends on the X coil radius. [n Y
and Z gradiometers with circular coils both aforementioned asymmetric

gradiometers are better than the symmetric one when Rron" ) 25 mm.

However, when J?*,r" ( 15 mm the symmetric structure shows the best

s/N-ratio. vrrith rectangular coils the worst s/N-ratio is obtained with the

asymnetric gradiometer where 4 : 3, whereas both other structures have

similar s/N-ratio curves. For rectangular coils the s/N-ratios are over 2

dB higher than with circular coils.
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1. INTRODI.]CTION

1.1 Clinical MCG recording system

The ultimate goal of research in magnetocardiography (MCG) is to
evaluate the clinical usefulness of the MCG. The first stage in determiniag
the clinical performance of the MCG is to describe the normal magnerocar-
diogram and its range of variation. The normal MCG aets as a reference,
to which MCGs of various pathological conditions are compared.

Before the clinical performance of the MCG can be evaluated., we
must have the theoretically and practically most convenient method of
measuring and presenting the magnetic field, which is a result of the
electric activity of the heart. several methods have been developed so far:
the simple solution in MCG studies has been the measurement of one or
more components of the magnetic field at various locations on the anterior
chest wall [coh 69, saa 78, sep 83]. various types of equivalent generators
of cardiac electric sourees have beea used in order to solve the inverse
problem on the McG. These have been the magaetic dipole [Mal 26], the
moving magnetic dipole fwik 75] and the multipole expansion [Kar s0].
so far the largest morphological study of the normal magnetocardiogram
is that of Saarinen using mapping technique [Saa Z8].

At least three main requirements for a clinical MCG system must be

it must be on the same theoretical leuel as the present clinical
ECG and VECG system.s, because this allows comparison of the
diagnostic performances of these two different techniques,
the sensitiuity distribution of the lead to source elements in the
heart must be as ideal as possible, and
it must be very easy to use in clinical routine work,

1)

2)

3)
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1.2. Ma,gnetic hea,rt vector

The present clinieal ECG and VECG lead systems are based on

modelling the cardiac source as a single electric dipole with a frxed location

and a variable orientation and magnitude. To follow the principles of the

clinical ECG the source model of the MCG should be the magnetic dipole,

termed l]1ie magnetic h,eart uector (MHV), consisting of three independent

variables. The MHV is thus an approximation for dipolar source elements

in the heart and is analogous to the concept of the eleetrÅc heort vector

(EHV), in vector electrocardiography (vEcG). The method, which detects

three independent components of the equivalent magnetic dipole of the

heart, is termed vector magnetocard'iography (VMCG).

1.3 Lead field theorY

The heart does not contain any maguetic material which should have

a magnetic dipole momeut. The MHY is a model for the source of the

magnetic fleld which is a result of the cireular currents (vortex sources)

in the heart. To carry out the diagnosis we must solve the probable

current distribution in the myocardium. In this the lead field theory offers

particular advantages.

The lead fi.eld 7L is a current distribution in the volume conductor
(thorax) caused by the reciprocal energization of the lead. One component

of an ideal VMCG lead field is illustrated in Fig. 1. [Mal 76]. This lead

field has zero sensitivity to all electric dipoles on a symmetry axis and

Iinearly increasing tangential sensitivity as a function of a radial distance

from the symmetry axis.

The measured IvtCG signal V74 czn be expressed directly in terms of

the dipole moment clensity 7' and the lead field 7zu as

The integration is made over the source volume I/" only, because ./; is

zero outside the volume source. It is important to note that the efiect of

inhomogeneities, discontinuities in conductivity and the lead geometry are

all included in the lead fleld 7;;a. Now the problem arises how to find the

lead geometry, on which the effect of inhomogeneities is smallest.

ft
VM: | !7"r.i'dv.

Jvs o
(1)
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1.4 Corrected unipositional lead system

several VMCG lead systems have been d.eveloped [Mar 26, Esk gB].
The unipositional lead systerndeveloped. by Malmivuo [Mal 26], shown in
Fig. 2., makes it possible to measure three perpend.icular components of
the magnetic field otr one location above the heart. Because measurements
can be performed very close to the chest, a high s/N ratio can be achieved..
Eskola and Malmivuo [Esk 83] have developed futher VMCG lead. systems
and they have introduced the corrected, unipositional leaQ system which
best fulfllls the requirements of a crinical vMcG lead system. wh"n using
this lead system, the recordings of the components of the MHV shoulå
be performed at the beginning of the fourth intercostal space, which
corresponds to the point v2 of the standard ECG. (Later in this paper, this
measurement point is termed the optimal measurement point.) Then the
three components of the magnetic fierd should be multipliåd by coefficients
1,-1,-1 in the anterior, lefb and superior directions, respectivery. These
factors replace the eoeffi.cients r,-2,-2, suggested by the dipole theory.

f'lgure 1. (a) One component of the ideal lead field in the
vMcG in the heart's region, (b) cross-section of the read field.
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figure 2. Unipositional lead system.



2. METHOD

2.!-. trnstrumenta,tion

The vector magnetocardiograms were measured by using the cor-
rected unipositional lead system with the multiplexed SQUID vector mag-
netometer constructed by Lekkala [Lek 8a]. The three perpendicu-lar com-
ponents of the magnetic field were measured on the same location simul-
taneously. An asymmetric fi.rst-order vector gradioneter with 180 mm
baseline had pick-up coils with 15 turns and a diameter of 28 mm. The
three gradiometers were connected to thin-fflm RF-SQUIDs, whieh were
multiplexed to one electronic unit. The low frequency noise level was 40
tr,,*,/{H, without multiplexing, and about 8 dB higher with multiplex-
ing.

The schematic diagram of the measuring arraugement is shown in
Fig. 3, All the MCG recordings were performed in a magnetically shielded
room [Mal 81], which attenuates the externally coupled noise at 50 Hz by
about 45 dB in the measurement region. During the measurements, thti
DC magnetic freld of the Earth was compensated for using large coils fVih
831.

The vector gradiometer and SQUIDs were located inside the dewar
in liquid helium at a temperature of 4.2 K. The RF-signal over the tank
circuit of each SQUID was amplified in an RF-preamplifier and coupled
to the control unit by using fast RF-switches. The three components
were separated before integration, and the feedback to each SQUID was
continuous. A digital filter was used to remove all interferenees on line
frequency and its harmonics [IIei 84]. The bandwidth of the VMCG signals
was 0.02-100 Hz.

The vector electrocardiogram was recorded in addition to the vector
magnetocardiogram using the Frank lead system. The amplification of
the VECG instrumentation was 60 dB and the bandwidth 0.05-80 Hz.
For synchronizing the signals the lead I was recorded with an ECG-
monitor simultaneously with the VECG and VMCG. All these signals were
recorded with a multichannel tape recorder. During the recording all the
signals were continuously monitored.
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Flgure 3. Schematic diagram of the measuring, data acquisi-
tion and data processing system.
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2.2. Ma,teria.l and mea,surements

The normal material consisted of 18 healthy persons, 14 males and 4
females aged from 20 to 40 years, without auy history in cardiac diseases.

The vector electrocardiogram was measured from each of them.
The three components of the magnetic field were measured'at 26

locations according to Fig. 4. A grid of 5 X 5 points is located on the
anterior chest with 15 mm intervals in the Y and Z directions. The origin
of the coordinate system is located in the geometrical center of the heart.
The positive directions of the X, Y and Z zxes are anterior, left and
superior directions, respectively. The midpoint of the grid is located on
the positive X axis about 15 mm left from the anatomical center line,
15 mm inferiorly from the fourth intercostal space and about 10 mm
from the chest surface. The optimal measurement location at the fourth
intercostal space is denoted by a circle. One distant point is located about
90 mm in the positive X direction from the chest surface aboye the optimal
measurement point [Esk 83].

2.3. Data,processing

Digitization and signal averaging were made with a PDP 11/34 nin-
icomputer with a sampling rate of 500 Hz. An ECG R wave detecting
pulse from the EOG-monitor was used to synchronize the signal åyerag-
ing process and to provide a common time reference for the VMCG and
\IECG signals. Any ectopic or noisy beats were removed prior to signal
averaging. Each processed signal was aD. ayerage over about 30-50 heart
beats and was composed of 400 samples with 2 ms intervals.

The signals were moved, afber averaging, to a VAX 111780 computer
for later data manipulation and displaying.



Flgure 4. Änatomical location of the measurement pointa of
the MIIV above the heart. The optimal measurement point at
the fourth intercostal space is deaoted by a circle.



3. RESULTS

3.1. Normal magnetic heart vector

The magnetic heart vector was examined from 18 healthy persons. A
srunmary of some parameters characterizing the normal MHV recorded
at the optimal measurement point is presented in Table L. parallel with
the corresponding parameters of the normal electric heart vector for the
same normal material. The direction of the heart vector is presented in
a clockwise direction from the positive Y, Z znd X axes in the frontal,
left sagittal and transverse planes, respectively. In the coordinate syatem
the positive directions of the X, Y and Z axes are the posterior, left and
superior directions, respectively.

An example of a normal MIIV recorded from a 30-year-old male
subject is shown in Fig. 5.a. For comparison, the EHV of the same person is
preseuted in Fig. 5.b. The difference befween these magnetic and electric
signals can be clearly -iecognised. The X, Y and Z components of the
MI{V shown on the lefb of Fig. 5.a are calculated by multiplying the X, Y
zndZ components of the detected magnetic field with coefrcients l,-1,-1,
respectively. The vector loops in the frontal, left sagittal and traasverse
planes, shown on the right of Fig. 5., are presented with dashed lines
terminating in a dot with 2 ms intervals.

P loop

The P loop of the VMCG is very small and its detailed study requires
great magnification. Because the sensitivity of the instrumentation was
not good enough for recording the P wave accurately from every normal
subject, the characteristics of the P loop are not examined statistically in
this study.

An example of a P loop of the MHV recorded from a 30 year old man
is shown in Fig. 6. At the ma:<imum, the P loop is directed anteriorly,
superiorly and leftwards. The magnitude of the maximum P loop is about
6 pT.
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QRS loop

The shape of the QRS loop of the MIIV is narrower than that of
the normal EHV, which is an advantage when determining the inetant at
which the MItrV is at a maximum. The greatest portion (over 90 ?6) of the

QRS loop is located in the left superoposterior octant, which means that
the mean spatial QRS loop is directed superiorly, posteriorly and moqtly

to the let[. An example of a normal QRS loop is shown in Fig. 7. These

plauar projections describe the QRS loop in greater detail than is depicted

in Fig 5.a.
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The QRS loop begins in general with deflections, which are leftwards
and posteriorly directed. The initial forces can be either superiorly or
inferiorly oriented as is the case in Fig. z. This is associated with the Z
component of the Mlrv, whieh can be triphasic with the frst phase having
a small negative deflection. The terminal vectors are always rightwards
and in general inferiorly and posteriorly directed.
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LEFT SAG I TTAL FRONTAL TRANSVERSE

Flgure 0. Normal P loop of a 30-year-old. man. The direction
of inscription is denoted by arrows.

The maximum QRS veetor occllrs about 40 ms after the onset of
the QRS loop with the normal, range of 30 to 50 ms. Thus the vector
at 40 ms from the beginning of the QRS loop is practieally the same as
the maximum MIIV. The mean direction of the maximun QRS vector in
the frontal, Iefb sagittal and transverse planes are 7Lo, -44" and 158o,
respectively. The mean magnitude of the marcimum MHV is.45.5 pT.

The direction of inscription of the QRS loop is very variable in each
coordinate plane. In the frontal and transverse planes the loop is inscribed
mostly counterclockwise, and in the sagittal plane it can be inscribed
clockwise, as well. The direction of inscription of the QRS loop varies
in the VMCG more than that in the VECG. This is due to the very
rlarrow shape of the loop. If the loop is narrow, only a slight'degree of
rotation of he loop about its longitudinal axis will change the direction
of inscription from clockwise to counterclockwise, or viee versa. Therefore
the appearance of the fi.gure-of-eight is also quite prominent.

T loop

The T loop of the normal MIfV is located iu the same octant as the
QRS loop, and it is also superiorly, posteriorly and leftwards directed.
The mean magnitude of the maximum T wave is 15 pT. The spatial augle
between the maximum. QRS vector and the maximum T vector is about
23o. The RT angle varies in the three coordinaie plaaes from 17" to 21".
The direction of inscription of the T loop is mostly counterclockwise in the
frontal and transverse planes and always clockwise in the sagittal plaue,
following thus the direction of inscriptiou of the QRS loop.

a.-l
/7
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I'lgure 7. Normal QRS loop of a l9-year-old man.

St diatical distribvti o n

Individual variations, e.g. the orientation, location and form of the
heart, the activation sequence, the geometry ofthe thorax and the detector
(electrode) location, cause statistical variation in the normal EHV and
MHV. The standard deviations which are used in this study to characterize
the interindividual variability of the normal MHV are on ayerage about of
the same order of magnitude both in the VMCG and VECG. The direction

FRONTAL

TRANSVERSE
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of the maximum MIIV ranges less than or equally to the direction of
the EFfV on ihis normal material. On the other hand, the magnitude of
the MHV has a slightly higher variation range than the magnitude of
the normal EIIV, which may be due to the efiect of a slightly different
measurement distance of each individual.

The direction of the initial and terminal deflections of both the MHV
and EHV is statistically less or more scattered, especially in the frontal
plane. The high variation ranges of the initial and terminal deflections are

partly due to the error in determining the onset of the QRS complex be-

cause of noise. The normal variation range of the magnitudd aud direction
of the maximum T rpave of the MHV seems to be slightly higher than the
corresponding range of the EHV.

Flgure 8. Normal T loop of a 3(Fyear-old man. The direction
of inscription is denoted by arrows.
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3.2. Rela,tionship between the MI{V and EIIV

The magnetic heart vector; |il, and the electric heart vector, p-, for a

point current dipole and for a uniform dipole double-layer in a sphere are

related by fwik 791

6:l"1r"x1), (2)
I

where 7o is the veetor from the origin to the current dipole bnd the center

of the circular rim of the dipole double-layer. This equatiou predicts that,
at least for these two simple models, the EHV and MHV are perpendicular.

This equation also shows that a current dipole p, which is tangential
to the boundary of the myocardium, will produce the largest MHV and

that the sensitivity of the MHV will increase with the distance from the
origin. This is consistent with the discussion of the sensitivity lines of the
VECG and VMCG in the lead freld theoretical approach.

3.2.1. Ängle between the MHV and EEV

QRS loop

The mean angle between the peak MHV and EHV was found to be at
the optimal measurement poht 9Bo * 8o (SD) at the instant of the peak

MHV and 9go * S" (SD) at the instant of the peak EHV. Theee values

differ slightly from the theoretical value 90o. This can be due to many
reasons: the geometry of VMCG and VECG leads may not be ideal or the
source may not be completely dipolar. The overall effect of these factors
on the angle between the MHV and EHV is very difficult to evaluate. The
spatial and temporal variation of the 4ngle can be examined.

The efiect of the lead geometry on the result of the angle between the
MIIV and EHV was tested by determining the angle at 25 locations above

the heart. The angle was calculated by using coefrcients 1,-1,-1 for X, Y
znd Z components of the measured magnetic field at eYery measurement

Iocation. The results are given in Fig. 9. The angles can be described as

isogonal curyes, which are almost parallel over this small area above the

heart. The nearest area where the measured MHV is perpendicular to the

measured EHV is located at a distance of about 2 cm from the optimal
point.

The mean temporal variation of the angle between the EHV and MIIV
during the QRS complex is presented in Fig. 10. The results of every 17
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normal persorur, when the durations of the QRS conplexes are normalized
equal in length, are synchronized with the instant of the peak MHV (the
arrow in Fig. i0.). At the beginniag of the QRS complex the angle varies
a little and decreases smoothly about 25 ms afber the onset of the eRS
loop. About 10 ms after the peak MHV the angle reaches a minimum. At
this moment of the QRS complex of some normal MHV and EHV there is
a minimum also in the magnitude tracing .

The standard deviation of the mean angle at the maximum MHV is
very low (8"), but it increases when moving temporally further from the
maximum.

T loop

The temporal variation of the angle between the MHV and EHV
during the T rpave is presented in Fig. 11. The angle at the ma:rimum
T vector is 102" * 13o. The angle increases very slowly from the beginning
of the T 'wave and varies Iess than 10o durilg a period of 100 ms around.
the maximum T vector.

-15 30

Flgure 9. The effect of the detector location on the angle
between the maximum MIIV and EIIV. The measurements are
made in 25 detector locations shown in Fig. 4.
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Flgure 1O. Instantaneout angle between the MIIV and EEV
during the normalized duration of the QRS complex. An arrorv
indicates the instant of the ma:cimum MIIV. The curve is an

ayerage over QRS complexen of 17 normal subjectl.

9.2.2. Ratio between,the ME\I and EE\f magnttudes

The ratio between the magnitudes of the MHV and EIIV can be a

lseful measure when evaluating the relative sensitivities of VMCG and

VECG to the electric activity of the heart durine the QRS conplex'
Because the MHV and EHV are not commensurable, the sensitivities

(magnitudes) are normalized to be equal at the instant of the maximum

MHV. The ratio of these relative sensitivies of the MHV and EHV during
the QRS complex was calculated on 17 normal subjects.

The maguitude curves of both the MHV and EHV usually can contain

three peaks, labelled Mr, Mg and Ms fVou 74], as carr be seen in Fig.

12., where simultaneous magnitude plots of the MHV and EHV of one

normal subject are presented. The peak M1 is associated to the early

septal and paraseptal excitation and to the spread of activation to the

subendocardial layer of the myocardium through the Purkinje network.

The peak M2 corresponds to the radial excitation from the endocardium

to the epicardium. Finally, the peak Mg is caused by the depolarisation of

the basal portion of the septun and the postero-basal portion of the free

OU
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wall of the lefb ventricle, when the advance of the wavefronts is mostly
tangential.

In general, the peaks Mr, Mz and M3 do not occur simultaneously
in the vMcG and vECG because of different sensitivity distributions of
VECG and VMCG. The peaks M1 aud M3 are not clearly realized in the
MHV or EHV of every normal subject.

QRS loop

The mean ratio between the MHV and EHV magaitudes during nor-
malized duration of the QRS complex is shown in Fig. 13. At the beginning
of the QRS complex the magnitude ratio is almost on eyery normal subject
(55 %) less than one at least 10 ms from the onset of the QRS complex
indicating that the EHV is more sensitive than the MHV to the excitation
in the radial direction in both ventricles.

-60 -10 -20 a 20 10 60

TlllE (ms)

Flgure 11. Instantaneous angle between the MIIV and EIIV
during 100 ms period of the T wave. An arrow indicates the
instant of the maximum T wave. The curve is an average oyer
QRS complexes of 17 normal subjects.
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Flgure 12. Simultaneoue plots of the magnitude curves of
the MIIV and EIIV during the QRS complex. The Peakg Mr,
Mz and Ms and the scales of the MIIV and EIIV are shown.
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Flgure 18. Iastantaneous ratio between the magnitudes of
the MIIV and EHV during the normalized duration of the QRS
complex. An arrow indicates the synchronizing instant of the
na:<imum MHV, when the amplitudes of the MHV and EIIV
are normalized to be equal. The curve is an average over QRS
complexes of 17 normal subjects.
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The instant when the EHV is most sensitive in proportion to the
MIfV occurs at the mom.ent when there is shown a notch between the
peaks M1 and M2 in the magnitude tracings (see Fig. 12.). However, there
is a ma:cimum greater than one in the magnitude ratio during an interval
of 12-36 ms from the beginning of the QRS complex on 60 96 of normzl
Persons.

After the maximum MlfV the sensitivity ratio decreases and achieyes
a minimum about 12-18 ms after the maximum MHV on about g0 g6' of
normal subjects, which again indicates greater sensitivity for the EIIV.
The maximum sensitivib. of the EHV occurs again at the moment of the
notch between the peaks M2 and M3 in the magnitude curves. After about
16-38 ms from the maximum MFIV the sensitivity ratio is again greater
thau one, indicating greater sensitivity for the MIry.

3.3. Inflr.lenee of the detector loca,tion on the MIilf

8.3.L. Effect of the deöector loestion on the fbontal plane

To find out how sensitive the lead system is to the detector location
24 measurements around the optimal point on the frontal plane were
performed. Results are depicted in Fig. 14. (solid lines). The deviations
in the orientations of the MFrvs measured at various locations in relation
to the MHV measured at the optimal point form isogonal curves around
the optimal point. In all the measurement points the coeffcients l,-1,-1
for X, Y and Z components of the magnetic field are used, respectively.

It can be concluded that a 10 mm displacement of the detector in the
frontal plane around the optimal point gives rise to a mean error of about
5" in the orientation and about 6 96 in the magaitude of the maximum
vector. The greatest and the smallest errors are obtained for the right
inferior and the lefl inferior displacement of the detector, respectively.

At the optimal point, the QRS loop is directed superiorly, posteriorly
and leftwards. The horizontal displacement of the detector to the lefb
inclined the vector loop leftwards, and the displacement to the right
inclined the vector to the right and posteriorly. When the detector is
displaced superiorly, å more superiorly directed loop is obtained, and
when the detector is displaced inferiorly, a more posteriorly and leftwards
directed loop is recorded.

The MIIVs measured at various points are next compared to the
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yeetors predicted by the dipole theory. The MHV recorded on the optimal
measurement point is placed in the origin of an infinite, homogeneous
space, and the magnetic'flux density B p on the frontal plane at a distance
110 mm from the dipole is calculated according to the equation

Bp : *m@cosg u, -t- sindEe), (3)' 47['.5

where m : the moment of the dipole,
r : the distance of the field point from the dipole,
d : the angle from the axial direction,
rr, : the radial unit veetor,
Za : the angular unit vector from the axial direction.
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Flgure 14. Effect of the detector location on the direction of
MIIV depicted as isogonal curres in comparison to the MHV
recorded at the optimal meesurement point. The solid curyes
refer to experimental measurements when coefrcients 1r-1r-1
for the X, Y and Z components of the nagnetic freld are used.
The dashed lines refer to the theoretical case of a magnetic
dipole in the origin of an infinite homogeneous space, when
coefrcients lr-2,-Z are used.
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The magaetic field ealculated according to Eq. 3. corresponds to the
case of the measured magnetic field. Similarly as above, the magnetic
dipole moment is estimated from the calculated magnetic field by using
the coefiicients 1,-2,-2 instead of the experimental coefficients 1,-1.,-1 at
every field point.

The spatial angle which each dipole estimated at various points forms
with the original dipole, is presented as isogonal curves in Fig. 14. (dashed
lines). Because the space was assumed to be inffnite and homogeneous,
these theoretical isogones represent error curves, which are caused by the
operation with constant coeff.cients 1,-2,-2 when estimating the source
dipole at various locations on the frontal plane. These theoretical curyes
differ clearly from those formed by the angle between MHVs measured at
various points.

Let us asslune that the mathematical error caused by the constant
coeff.cients is about the same in both of these experimental and theoreti-
cal cases, even though the coefrcients are not the same. The difference
between the theoretical and experimental isogones is due to the influence
of inhomogeneities and the outer boundary ofthe thorax. As can be recog-
nized, the theoretical isogonal curve of 10o is at a distance of about 13
mm from the optimal measurement point. The corresponding experimen-
tal isogonal curve is located nearest at a distance of about L3 mm, but in
the apical direction the MIIV can be measured with an accuracy of l0o as

far as about 35 mm from the optimal location.
The fi.nite, inhomogeneous yolume conductor around the cardiac

volume source has an advantageous effect on the magnetic field and
thereby on the recording of the MHV. The displacement of the detector
above the heart affects the measured MHV less than the corresponding
displacement in the infi.nite, homogeneous space would lead one to expect.

3.3.2. Effeet of, the deteetor dista,nce

The effect of the detector distance from the skin was examined by
performing measurements on two locations: on the optimal point at a
distance of about 35 mm from the skin and at a distance of about 95 mm
from the skin on the line which joins the optimal point. Some parameters
characterizing the MHV detected at these trco points are given in Table
,

The orientation of the MI{V measured at the distant point differs very
little from the orientation of the MFIV measured at the optimal point: at
the maximum QRS vector the diflerence is about 1o, and at the maximum
T vector about 9o. On the other hand, the magnitude has decreased to
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40 %. This means that the distance of the detector affects strongly the
sensitivity level but does not change the shapes of the lead fields in the
heart [Esk 84].

The nagnitude of the MIIV has so far been presented in the dimen-

sion of the magnetic induction ("). But because the source is modelled

as a magnetic dipole, the dimension Atnz can be used. When using the
differential magnetometer which detects the difrerence between the mag-

netic induction AB at two coils, we obtain for the concentrated magnetic
dipole

o-1
m-'-" 6g6t- ,tto 1_ i;f;la

where h : the distance from the dipole,

(4)

b : the the baseline of the gradiometer.

Let us divide the distance of the detector from the dipole into the known
distance of the detector from the skin and the unknown distance of the
concentrated dipole from the skin. The unknown distance can be deter-
mined from two independent measurements at various distances. For a
concentrated dipole the Eq. 4. makes it possible to eliminate the effects of
various measurement distanees on the magnitude of the MHV.

Table 2. Comparison of some characteristics of the normal MIIV detected
at two different distances (in mm) on the anterior chest surface for 14

subjects.

1\{8x. QF,S vector
direction, deg.

magnitude, pT

Max. T vector

, 
direction, dcA.

magnitude, pf

dist.

35

95

35

95

FRONTAL L. SAGITTAL TRANSVERSE

72.O + 16.l -47.8 + 10.3 161.1 + 21.1

71.9 * 9.9 -48.0 + 14.7 100.7 * 20.1

30.8 *46% 42.8+44vo 33.1+4696

r0.0 + 63?6 r4.0 + 4596 lO.S + 4S%

55.5 + 8.8 -25.8 + 17.3 124.5 + 18.7

51.9 + 12.1 -30.1 + 15.1 124.3 + 23.1

t4.8 15596 r3.7 .r 4s95 t0.7 + 4696

4.7 *57% 4.3+5970 5.2+54%

35

s5

öo

95
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In some previous studies [Wik 75, Mal 26] it has been shown that the
field magnitude does not exhibit an inverse cube dependence on distance,
even with the correction for the second coil and the unknowrr source
location. There can be several reåsons for this: e.g. the dipole may not be
located on the X axis or a coneentrated dipole may not describe the fields
to the desired accuracy, because the magnetic dipole is not concentrated
but it is a distributed volume source.

According to our measurements on 13 normal subjects, the ratio of the
field magnitudes at two different points at a distance of 60 mm from each
other is about 0.32. If we assume that the concentrated dipole is located
in the anatomical center of the heart and the field exhibits the inverse
cube dependence on distance, the magdtude of the field at the optimal
point should be about 50 pT instead of the 45 pT measured, when at the
distant point there is a magnitude of 15 pT. The conesponding values of
the magnetic dipole moment for these two measurements are 0.80 pfum2
(t4O%) and 0.32 pLm2 (*45%), respectively. The higher value is obtained
from the distant measurement.

If we assume that the concentrated dipole is located on the X axis, the
estimate for the position of the concentrated dipole can be calculated. The
magnetic field measured at two various distances from the skin decreases
like the field of a siagle concentrated dipole located about 83 mm pos-
teriorly from the anterior ehest surface. This distance differs about ls mm
posteriorly from the distance of the anatomical center of the heart. This
distance was found to be very variable on this normal material with the
standard deviation of 32 mm. This means that the concentrated dipole
was situated on some subjects very posteriorly and on some subjects very
anteriorly in the heart.

The position of the concentrated dipole varied temporally very little
near to the maximum vector. The distance of the dipole from the chest
surface 10 ms before apd l-0 ms after the maximum .was 76 mm and Zg
mm, respectively.

Using the calculated distance 83 mm of the concentrated dipole, we
flnd that the neean dipole moment is 0.43 pfumz (*40%). This is about
a 35 % higher value than the dipole moment calculated by using a fixed
location for the magnetic dipole in the center of the heart.

The method described above for calculating the location of the con-
centrated dipole from only trpo measurements at different distances is very
sensitive to errors of the detecting distance from the skin. If there exists
an error of about 5 mra in the distance 35 mm of the detector from the
chest surface, a deviation of about 5 pT in the magnitude of the magnetic
field results. This error in the field magnitude will give rise to an error of
zbout 25(% in the location of the concentrated dipole.
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4. DISCUSSION

Detection of the uector magnetocardiogram

The main objective of this study was to determine in detail the normal
vector magnetocardiogram and its statistical distribution in comparison
to the vector electrocardiog?am. The vector magnetocardiography studies
of Rosen and Inouye [Ros 75] and Seppänen et al. [Sep S3] were concerned
with examining the distribution of the magnetic field. Wikswo [Wik 75],
Malmivuo [Mal 70] and Leifer et at. lLei 81] determined the effective
source of the cardiac magnetic field using the theoretical normalizing
coeff.cients l,-2,-2 for the X, Y and Z components of the magqetic field in
the uaipositional lead system, respectively (Fig. 2.).

The greatest shortcoming of most of the previous VMCG studies is
that the material has consisted of only a yery limited number of subjects.
The comparison of results is made more difficult by the different lead
systems, detector locations and distances from the heart, as well as the
detector constructions used in various VMCG studies. So far the largest
VMCG study has been made by Leifer et ol.lLei 81]. They have examined
the MHV of 20 normal subjects using the ABC lead system and a detectiug
distance of about 120 mm from the chest surface above the center of
the heart. The direction of the MHV differs from our results about 25o

in the frontal plane and about 2o in the sagittal plane when using the
same coefficients. In the direction of the maximum. T wave the difierences
are slightly smaller. T'he statistical distributions of the mean QRS and T
vectors are in our study smaller than those reported by Leifer.

In spite of many difrerences in the lead geometry and detector con-
structions, the results of the normal MHV presented in this study are in
good accordanee with the results reported previously.

The present comparative VMCG and VECG study on the same nor-
mal material clemonstrates that the interindividual variability of the nean
characteris'uies of the MI{V and trHV is approximately similar. The ob-
served lorv vaiiation range in tjre direction of the QRS loop of the normal
IvfHV melns that incliviotai rariations in the heart and thorax geometries
as well as in the detector location have together quite a small effect on the
recorded lv{HV. This can be very valuable when determining the diagnostic
specificity of VMCG.
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Relationship between the MHV and EHV

Various aspects of the relationship between the MHV and EHV were
also examined in this study. Tbe ongle between the maximum MHV
and EHV was shown to difier slightly from the theoretical value of g0o

predicted by the uniform dipole double-layer in a sphere. This relation-
ship has been confumed by studies of Leifer et al.lLei 81] and Karp et al.

[Kar 80] with difierent techniques. Leifer found the angle 77.2" (*10.5')
between the maximum MI{V and EHV on the material of 20 normal sub-
jects using the ABC lead system and the coefficients L,-2,-2 for the X,
Y asd Z components of the magnetic field, respectively. The observed
deviation from the expected relationship may be due to the unideality of
the VMCG and/or VECG lead fields and/or a non-dipolar part in the
double-layer sources [Wik 83].

The temporal variation of the angle between the MHV and EI{V
during the QRS complex shows that the non-dipolar part in the double-
layer sources distorts the theoretical relation between the MHV and EHV
especially at the initial and terminal phases of the QRS complex. Because
the angle decreases during the mid-QRS complex, it is very difrcult to
say when the efiect of non-dipolar parts is at the minimum. Wlether the
derriation is due to either non-dipolarity of the source or the unideality
of the leads is yet difficult to evaluate. In any case, both of these factors
have a clear efiect on the angle recorded between the MIIV and EHV.

The experimenial results presented in this study about lhe rotio
between the magnitudes of the MHV and EIIV support, even if not quite
unambiguousiy, the theoretically well known difference in the sensitivities
of the MHV and tri{V: EI{V seems to be more sensitive to the radial part
of the excitation tahing place in the free walls of the both ventriclep, and
MHV more sensitive to the final phase of the ventricular depolarization,
when the activation appears in a more tangential direction. Although the
transmural phase of the aetivation is primarily radial, there exist also
tangential components in the activation [Spa 75]. This could explain the
rather high sensitivity of the MHV at the initial phase of the QRS complex
observed or some normal Dersons,

Effect of the detector location

The sensitivity of the unipositional lead system to the displacement
of the detector was tested bJ' clisplacing the detector in the frontal plane
above the heart. This has a smaller effect on the recorded MHV than
the corresponöng displacement would give in an infinite homogeneous
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space with a magnetic dipole in the origin. This phenomenon is obviously
due to tlne self-cent,ering efecl discovered by Baule and Mcfee [Bau 70].

The great difierence in eonductivity between the well-conducting heart
muscle and the lorv-conducting lungs ensures that slight difierencies in the
unipositional lead geometry have a smaller effect on the MCG than they
have if there are no internal inhomogeueities. The efrect clearly increases

the usefulness of the MCG. The self-centering effect has been established
also in torso model experiments done by Malm.ivuo [Mal 76] and Eskola

[Esk 83].

Efiect of the detector diatanee

The MIIV ean be measured at various distances from the chest surface
without signifieant efect on the direction of the recorded vector. The
results are still comparative and diagnostically valuable, although the
measurenents are not performed at the same location by every researcher
because of e.g. various detector constructions. The only condition is that
the measurements should be performed ou the line which is perpendieular
to the frontal plane and goes through the optimal measurement point.

The nearly inverse cube dependence of the roagnetic field on the
distance from the maguetic dipole involves both benefits and drawbacks.
The inverse cube dependence makes it possible to obtain information about
the instantaneous location of the concentrated dipole and thus about the
activation front in the heart. But on the other hand, because the field
changes very rapidly near to the source, only a small error in the detecting
distance can cause a relatively high error in the magnitude of the MHV.

The actual source in öhe heart is a volume source' which is modelled
by a concentrated magnetic dipole. The concentrated magnetic dipole is
an adequate model for the volume source, if the measurement distance
from the source is great enough in comparison to the dimension of the
source. trn this study the measurement distance from the chest surface
was 35 mm, or from the center of the heart about 105 mm, which is

two times greater than the average radius of the heart. So it is slightly
doubtful wheiher it is correet to calculate the magnitude of the MHV by
calculating fi.rst the location of such a concentrated dipole which best flts
the field neasurements. Clearly, more information about the dependence

of the field magnitude on the distance from the heart is needed.

The error caused by various measurement distances or nearly inverse

cube dependence on disiance is not very harmful as long as the measure-

ments are performed ai'iire same distanee for every patient. But it renders

it more <iiffucult io compare amplitudes of MHV detected by various
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groups using difierent detecting distances. Thus the amplitud.e criteria
in clinical VMCG ean not be as important as the criteria based on the
direction of the kIFfV, which is actually the case also in present clinical
VECG.
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5. S{IMMARY

This paper discusses a statistical analysis of the normal vector mag-
netocardiogram and vector electrocardiogram, which is so far the most
versatile. The source of the magnetic field is modelled by the magnetic
heart vector, which is analogous to the cotrcept of the electric heart vector
in vector electrocardiography. The three components of the magnetic heart
vector are measured simultaneously by using the corrected unipositional
lead system. ?he mean direction and amplitude and the variation range
of the normal magnetic heart vector are determined from the material
oi 18 healthy persons. It is found that the interindividual variability of
the normal magneiic and electric heart vectors is about the same. The
observed small sensitivity of the magnetic lead to the slight displacement
of the detector manifests the self-centering effect of the well-conducting
heart muscle surroundeC by the low-conducting lungs. If the magnetic
heart vector is measured at various distances from the chest surface on
the line, which is perpendicular to the frontal plane and joins with the
beginning of the fourth intercostal space, its shape remains unchanged.

The relationship betraeen the normal magnetic and electric heart vec-
tors is also studied. fhe aagle between the maximum magnetic and electric
heart vectors was shown to differ slightly from the theoretically predicted
value of 90o. The results concerning the ratio between the magnitudes
of the heart vectors support their theoretically well known difference in
sensitivities, namely that the magnetic heart vector is more sensitive to
the final, tangentiai phase of the ventricular depolarization wave.
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Abstract

We have constructed a cubic eddy current shield from 45 mm
aluminium plate with a 2 m edge. The shield is equipped with an active
compensation system to cancel the static and low-frequency magnetic freld.
The performance of the shield and the compensation system is measured
very accurately. These measurements and the measurement of biomag-
netic fields show that eddy-current shielding is a practical solution for
clinieal biomagnetic measurements because of its low cost and the small
space it needs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Research on biomagnetic phenomena has become so popular that
more than 30 laboratories are at present actiye ia this field [Rom 82]. The
low level of biomagnetic signals i-nyolves the use of very sensitive SQUID
instrumentation and effective magnetic noise rejection.

The magnetic noise can be attenuated in the following ways:
- eliminatiou of the magnetic noise souree
- appropriate detector design (gradiometer)
- passive magnetic shielding (p-metal or eddy-current shield)
- active compensation of the noise field.

The best result is obtained with an appropriate combination of these
methods.

It is possible to effect passive magnetic shielding with a nulti-layer
magaetically permeable shield or with a thick-walled eddy-current shield.
The ferrcmagnetic shield was first proposed for biomagaetic studiee by
Safonov [Saf 67] and Cohen [Coh 67]. The multilayer ferromagnetic shield,
possibly together with an eddy-current shield, is very effective and is used
in several laboratories [Wik 75,Kel 82, Mag 81, Ern 81]. Also pure eddy-
current shields have been constructed for biomagnetic measurements [Zim
77, Ber 81, Str 81]. The price of the p-metal shield is several hundred
thousand dollars in addition to the structural changes to the surrounding
building. However, it is possible to place the pure eddy-current shield in
a normal laboratory room and its price is in the range of ten thousand
dollars.

The purpose of this paper is to show, on the basis of orrr rr€å$ur€-
ments of the performance of the eddy-current shield of Tampere University
of Technology, that a carefully designed eddy-current shield with an ap
propriate active compensation system is a cheap and adequate solution for
biomagnetic measurements, not only, for research laboratories but espe-
cially for clinical use.
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Figure 1. Spectral densrty of the magnetic fields geuerated

by different sources.Biomagnetic signals: magnetocardiogram
(MCG), magnetomyogram (MMG), magnetoenchephalogram
(MEG), magneto-oculogram (MOG) and auditory evoked fields
of brain (AEF).Noise f.elds: DC field of earth, geomagnetic

fluctuations, man-made noise in a laboratory, field components
on the line frequency aud its harmonics, and radio-frequency
interferences. The thermal noise fields are shown in two casesl

the field inside an eddy current shield (ECS) and the field in the
vicinity of a human body.The equivalent input magnetic noise

of three types of magnetometers as a function of frequency:

commercial flux-gate magnetometer, ring-core flux-gate mag-

netometer of NASA, induction coil magnetometer and SQUID

magnetometer.
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2. REQIJIR^ED SIIMLDING

The spectra of the most important biomagnetic,signals and magnetic
noise fields are summarized in Fig. 1. The figure shows also the sensitivity
of a typical commercial SQUlD-magnetoneter. [t may be seen from the
figure that the dominating noise source is the magnetic noise from electric
appliances and movements of ferromagnetic particles in the earth's static
fleld, which is called the laboratory noise. Therefore, careful selection of
the laboratory location makes an important improvement in the biomag-
netic signal quality.

The high intensity of the line frequency noise is worth mentioning.
The satisfactory condition for the functioning of a SQUlD-magnetometer
is that the externally coupled noise field does not exceed the maximum
slew-rate of the flux-Iocked loop. This together with the gradiometer t5qpe

used determiaes the maximum acceptable noise level in the experimental
area. The line frequency noise can be reduced using a 5-letdsystem in the
electric installation of the laboratory surroundings. The remaining line
frequency noise and its harmonics in the measured signal are easy to filter
with a digital comb filter and therefore these are not dominating factors
ia dstslrnining the required amount of shieldiug.

The frequency of the radio frequency (RF) maguetic noise is so high,
that it can be easily eliminated with a thin aluminium foil around the
measurement detector or the Dewar. The RF-fields are also attenuated
to an insignificant level by using a door in the shielded chamber. A thin
well-conductilg piate with small holes or eyen a metalwire-netting door
is sufrcient.

According to the aforementioned text, the required shielding factor
may be determined on the basis of the existing laboraiory noise. A practi-
cal limit for the shielding is the noise level of the detector. At the moment,
the noise level of a commercial RF-SQUID equipment unit is in the range
50 - 20 !7,*""1\,[Ez in the frequency band from a few hertz to a few
kilohertz. However, it is expected that the noise level will be decreased
with about one decade rphen the DC-SQUIDs become more common.
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Figure 2. Spectral density of the magnetic field gradients
generated by different sources (gradioneter baseline 10

cm).Biomagnetic signals: magnetocardiogram (MCG), mag-

netomyogram (MMG), magnetoenchephalogram (MEG), mag-

neto-oculogram (MOG) and auditory evoked field of brain
(AEF).Noise fields: DC field gradient of earth, geomagnetic

fluctuations, laboratory noise (calculated from the fleld of Fig.
1 with different types of sources), line frequency noise and

radio-frequency noise. Thermal noise field gradients in an eddy
current shield (ECS) and near to a human body are shown.

The equivalent magnetic gradient noise of two typical SQUID

gradiometers is presented.
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In the frequeacy range over 1 Hz, the magletocard.iogram signal is
typically 40-80 dB under the laboratory noise level in the worst case, Fig.
l' The correspouding figure for magnetoenchephalography is 6G80 dB. To
achieve a signal-to-noise ratio of 30 dB, which is a very good value, an
attenuation of the noise fields of 7&90 dB and 90-110 dB, respectively, is
needed.

However, the magnetometer is easy to construct as a differential
maguetometer or gradiometer of the fust, second or erren higher order. The
gradiometric detector coil decreases the needed attenuation of the shield
considerably. The second and higher order gradiometers mske it possible
to use them in some cases even without any external shielding in a normal
laboratory lwil 81]. Figure 2 shows the magnetic field gradient of the
signals of Fig. 1 measured with a gradiometer with a 10 em baseline. This
figure shows that beeause a gradiometer is nowadays used as a magnetic
field detector the ultimate shielding requirements are much smaller than
Fig. I would predict.



3. EDDY CI.IRRENT SI{IELDING

Zimmerm.an has described a method of constructing the magnetically
shielded enclosure from thick-walled conducting material [Zim 77]. The
benefits of its use are low price and easy and rigid construction. Its main
disadvantage is that the attenuation provided by the shield is a linear
function of frequency and is zero for a static field.

3.1.Theory

Zimmerman approximates:,the shield with a long rectangular tube
and calculates the field strength -E inside the shield for an external fi.eld

strength 8", to be

(1)

(2)

where

E(a):{#,
l.toowht.F:-' 2(w+h)

and u: anglrlar frequeney,
a : the conductivity of the material,
å : the height of the shield,
ur : the width of the shield,
t: the wall thickness.

The time constant r characterises the response to a uniform applied field.

3,2. Construction

The shield is constructed from 45 mm thick aluminium plate and has
the outer dimensions 2mX2mX2m, Fig. 3. The doorway is constructed
as a short corridor to enhance the attenuation in the z-direction. The
alrrminium has the purity of 99.596 with a conductivity of 3.0'107 Slm.
The shield weighs approximately 3000 kg.

To avoid the interference induced through the vibration of the detec-
tor in the earth's static field, the shield is equipped with pneumatic
dampers. These insulate the vibrations of the floor. Additionally, the
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shield is equipped with a plywood floor which is fixed with brass rods

to the laboratory floor. Otherwise the patient's heartbeats would induce

considerable noise through the movement of the shield.
The dimensions of the Biomagletic Laboratory where the shield is are

of the order of a normal laboratory room, 3m X 6m X 0m. In the laboratory
the following specific structural procedures have been accomplished. The
floor of the laboratory is dlssqnnected from the walls and lies on a
sandmattress. This attenuates the vibration of the building in the measure-

meot area. The concrete of the floor is reinforced with steel which contains

more carbon than normally and thus its permeability, which tends to dis-

tort the static field distribution, is lower. The electricity at the ceiling
lights is led straight through the ceiling and not along it. This attenuates

the line frequency components. The heating radiators made from heavy

iron produced considerable noise and were changed to ones made of cop-

Per' r^^

Figure 8. Construetion of the Tampere megnetically shielded

room. This eddy current shield is made from 45mm thick
aluminium plate. The shield is equipped with pneumatic
dampers to insulate against the vibrations of the laboratory
floor. The magnetometer is mounted on the inner wall of the
shield and for the patient there is a bed on a plywood floor.
This additional floor is fixed with brass rods to the laboratory
floor. Dimensions given in cm.

200



3.3. Ättennation

Theoretically, calculated fron Eqs. (1) and (2), when the eonductivity
of the aluminium wall is 3.6 '107 S/m, its thickness is 0.045 m and the
dimensions of the enclosure are 2m X 2m I 2m, the time constant r equals

1.02 s and the attenuation is 50 dB at 50 Hz. This value of attenuation
applies for a closed shield without door.

The measured attenuation, of the shield to the 50 Hz magnetic field
in the laboratory is described previously [Hei 80, Mal 81]. To summerize
the previous results, we would mention that the theoretically predicted
50 dB attenuation is achieved in the z-direction. In the y-direction the
attenuation is 46 dB and in the x-direction (vertical direction), due to the
doorway, the smallest, 44 dB. Al example of the attenuation properties of
the shield is shown in Fig. 4, where the distribution of the z-component of
the 50 Hz magnetic flux density is shown outside and inside the shield. The
measurements of Fig. 4 are made on the horizontal plane going through
the center of the shield.

Figrrre 4. RMS values of,the z-component of the 50 Hz mag-
netic flux density in the laboratory outside and inside the
shield. The dimensions are in nT outside the shield and in pT
inside the shield.



4. ACTN4E DC COMPENSATION SYSTEM

The eddy-current shield is equipped with an active compensation
system to compensate for the earth's static magnetic field. The system
includes three mutually perpendicular sets of coils in the laboratory and
a h.igh quality power source.

4.1. Requirements for DC compensation

The steady magnetic field does not itself cause distortion when low
level alternating magnetic fields are measured. The noise is, however, in-
duced to the pick-up coil when it is subject to mechanical vibrations in the
static treld. while the steady magretic field is comparatively homogeneous,
little of the noise is caused when the pick-up coil is vibrating in the direc-
tion of its a:ris. Most of the noise is caused when the pick-up coil tilts in

o.o

dB

-70.o

o.o

Flgure 5. Spectrum of the magnetie noise of an iaductiou coil
magnetometer in the z-direction. The spikes of the spectrum
pointed out by arrows are due to the alternating fields. The
broader ones are caused by the mechanical vibratioas.

Hz
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the static field,. In Fig. 5 the spectrum of the noise induced to a detection
coil has been presented. The sharp spikes of the spectrum, which are

poiuted out by arrows, are due to the alternating fields, and the broader

ones are caused by the mechanical vibration. The other cause of noise in
the static magnetic field is when a ferromagnetic particle is moving iu the

fieid and disturbs its homogeneity.

In maguetic cardiac studies, when an external magnetic field affects

the thorax, a susceptibility signal is generated. It is due to the changes

in the intracardiac blood volume which change the susceptibility of the

thora:r. Älso the moyement of the heart muscle and the surrounding tissue

contribute to the susceptibility signal [Kat 82].

The static magnetic field of the earth should thus be compensated

for as well as possible. However, if there is not used a transducer for
detecting the low-frequeBcy fluctuations of the field (low frequency AC

compensation), but the compensation current setting is fixed and made

once before measurements, it is enough that the field is attenuated to the

level of the geomagnetic and other low frequency fluctuations.

4.2. CoiL system

1.2.L Degign of the eoll system

Theoretically, remarkably hrmogeneous fields over large fractions of
the enclosed. volune are realizable with ideal multi-coil sets [Pit 63]. In
practice, however, the existing magnetic field is so inhonogeneous that it
is not necessary to achieve a high level of homogeneity in the compen'satiug

magaetic field. Then also the positioning accuracy of the coils is not so

critical.
We stated the following requirements for our coil system:

1) The calculated homogeneity of the magnetic field in the com-

pensated eentral volume should be better than 10-a within a

sphere with the diameter of 0.6 m' (The concept of homogeneity

is defined later in Eq'  ). However, it is very probable that the
pre-existing gradients are greater than this horoogeneity [Fre
671.

2) It is easy to fit in the laboratory and in the space it compensates

for.

3) It is easy to make the coils.
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The general eonfguration of the current Ioops desigled to generate
homogeneous fields is characterized by two types of symmetry [Bre 6g]:

- the coils are symmetric in relation to the axial point and
- the coils are located on a common axis symmetrically in rela-
tion to the origin.

A coil set is called symmetric if the current direction is the same in the
two coils that form a sJrmmetric pair; otherwise it is called antisymmetric.
If the coil set is symmetric, all odd derivatives of the field at the origin are
zero [Bre 69]. In order to obtain a homogeneous field it is thus necessary
to eliminate only even derinatives of higher order. with a coil set of n coils
one can eliminate n-l derivatives. The derivatives higher than the sixth
order have no essential effect on the field homogeneity in the space around
the origin.

1.2.2. Mathernatieal ealeulations

The magnetic field strength .E along the axis of a sSrmmetric system
of circular or square coils can be written in the form [Pit 68, Kak 76J

.H:i &zoz'n , (B)
rz-0

where z : t}.Le distance from the origin,
&zn: the source term.

To achieve ahighly homogeneous magnetic field it ie necessary to eliminate
as marry of the successive higher order terms beyond os as possible.

Magnetic fields produced by different coil sets are compared by means
of the i''homogeneity of the fi-eld on the axis of the coil set. The field
inhomogeneity E is given by the relation [Bre 6g]

E:'_ffi, (4)

where E(z) : the field at the axial point,
.if(0) : the field at the origin.

For thin circular current loops as in Fig. 6a one can calculate the magnetic
field in terms of the complete elliptic integrals 1f(&) and E(k) zs follows
lweb 54]



(a)

(b)

Flgure O. Geometry for calculation of the magaetic field at
point P produced by a thin öircular current loop (a) and a
rectangular current loop (b).

"" 
: #tilb + o), + *l/'-l-K&) + Fffirto)],

n,: *4b + o)2 * ,21-u2lxvq * FffiErå)],
Bo :0,

where

6z 
- 

4Pa
- - (Pta)2 1"2'

Similarly for rectangular loops as in Fig. 6b one can calculate the magnetic
field as follows [Web 5a]

(5)

(6)

(7)
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..f 1

B-:t!f1-11;+r ,' ,*' 
4o H' r;(ri * y;) '

no: #i,-r,*' r;(r; * c;) '

(8)

(s)

(10)

with

n-: 4$r-r',it;('; + Y;)+ t? + Y3
-- 4o 3' -' r;(r; + c;Xr; + y;)

'1:gn:!jA
E2 -- Zg :.9, - &

gt: v2:'y * b

ls: vl :y - b.

1L.2.8- The eonstrueted eoll seta,

Rectangular coils were chosen because they are easier to mahe than
circular coils andthey occupy less of the working volume in the laboratory.
The homogeneity of the magnetic field produced by square coils or rec-
tangular coils is essentially as good as the hornogeneity of the freld due to
the corresponding inscribed circular coils, as can be seen from Fig. 7.

The vertical or x-component of the magnetic field is compensated for
with four coaxial square coils in two planes. Thus the doorways are not
closed with the coils. The y- and z-components are each compensated for
with four coaxial rectangular coils in four planes. Such coils occupy as

little as possible of the working volume in the laboratory, Fig. 8. The
dimengions and the ampere-turns of the coils are summarized in Table 1.

The dimensions of the x coils have been solved according to the method of
Kokuno znd Gondo [Kak 76], and the dimensions of the rectangular coils
in the y- and z-direetions experimentally on the basis of the square coil
solution. We do not claim that the rectangular solution is the optimum
solution.

The coils in each coil set are connected in series. Each coil set consists
of two pairs of coils. The effect of the second coil pairs on the homogeneity
is presented in Table 2. In Table 3 we have summarized the theoretical field
homogeneities for the complete 2-coil pair sets (x- and y-sets) calculated
at some points in the compensated central volume around the origin. The
vertical and horizontal components of the static magnetic field of the earth
at Tampere are 55 pT and 16 pT, respectively. They can be conpensated
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for with the ampere.turns presented in Table 1.

The larger and smaller x-coils have 82 and 2 turns, respectively. Thus
a eurrent of 2 amperes is needed to compernate for the vertical compouent.
The resistance of the four x-coils connected in series is 20 ohms. The y-
and z-coils have 10 and 28 turns, respectively. Thus the maximum current
of 1 ampere is needed to compensate for the horizontal component that
is the resultant of the y- and z-components. The total resistance of the y-
or z-coils is 27 ohms.

2m

Flgure 7. Inhomogeneity of the magnetic field produced by
different coil sets. Lower case letters are used for the two-coil
systems and upper case Ietters for the four-coil systems. A-
curyes: circular coils with 2 m diameter, B-curves: square coils
with 2 m side and C-curves: 2 mX5 m rectangular coils. Z is
the distance from the origin along the axis of the coil set.
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Flgure 8. Constructed compensation coil set for the x-, y- and
z-directions. Dimensions given in cm.

Table 1. Dimensions and ampereturns of the
coil sets.

Coru Corl Corr_srsraNce AmpEnr
SET DIMENSIONS FROM ORIGIN TURNS

l*l [*]

5.33 x 5,33 + 1.25
5,33 x 5.33 - 1.25
1 .39 x 1.39 + 1,25
1.39 x 1.39 - 1.25

2 .30 x 5.75 + 0.295
2.30 x 5.75 - 0.295
2.30 x 5.75 + 1.175
2.30 x 5.75 - '1 .175

2.34 x 5.84 + 0.300
2.34x5.84 -0.300
2.34 x 5.84 + 1.195
2.34 x 5.84 - 1.195

164

164

10

10

28

28

10

10

28

28
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On the same framework we have also wouad' the coils for a lorr-
frequency ÄC compensation system. The larger and smaller x-coils have

41 and I turns, and the y- and z-coils have 5 and 14 turns, respectively.

The series resistance of the four x-coils is 430 ohmg. The series resistance

of both y- or r-coils is 150 ohms.

Table 2. Calculated magletic field along the x- and y-axis for the
constructed x-coils and y-coils. The effect of the second coil pair is
demonstrated separately. The inhomogeneity E is expressed in ppm's.

X Corr-s
=-il t stRncr LaRe rn co r ts SNRtLen co I t-s

FROM THE"-""';- Frrrn E Frrm E
oRrGrN [mJ ir;;- lurj
0.00 54-2213 0 0.9582 0

0.04 54.2185 50 0.9692 -1.1'104
0.08 54.2104 2oO 0.9690 -l,l.lO4
0.12 54.1967 450 0.9827 -Z.e.lO4
0.16 54.1773 810 1.0019 -4.5.104
o.20 54.1522 12io 1 .0268 -i.i.104
0.24 54 .1212 1 850 1 . 0576 -1 .0'1 05

0.28 54.0839 2530 1.0946 -1.4'105

Complrre

Frem
[' '.r'lLF'-I

55.1 7 95
q( 17qq

55 .17 94
qq 170?

qq a 7q?

55.1790
55.1788
55.1785

COIL SET

t

0

0

0

0

10

10

10

20

/ Corr-s

-
UISTANCE INNER COILS

FRoM THE Frem E
onletru ['-'l 't,;i-

LF'I

0.00 7.052'7 0

0.04 '7 .0469 820

0.08 7.0296 3280

0.12 7.0008 7350

0.16 6.9608 13030

0.20 6.9097 20260

0.24 6. 8480 29020

0.28 6.7759 39240

0uren Co t t-s I AMDI ETE 
'NII 

CtrT

Frrlo
Iur]
10.5931
10.5989
10.6162
10.6450
1 0.6849
10.7358
10.7913
1 0.8689

E Frrlo E

lutl
0 17.6457 0

-550 17.6457 0

-2180 17.6458 0

-4900 17.6458 0

-8670 17.6457 0

-13470 11.6456 1 0

-19280 17.6453 30

-25030 17.6448 60
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Table 3. Inhom.ogeneity of the field carcurated at some points in the
central volume for the constructed complete set of x-coils anå y-coils. The
inhomogeneity E is expressed in ppm's.

X Corls Y ,Z

[']
X

l*l
0.00
0. 04

0.08
0.12
0.16
0.20
o .24

0.28

00
00
00
00

10 0

10 10

10 10

20 20

0 - 10

0 - 10

0 *10
0 - 10

0 - 10

00
'l 0 0

10 0

- 20 - 40 - 70

-20 -40 -70
- 20 - 40 - 80

-20 -40 -80
*20 -40 -80
-20 -40 -90
- 20 - 40 - 90

- 10 - 40 - 90

E

0. 00 0. 05 0. 1 0 0.1 5 0 .20 0 .25 0.30

Y Corr-s X,7

l*l
Y

[*]
0.00
0. 04

0. 08

v. tz

v. to

0.20
0.24
o.28

0 0 10

0 0 10

000
0 -1 0 - 10

0 - 10 - 30

0 - 20 - 40

20 -10 -50
40 0 - 60

30 60 120

20 60 110
'r0 30 80

- 10 0 30

-4A -40 -30
- 70 - 90 -100
-100 -1 50 -1q0
-140 -210 -260

0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30

0

0

0

0

0

10

30

OU

4.3. Power aource

To compensate for the earth's nagnetic field with the coil set, three
independent current sourceg a,re'needed. The values:of the currents in all
eompensation coils have to be exactly adjustable and the adjustments have
to remain when the device is switched off. when a current through an
inductive load is switched on or off, a high voltage transient is produced.
The deyice is protected carefully against this.
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The coupling of line frequeney interference to the com.pensation cur-
rent has to be prevented carefully so that its effect in the measurement area
is clearly below the externally coupled magnetic line frequency noise. Iu
addition, the thermal drifb of the current source should cause less change

in the magnetic field than the externally coupled magnetic fluctuations.

4-3.1. Construetion of the current souree

Figure I presents the circuit diagram of the current feeding system.
The operational amplifier OA drives VMOSFET Q and keeps with nega'
tive feedback the voltage over the resistor .&, constant. As the voltage over

-R, stays stable, the current through compensation coil L will be etable ag

well. The reference voltage is adjusted by potentiometers P1 and P2. The
diode D protects the transistor from voltages with opposite polarity when
the device is turned on and off. The high voltage transients existing during
the switching are eliminated by forcing the voltage over the load to vary
slowly, having a time constant of the order of 2 s.

All three sfurnnels have been constructed on the sa,me principle. The
component values are selected so that the y- and z-channels can feed
current up to 1 A, and x-chmnel up to 2 Ä. Vernier adjustment arranged
by potentiometer P2 ca;n set currents at an accuracy of 0.1 mÄ on the y-
and z-channels and of 0.2 mÄ on the x-channel.

Figure 9. Current feeding u-ait for the DC compensation sys-

tem.

___t
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Table 4 lists the line frequency and its hårmonic conponentg in the
steady field compensation current. Each chanaer was loaded with the
theoretical current values which are needed for the elimination of the
earth's steady field. The thermal drift of the current causes chauges in
the steady magnetic ffeld. During the flrst hour after switching on the
compensator the drift was in the x-, y- and z-channels 900 pA, 800 pA and
600 pA, respectively. This corresponds approximately to a zT nT change in
the total flux density. After one hour's warmup time, all the three channelg
were quite stable. The ch*nge in the current of the x-channel was less thaa
160 pA, and that of the y- and z-channels less than 80 pA during a day.
This causes a 4.8 nT drift in the total magnetic flux density. As the earth,s
static field fluctuates maximally 30 nT - 100 nT, the thermal drift of the
Bource will clearly produce less changes in the static field.

4.4. Compeusrrtion fteld distribution

The field distribution of the DC compensation coil set was tested
by measuring the magletic field gradient between the center of the coile
a'nd a field point when an appropriate current was fed to the coils. The
mea,surements were performed with a flux-gate magaetometer (Förster).
The straightforward DC measurement was not possible with the accnracy
desired (+lnT), because of the fl.uctuations of the order of 100 nT/day
in the earth's magaetic field. Älso the flux-gate magnetometer is most
sensitive as a nullindicator, because it is DC-coupled and its sensitivity
is thus inversely proportional to the absolute value of the field to be
measured.

Table 4. Ämplitude of the line frequency and its harmonic components in
the steady compensation current. Each ch..rnnel was loaded by the eurrent
which is needed for the elimination of the earth's field.

rlnzl

rdc fmAl

r.. lual

'1560

JZ.L'

49 .1

697
4l A

0.3
32 .5

484

12.2
U.J

zö .9

0

100

150
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COMPENSATION COILS
POWER
SUPPLY

AMPLIFIERCUBRENT
DRIVER

Flgure 1O. Block diagr.am of the DC field meaeurement
system. The magaetometer is a commercial flux-gate mag-
aetometer (Förster).

The effect of the geomagnetic fluctuations was:avoided by feeding a
Bquare wåye current to the coils and measuring the peak-to-peak value of
the magnetic field at each point. This method was independent of the lo'n-

frequency fluctuations. The properties of each of the three compensation

coil sets x, y and z were measured separately and thus the current was fed
only to the coil set under examination. The higher limit to the frequency
of the input square wave current was determined by the time-constant of
the magnetically shielded room (measured to be r: 0.85 s) and the low-
pass filters used. The limit to the lowest usable frequency was determiued
by the highest frequencies of the magnetic field fluctuations. The chosen

frequency for the input square'waYe currerit was 0.05 Hz.

1.Lt. Measurement equipment

The block diagram of the measurement system is shown in Figure 10'

The function generator drives both the current feeding system and the
timing unit which controls the printer. The construction of the cur-
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rent feeding unit is the srme as in the aforementioned DC compensation
current source. The nagnetometer measures the field gradient between the
origin and the given measurement point. Thus the measurement result is
proportional to the inhomogeneity. The output of the magnetometer is
fed through filters to the input of the printer. The final value of the field
gradient, 4"B, is the averaged peak-to-peak value of the square wave from
which a total of eight samples were taken.

For adjustments of the sensors a serrsor holder was constructed from
aluminium and brass. The holder was fixed to the inner walls of the
magnetically shielded room. The measurement Berrsor was fixed to the
movable construction. It consisted of two rods, the horizontally positioned
main rod and the vertically positioned support rod, which moved on the
main rod. It was possible to measure on one xz-plane all three components
of the field at a time. The reference Bensor was ffxed to a fum aluminium
rod, which:wås suspended from the roof of the shield so that the sensor
was in the origin of the coil set.

The measurement grid increment was selected to be 15 cm. The
dimensions of the grid were the following:

x: -75cm - *75cm
y: -30cn - *75cm
z: -75cm - *75cm

Measured points per each component were 8 X 11 X 1l : 988 and
thus a total of 2904. The volume examined was 2.38 m8. A fully cubic grid
was not possible because of the corridor wall in the positive y-direction.

1.4.2. Measurements

Before starting the measurements all material containing iron, such as
tables, chairs and electrical equipment, were removed from the laboratory.
The measurement instruments were located in the roomts corner as far
from the measurement location as possible. The magnetically shielded
room was earthed during the measurements. The pneumatic dampers were
not used because the coordinates of the sensor-holder construction were
fixed to the shield.

The measurements were carried out mostly duriug weekends and
during the evenings and nights ofweekdays. Then the disturbance level in
the laboratory"was smallest. It took about a week and a half to measure
one component. The sensors used were very sensitive to deflections of their
position. So the orientation of the sensors were checked with a level before
the measurement of eyery new plane.

The measurements were performed one component at a time. The grid
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was gone through plane by plane. At each point of the plane three field
difierence mea.surements were made, one for each component. Before and
after the daily measurement process also the flux density measurements
were made to compare the values measured on difrerent days. To reach

better measurement accuracy the feeding currents were maximized. The
upper limit for the current value was the biggest allowable coil current
and the biggest output voltage of the current source. Thus the feeding
currents were much higher than those used for compensation of the earth's
field. The multiplication factors for x-, y- and z-currents were 1.78, 3.33

and 5.33, respectively, when compared to the compeusation currents' The
measured values were fed to a VAX LI/780 computer for analysis.

1.4.3. Results

In Fig. 11 the calculated theoretical distribution of the DC compen-

sation flux density in the x-direction on the yz-plane is shown. The region
on which the measurements have been made is marked with the thick
line at the top of the distribution. Figs. t2a, IZb and 12c show as pseudo

three-dimensional pictures the calculated and measured inhomogeneities

on the three perpendicular planes generated by the DC field compensation
coil set in the x-, y- and z-direction, respectively.

Figure 11. Calculated theoretical distribution of the magnetie
flux density in the x-direction on the yz-plane (x : 0 cm)
produced by the x-compensation coil set.
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Measured

\
(a)

Figure 12. Theoretical and measured inhomogeneity values of
the field ofthe three compensation coil sets on three orthogonal
planes. {a) x-coils, (b) y-coils and (c) z.coils.
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The form of the measured inhomogeneity distribution is similar to the
theoretic distribution in all cases. In Fig. 12a, where the inhomogeneity of
the fleld of the x-coils is shown on the yz-plane (x : 0 cm), the difference

Table 5. Measured inhomogeneity values of the x-, y- and z-coil sets on
the plane directed along the main axis of each coil set. The inhomogeneity
is expressed in per nills.

rnnomogenerry rl;. l
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of the measured values from the theoretical ones is clearly seen because
of the higher scale than in 12b and 12c. The measured inhomogeneity
increages in the negative direction (the compensating field is higher) when
moving from the origin on the z-axis and on the negative y-axis. This is
probably caused by the reinforced concrete in the ceiling and the floor
which are very close to both x-coil pairs and penetrated by the magnetic
flux. The measured inhomogeneity of the field generated by the y-coil set
and z-coil set on the planes X : 0 cm and z : 0 cm, respectively, follows
well the theoretical values (Figs. 12b and 12c).

The inhonogenerty valueerpresented in Fig. 12 deecribe the ofr-
diagonal component of the field gradient with sfulnging baseliae. It was
slse sxsmined how good the field homogeneity is in the direction of tbe
field vector along the main axis. Table 5 shows the iahomogeneity in a
plane along the main axis of each coil set. When compared to Table 3
where the theoretical inhomogeneity values are presented it can be seen

that the measured values are 2 - 50 times higher at the distance 15 cm
from the origin.
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5. ACTIVE AC COMPENSATION SYSTEM

5.1. Requirements for the AC compensation

The active compensation of an alternating magaetic field needs a
trannducer which ean'aceurately detect the variations of the field, and a
control unit to keep the effect of the ambient field as small as possible. How
well the compensation system ean eliminate noise at a given frequency
depends on the sensitivity of the transducer on that frequency.

There exist three alternative transducer types: a fluxgate mag-
netometer, an induction coil magnetometer and a SQUID magnetometer.
AII of them.have advantages and disadvantages. The choice of transducer
sets the ultimate Iimit to the frequency range to be compensated for.
The bandwidth of a fluxgate magnetometer starts from DC but its upper
cut-off frequency of a few hu-nderd hertz is smaller than that of an induc-
tion coil. For a SQUID magnetometer the usable frequency range is from
DC to several kilohertz. The sensitivity of the fluxgate magnetoneter for
DC and low-frequency fields is of the order of 1 nT. The induction coil
magnetometer does not respond to DC at all. However, the sensitivity of
the induction coil magnetometer increases as invgrsely proportional to the
frequency and the sensitivity below I nTrrn"f Ezrlz czn be obtained on
frequencies,above 10 Hz. The sensitiyity of the SQUID magnetometer is

of the order of 20 lTrn 
"f 

Ezr/2 downto frequencies of the order of 1 Hz,
where the l/f-noise starts to increase.

Many research groups have used active AC compensation methods
based on the fluxgate magnetometers as transducers [Kel 82, Blo 65, Ros

69]. The attenuation they have obtained on the frequency range from DC
to about 1 Hz are of the order of 20 dB. In the active compensation system
of the Otanieni magnetieally shielded room the best demonstrated value
for the shielding improvement is 50 at 0.1 Hz [Kel 82].

Williamson's group has obtained good results in reducing the low-
frequency noise by a cancellation technique [Ron 82]. They used two
seeond-order SQUID gradiometers separated by the distance of 30 m. The
signal of the reference gradiometer was used for the cancellation of the
noise from the signal of the measurement gradiometer, The low-frequency
noise was reduced by about an order of magnitude.
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we constructed an Äc compensation system in which induction coil
transducers were used. The purpose was to study the AC compensation
on a wide frequency range, from a few herz to 50 Hz.

5.2. Transducer coils

The transducer coil has to fulfiIl the condition that the maguetic flux
going through the coil divided by its area is the same as the magnetic
flux density in the origin of the compensation coil set. The size of the
trrnsducer coil can be solved according to Eq. (10) from the following
equation

$ ,.p/a;öi I a? +o? +zz? I _
?-r"' o L J:
h {:" [,# ä', it-u'ffiffi o.n,

(l 1)

On the left eide of the equation there is the magnetic flux density, which
is formed by the compensationrcoil set (four coils) to its center. On the
right side there is the r.compouent of the flux deneity produced by the
compensation coil set to the point P(x,y,z), where z is constant. It is
integrated over the area of the assumed transducer coil and then divided
by the coil's area {sides 2c and 2d). This equation. gives the size of the
treneducer coil at a certain distance (z) fron the origin. Because the
equation has two unknowns, c and d, an iaitial condition must be eet for
the ratio c/d.

Älthough the eddy current effect of the shield:was neglected in the
calculations, the physical dimensions of the shield must be considered. The
walls of the ehield determine the minimum distance from the origin to the
transducer., In x-r y- and r-directions the ninimum distance is g5cm, 58cm
and 95 cm, respectively. The size of the transducer coils were computed
for each direction according to these dimensionB. The shape of the coil was
fixed as squäre. I-n the x-direetion on the plane x : 100 cm the side of the
squåre was,computed,to be 75cm. In the y-direction, on the plane y : -OS

cm the corresponding value for the side was 70cm. Figtre LB shows the
isoflux density lines and the shape of the computed transducer coil at the
plane y : -65 cm. The isoflux density lines are preseated as a difference
AB; to the.flux density in the origin according to the following equation

Bi(r,y, z) - 8;(0,0,0)
8;(0,0,0) 'ABi : (12)
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Flgure I.E. Isoflrx denrity linee AB, : -0.002,0.000 and

+0.002 in the plane y -'-65 cm. The dashed line describes

the dimeasions of the rectangular coil calculated for this plane.

Coordinates given in cm.

where B;(r;y,z) is the magnetic flux density produced by the compensa-

tion coil eet i (x, y or z) at the point (x,y,z) in the direction i.
In the z-direction the side of the square was computed to be 100cm.

However, this value was considered to be too gteat because of the limited
space in the laboratory and the difrculties in construction as well. A
more suitable solution was to construct two smaller circular coils, which
were located symmetrieally in relation to the z.axis and on the line where

LB, :0. The location of the transducer coil is not necessarily the optimal
for the compensation accoröng to the theoretical calculations, because

the effect of the ferromagnetic materials in the building is not taken into
consideration.

5.3. Alter.nating. fie1d compensator

The ambient alternating magnetic noige can be eliminated by using

feeding current to the compensation coil set, which forms a magtetic field

opposite to the noise field. A control system is formed by the transducer

coil, the alternating field compensator and the compensation coil set. This

is presented in Fig. 14 as a block diagram. Electrical connections have been

presented by continuous lines and magnetic couplings by broken lines.
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Noise

Ftgure 1å Block diagram of the AC compensation system.

The ambient noise and the treld produced by the conpensation coil
set are summarired and this sipål is fed from the transducer to the
conpensator circuit. This sigml is proportional to the magnetic ffeld inside
the shield, in the origia, if the requirements for the location and eize of
the transducer are fulfilled and,the source of the ambient noise field is so
far away that its field distribution is similar inside the shield and inside
the transducer coil.

The a,nplifier A (Fig. 14) amplifies the transducer signal, after.which
it is linearized. The object of the linearization is to maintain the phase
difference in the feedback loop (transducer-compensator-compensation
coil) as 180o on the frequency range to be compensated for. Afber the
linearization the voltage signal is converted to current.

The voltage signal from the,transducer coil is not directly proportional
to the magnetic flux going through it but ideally to the derivative of the
flux. In reality the signal is affected by the resistance and the inductance
of the coil and the capacitance between the coil wires as well. Figure 15
presents a measured transfer function between the current fed into the
compensation coils and the voltage got from the transducer coil in the
x-direction afber amplifcation.

The lineariration circuit is based on a double integrator structure. In
addition two resistors; -82 and Rs (Fig. 16) have been added to achieve a
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Flgure 15. llanafer function between the x-compensation coil
and the detector measured at the output of the ampliffer. Both
amplitude (solid line) andiphase (dashed line) are shown.
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Ff Vo
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Flgure 10. Lircarization,circuit.

deaired transfer function. In the input and the output there are highpass
filters to prevent the coupling of l/f-noise and the offset voltage to the
output of the compensator. Fig. 17 presents the transfer function measured
between the current fed into the compensation coil set and the voltage got
afber amplification and linearization from the transducer coil.
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Flgure J,7. Tlansfer function betweenthe x-compensation coil
and the detector measured after linearization circuit.

5.å Performance-of the AC compensa,tion system

To test the properties of the alternating fi.eld. compensator an artiffcial
mrgnetic noise source was used. The noise was created by feeding current
to a coil with 10 turns and 60 cm diameter. The coil,was situated at l0 m
distance from the shield on the next floor. The amplitude of the curreat
was 2.7 A and its frequency was,swept continuously from 0.05 IIz to 50 Hz.
The noise caused by this source was measured inside the shielded room
with and without the AC compensation. The measured spectral densities
in the y-direction are,shown iu Fig. 18. The compensator attenuates by
ebout 15 dB the noise above 8 Hz. However, because of the internal noise
of the magnetometer; reliable information about the attenuation at the
higher frequency range can not be obtained.

In the x-direction the attenuation of the compensator was negligible
at 18 Hz. This verifies that the coupling of the homogeneous noise and of
the com.pensatiag magnetic field to the chamber is different. If this is not
considered,,the attenuation of the compensator is B dB at the frequency
range from 5 Hz to 50 Hz. In the z-direction the attenuation was found to
be 12 dB in the range from 10 Hz to 30 Hz.
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The effect of the eompensation was also tested, on a normal working
day without any artiff.cial noisei, The results show that for the y-direction
the noise spile at 6.15 Hz was attenuated I dB. Other magnetic noise
components were attenuated below the internal noise level of the mag-
uetometer. In the x-and z-directions the attenuation'was found to be only
2 dB and 3 dB, respectively.

250
Hz

Flgure 18. Spectral, density of the nagnetie flux density
measured inside,the magnetically shielded room by using an in-
duction coil magnetometer and an artificial noise source when
(A) the active AC compensation was not used, (B) when the
compensation was used aud (C) when the background noise
'was measured without compensation.
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O. PERFOR,I\4ANCE OF TTIE -TAMPERE MAG.
NETICALLY SHIELDED ROOM IN BIO.
MAGNETIC E)CPERIMENTS

In the first measu.rements the movement of the shield on ite rubber
dam.pers forced by the ejection of the blood from the subject'e heart into
the aorta induced strong spurious signals, which distorted the real mag-
netocardiogram. Thus the additional floor without any contact to the room
was a real snccess. Äfber that relatively good magaetocardiograms could be
measured by using a single channel induction coil magnetometer [Lek 81b,
Est 821. AIso the three components of the magnetic freld vector of the heart
were measured the fust time simultaneously in our magnetically shielded
room by using'the induction coil technique pek 81a1. These measurements
showed that the shield was well euited for magnetocardiography.

The backgrould,noise level in the shield wss measured with an in-
duction coilrmagnetometer to be of the order of 40fTr*"r/Ezrl2, and this
was verif.edlater with a SQUID magnetometer, Fig. 19. The low-frequency
noise increases below the frequency in the order of a few hertz. Although

5.7.10'10

5.7.rc-12

5.7 rc-14

5.z.to'16

o 100 200

Hz

Figure 19. Magnetic backgrou-ud noise level in Tampere m.ag-
netically shielded room. The measurement is made with a
SQUID gradiometer.
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the ehield was equipped with pneumatic dampera, the vibratiou of the

building could be seen at some frequencies (Fig. 5). The intensity of the

low-frequency noise increased duriug the day-time when compared to the

noise level in the evening and at night. This was caused by the mag-

netic interferences from different sources and also the increase of the low-

frequency vibration and movements of objects in the gavilsnrnent'

Afber working hours it was possible to obtain a good quality MCG

with a squlD magnetoneter; Also some fetal magnetocardiography

recordings were made successfully with a balanced SQUID gradiometer,

Fig. 20 [Lek s2]. Because of the open door-way the RF-interferences

were occasiondly a problem. These were elimiaated with a thin (10 pn)
aluminium foil inside the Dewar around the detection coil.

Maternal MCGfn f:
'""1 il 'uo,'", |l U

Figure 20" Fetal magnetocardiogram measured from a fetus
of 37 weeks' gestation in Tampere magnetically shielded room.
The measurement is made with a SQUID gradiometer above

the mother's abdomen. For the sake of comparison also the
MCG of the mother is shown. The recordings are made alter-
natively.

After the installation of the DC field *onpensation system the noise

induced by the movement of the detector was completely eliminated. Then

the MCG recordings were possible also during normal working hours and

the only higher noise fields were found to arise from the opening of netal
d.oors and the moving of chairs with metal legs in the vicinity of the

laboratory.
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Figure 21 shows an example of a real time measurement of a magnetic
heart vector (MHv) taken during a normal working day with a multiplexed
SQUID vector magnetometer in the shield pek Sal. The active DC com-
pensation was used during the measurement. The subject wås a normal
28 year-old male.

pT

VT
r/\ r--Jt----,'\- F
L

o

"ri-:""

Flgure,2t. Real fins rccfiding of the magnetic heart vector
with a multiplexed SQUID vector magnetometer ia Tampere
magnetically shielded room. The subject is 28 year-old norm.al
male.
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7. DISCUSSION

It is generally Inown that technieally and economically most efrcient
noise rejection is not achieved byusing only one noise rejection method but
with the simultaneous application of various noiae 'rejection techniqueE.

This means that, thougb it is possible to measure the nagnetocardiogram
in a laboratory environment with a higher order gradiometer without any
shielding or in a high quality multi-layer shield with a magnetometer, in
vectormagnetometry the mogt effective solution ie achieved with a ffrst
order graöometer and an, eddy.surt.t shield completed with a comPer
sation coil system for the earth'e st*tic field. It is possible to build this
insbrumentatioa system into a normal laboratory room at relatively small
costs.

During the application of our magnetically shielded room to biomag-
netic measurements we found Bome suggestioas for improvements. The
most important thing is the limited apace ineide the ehield. We would like
to suggest that the dimensions,of the shield floor ehould be at least say

2.5mX3m and the height abouti2.2 m. Increasing the floor surface makes
it easier to perform the rneasurenents. Additionally it makes the neasure-
ment area more sy:mmetric, which decreases the magnetic field gradients
in the measurement location. The larger shield area makes it also possible

to make the corridor'longer, which further improvee the shielding. Note
that accorrling to Eq, (2) the time constant of the shield is proportional
to the dimensione of the shield. So the larger shield attenuates magnetic
interferences rnore thrn a smallrshield.

The wall thickness of 45 mm seems to be a good choice. The suspen-

sion system works satisfactorily; There have been also other solutions by
other research groups for damping and vibration [Ber 81, Kel 82]' The
selection of the damping principle depends on the properties of the build-
ing'

The homogeneity of our compensation coil system is probably better
than that of the earth's magnetic field, which is distorted by the ferromag-
netic material of the building. However, we recommend the construction
ueed in our coil system because it is very practical to construct and fits
well in the laboratory room.

If one wants to spend more money on the instrumentation system,
we suggest that it should be spent on more effective AC compensation of
the magnetic interference and good filtering of the signal. We have applied
digitat line.frequency filtering with good results [Hei 8a]. Another filtering
method also is adaptive filtering, which gives better results in a changing

noise environment.
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8. SUM1VIARY

Ä-n eddy current shield equipped with an active compensation system
to cancel the static and low-freguency magnetic field:has been constructed.
Its shielding properties and performance in biomagnetic experiments have
been thoroughly examined.

The required shielding factor ean be determined acdording to the
oristing laboratory noise, which depends on the laboratory location. The
ultimate limit for the shielding:is the noise level of the detector. Also the
use of a differential magnetometer decreases the needed shielding factor.

Our eddy current shield is constructed from 45 mm thick aluminium
plate and its outer dimensions are 2mX2mX2rn. The doorway is made
as a corridor and no closed door ie used. The ehield is equipped with
pneumatic dampers and a plywood floor without aqy contact to the shield.
The attenuation of the shield for s 50 Hz magnetic field is measured to be
44 rdB, 40 dB and 50 dB in the x-, y- and z-direction, respectively.

The compensationf,or the etatic field of the earth is important because
of the induced noise'generated by the vibration of the detector in the
DC fleld. In cardiac studies the changes in the intracardiac blood volume
generate a susceptibility sigaal,when there exiets a magaetic field. It can
be eliminated when the magnetic field is compensated for.

In our compensation coil system the vertical or x-component of the
magnetic field is compensated for with four coaxial square coils in two
planee. The y- and z-components are each compensated for with four
coaxial rectangular coils in four planes. The dimensions of the x-coils have
beensolved according to the method of Kshuno znd Gondo and the dimen-
sions of the rectangular coils in,the y- and z-directions experimentally on
the basis of the Equare coil solution

Three independent current sourees have been constructed for the com-
pensation. The curent feeding system is baeed on power MOSFETs and
the negative feedback loop whieh keeps the current stable. The adust,
meuts can be made with an accufacy of L00 pA in the y- and z.channels
and of 200 pA in the x-channel. The current feeding system is protected
against high connection transients. The drifb of the compensation currents
after an hour's warmup time causes a drifb of the order of 4.8 nT in the
total m.agnetic flux density. The line frequency ripple in the DC current
is at, ma)dmum 32 pA,.

The field distribution of the DC compensation coil eet has beea
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measured witå a flur,gate magnetometer. The fgeding current waa e
Bqnåre rraye current of 0.05 Hz. The effect of the low-frequency magnetic
fluctuations was avoided with this method. The magnetic flux density
components were measured at a total of 968 points inside the shield dur-
ing the magnetically silent periods of the day. The results show that the
inhomogeneity distribution of the compensation field agrees well with the
theoretical values except in the x-direction where the field homogeneity is

distorted possibly by the ferromagnetic material in the ceiling and floor.
An active ÄC compensation system for frequenciee from a few hertz

to 50 Hz has been tested- The noise freld is detected by uping relatively
large induction coils" The dimensione of the transducer coils have been

determined according to the field distribution of the compensation coil
set outside,the shield. The conirol system to eliminate the noise field is
formed by the transducer coil, the alternating field compensator and the
compensation coil set. By using an artiflcial magnetic noise eource the
maximum attenuation of B dB, 15 dB and 12 dB was obtained for the x-, y-
and z-örections, respectively. Ilowever, for the normal existing magnetic
noise the attenuation.was found to be below 10 dB for the y-direction and
2 dB and 3dB for the x- and z-directions, respectively.
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